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HNE WEATHER GRACES
KELOWNA F A U  FAIR
I PR IN C E  O F  W A L E S ’
N E IG H B O U R  IS D EAD  I
A N N U A L  M E E T IN G  OF
PA R E N T-TE A C H E R  ASSOCN.
W O R L D -W ID E  ECO NO M IC  I O RG AN  R E C IT A L
C O N FE R E N C E  TO  BE H E LD  | IN  U N IT E D  CHURCH
I Sccrcljary’a Report Shows Tlmt Ueefu 
w o rk  Was Accomplished 
During Past Year
C ALG ARY, Sept. 24.— George Lane, 
owner of tlie fainou.s liar U rancii and 
an Allierta pioneer, died suddenly this
morning at his ranch. Lane was an in-1 xhe annual meeting of the Kelowna 
timate friend of the I ro'Cc of VVales, Parent-Teacher Association was liclc 
____ ____________  , and upoit the atter a behalf purchased i,, the Public Schpol auditorium, on
«KTi%TAM oTnurnirwo on w n T T T n N a  PROVIDE IDEAL o r t t IN G   ̂ evening, with a fairly largeIN D IA N  SU M M ER C O N D IT IO N S  I ^ O y lD E  I number of members in attendance. ,
FO R  T H IR T IE T H  A N N U A L  E V E N T — F R U IT  E X H IB IT S  Lane, who was the most colourful xhe Secretary presented the annua
S H O W  S PLE N D ID  Q U A L IT Y  A N D  CO LO U R— . character m Alberta s ranching mdust- report, which showed that the past ycai'
B X C E I.1.E N T  PR O G R AM M E  O P  SPO R T I ̂
, , , , ,  , I ‘ ‘^tilarlyjn regard to the serving of mill,
diseases of ' jts could be studied there ating one of the largest ranches in the dyiiy for  ̂ period of five months and
__ _  ̂ ___ ^  A. ■ A .. ̂  ■* — — I  ̂  tea ^  I  A A  T ^  L.1 AA m a a aa A  aa a •a % aa a a ^a .aa a a aa _a aa aa I  aa l a  a . ^  a . a .
G LN E VA , Sept. 24.—The L ’cuKue| Delightful Programme Rowardcc
of Nations Assembly today adopted 
the French proposal for a world-wide 
econpmic conference under the auspi­
ces of the League. The proposal' was 
adopted amid enthusiasm, and' M. Lou 
chcour, its sponsor, was loudly applaud­
ed when he closed the debate 
M. Loucheour,^ who is a
Those Who Braved W et Weather
Dame Autumn wore her tendcrest 
smiles for the occasion of Kelowna s 
thirtieth Fall Fair. On Wednesday 
there was not a cloud to mar the per­
fect deep azure of the sky, and the 
temperature was that of the Okanagan 
Indian summer at its best, cool but 
without a suspicion of chill in the air. 
Today, a few clouds appeared but at 
no time was the sky overcast and con­
ditions remained most pleasant all day 
The wisdom of the decision taken by 
the Dircciors of the Kelowna Agricul­
tural Society to advance the date one 
week has been any)lyi'justificd. Not that 
the last week of September is certain to 
be free of rain, by any means, but sim­
ply because the later in th<j year the 
colder the rain, and should the Fair 
have the misfortune to encounter wet 
weather, it is better to eiidurc a warm 
rainfall in September than a chilly 
V downpour in October. The temperature 
drops rapidly here in the fall, and it is 
to be hoped the Society will adhere to 
the policy, so successfully demonstrated 
,this year, of a September Fair. The 
contrast with last year has been very 
marked. The Wednesday of the 1924 
Fair was cloudy and threatening, with 
cliilly temperature and heavy rain in 
the evening. Thursday , morning looked 
little more promising, with ̂  occasional 
showers, but fortunately a bright after- 
' noon redeemed the Fair from disaster.
This year, it is a pleasure to be able 
to record that perfect weather, tine 
exhibits, good races and other sports 
combined to crown the labours of the 
directors and officials so as to makv;,the 
Fail a real success.* Some trepidation 
Jiad'been felt that the attendance might 
not be equal to that of previous years, 
owing to the date coinciding wiih rhe 
height of the fruit picking and packing 
season, but such.was not the case, and
it is gratifying to be. able to state that 
the attendance on Wednesday was fully 
up to that of the first day of past Fairs 
and that Thursday’s gate receipts were 
very, satisfactory.
icul k 
.. , , A, i,*r - , f , , , I daily tor a period of five onths aiu
as well, us ...c ravages they make. Also West he farmed on a tremendous scale, the renairimr rearramriiur and cata- 
litcraturc was obtainable on all sub- The Prince of Wales was his guest at th^
jeets connected with horticulture and Bar U on his first visit to the West Interesting meetings were held with 
agriculture, such as arc carried on in in 1921 and was so favourably impress- hgetures and musical programmes, and 
this part of B. C. led that he acquired Ins presjent P*'P“ |two card parties helped to raise funds
Adjoining was the exhibit of the Do- perty. Lane suffered a breakdown ab- to carry on ,thc work of the Associa- 
minion Department of Agriculture, born in 1856 tion.
Dairy Branch; This was also of art in* I ucar DcsMonies, Iowa, 
structivc nature and statistics could be 
read showing the value of milk as an
article of djet, especially for the yourif^ WATER TRUSTEES
MEET MINISTER 
OF LANDS!
A quantity of useful information con 
be absorbed by spending a little time 
at this exhibit, which was attractively 
got up. ^
The next exhibit was that of the 
B. C. Department Health,' and here 
were to be found two ladies, Mrs. D.
W. Sutherland and Miss M. R. Mc-
Clung, P.H.N., who for some time Hon. T. D. Pattullo Makes No Defin 
past have always managed to make this ite Promise T o  Grant Any O f 
one of the most intcrcstmg of all the Concessions Asked
displays, especially for those who are 
interested in young people. The name 
given it was “A  Trip to Healthland,”
The two •'outstanding events of the 
year were the Book Shower in March 
and the Musical Festival in May, and 
these two* events the Association hopes 
to sec repeated next spring with even 
more interest and success.
The Association was able to present 
to the School the stenery for the stage 
in the auditorium, also to assist in ob­
taining a piano and to give pictures 
for prizes at the 'Musical Festival.
Cocoa was supplied at the noon hour 
during the severe weather.
There has bepn 'an increase in mem­
bership.
Following reception o f the report, a 
. hearty vote of thanks was tendered to
The Hon. T. D. Pattullo, Minister of I the Association by Principal C. W.
Despite the inclemency of the wea­
ther, thq organ recital given by Mr. 
W. Moncrieff Mawer in the Unitcc 
Church on Friday evening was well at- 
 former I tended, ,and, judging by the reception 
French Minister of Commerce, warned I given the excellent programme provid- 
thc Assembly that the task would be I cd, this form of musical entertainment 
difficult and said it must not be con- is certain to bocome highly popular this 
coaled from the world that >3 im- coming winter. The selections pjiay< 
possible for us to consider the prob-1 by Mr. Mawer were entirely suited 
Icrn without the aid of labour orgaiii-Jthc taste of the audience and his sk!l 
zatioiis.’’ He wanted the aid o f all in interpreting the ideas of the various 
nations in scekinj; a solution, which, he I composers added greatly to the attrac- 
continued, might not he achieved in I tivcncss of the recital, vvhilc all the 
several years. One of the most hcarti-1 compositions played by him giavc him 
ly applauded points made by the speak-1 excellent opportunity to display the 
cr, was that “ tariff policies must be wonderful tone and power of the new 
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and there the story of the commort was^a visitor to the city on Lees, on behalf of the teaching staff,
housefly could be seen at a glance, how and_ Tuesday, arriving l^ere Election of officers for 1925-26 re-
and. whore it laid its eggs, when and I?** Monday afternoon _on his way north I suited in choice of the following: Hon. 
where these eggs were hatched out, and >nspectiOn at Oliver and Presidents, Miss E. McNaughton and
how the flies contaminated fdbd. with southern points, where he had Mr. C. W . Lees; President. Mr. C. E.
speciaLdanger to sick people. Two K-a’^pbell, unanimously re-elected:
houses were s.hown, one without | Vice-President, Mrs. S. M. Simp-
screen doors and windows and the oth- Cleveland, Comptroller of Wat-1 son, unanimously re-elected; Second
er a model of cleanliness. One was an | * .i,- Vice-President, Mrs. ] .  A. S. Tilley;
The Minister s visit to this city was Secretary (pro tern.), Mrs. Moe; Cor-
laziness can produce, while the other ! connection With irrigation mat- responding W e ta r y ,  Mrs. H. W . Ar-
showed how disease can be best fought J®*’® ^nd on Mohday^afternoon he at- bugkle, unanimously re-electe^; Treas- 
by sanitary conditioni. Further, by Bonded a meeting of the representatiyed Mrs. T. Treadgold, unanimously
ooking at the exhibit, which was at- the various Irrigation Districts which re-elected; Social Gonvener. *Mrs. R. 
tractively arranged, even the casual ^  ®"fn^ed Tor by the B. GJ Burnj; Library Convener, Mrs. J. A.
passer by could not fail to read and h®®ociation of irrigation Districts. H s. Tilley. '
be impressed by the fact that by eating . After the election of officers, tenta-
pure and simple foods, plenty of fruits the programme of work
and vegetables and bv drinkina: oure Water Rights Branch, and for the ensuing year were made, and
Saler l;!d mUk and ?eadiS^n®open! “ v T- l-°vd l gave a delightfal
air We, Hf= cduld be. prolonged and
sTated in “ “ ^tetters? tom d ’ w  a t S l  i, f
. ........................... JUDGING C O M P E T IT IO N
om& of the features of past y ^ s  _ r Y  a Propos^ Lgjj ,j f Ijy con- (Results received too late for inclu
were lacking, notably the usual m erry-^eiownas p r^ re^ , tnere was a small himself by stating that, while' - - -  -- ^ -------- : - t - t
go-rounds and side-shows, but other | tv  he was quite familiar with the irrigation
forms of amusement were provided * r it ' situation in the Interior, hb would give
make up the shortage, and several | the matters contained in the brief fur-
games of chance kept the crowd amused 
during thie waits between the sport e- 
vents. One decided improvement was 
very noticeable, namely the quality of 
the music provided by the Orchard 
City Band, which was the best by far 
for many previous Fairs and delighted 
the spectators on both afternoons.
A  notable event was the attendance 
this afternoon of a number of C.N.R. 
officials who arrived on a special, the 
first passenger train to enter the city. 
They reached the grand stand in time 
to see the point-to-point race and were 
highly delighted with the entire Fair, 
which was a surprise to them from 
many points of view.
and a more com-
sio'n in Prize List on page six.) 
Possible marks, 100.
.1, Ruth Stuart, 92 points.
2, Richard Dore, 81 points.
3, Leonard Leathley, 79 points. 
There were sixteen entries.
h ^ ily  creditable. [ ther consideration
Close by, on the west wall,' was one plete study.
of the most notable of the exhibits! On Tuesday morning Mr. Pattullo, _______________
placed in the main building, a wonder- met the Trustee's of the Glenmore liTi-1 M A C K E N Z IE  K IN G  
ml display of field produce, exhibited gation District and in the afternoon of i s  COM ING  W E S T
by Mr. G. E. Lewis, which had been I the same day held an enquiry into a
prodiiwd entirely from Jiome-grown dispute between the Oyama Irrigation! O T T A W A , Sept. 24.—Premier W. 
seed. Here corn fully fifteen feet high District and the Wood’s Lake Water L. Mackenzie King will open his west- 
wasTo be seen^and perhaps the tallest} Company, proceeding then to Vernon j ern political campaign at Neepawa,
and largest sunflowers ever shown here, to m,eet representatives of the Vernon Man., on Monday evening next, it was 
which apeared to be about nineteen water users. He was scheduled to announced today by Senator Andrew 
feet high. Displayed on the floor was leave Vernon for Kamloops on Wed- Hayden, who is making arrangements 
also a fine lot of mangels, pumpkins nesday to catch the train for the Coast, for the Prime Minister’s itinerarv • in 
and various roots, scarcely excelled by While in this district he was driven the Western provinces. The Pnme 
other exhibits, which went to^ prove thro^h the country by Major J. C. Minister, Senator Hayden stated, would 
that p o d  crops can be produced frotn MacDonald. w ou ldalsospeakat Calgaryor Leth-
 ̂ ‘  T, - • . ft,. : carefully selected ---- ------------ ^ -------- - bridge or possibly at both places, and
A  luncheon was given today to the j seed. then would proceed to the Pacific
visiting directors of .the V^^  ̂ Winfield District Exhibit [agent. ^  j Coast,
hibition Association, the judges and:
other officials, at the Lakeview^Hotel.! Nearby was a small exhibit of Gur-i ^y the latter exhibit and seen, . , ,
A  civic welcome was extended by ney ranges by Leckic Hardware. Ltd., L j  once when entering the building was was far above the average. The bou- 
Mayor D. W. Sutherland, and the Van-I local agents, and in the north-west cor- ^  special exhibit made bv the residents were more numerous and mclud-
couver guests replied in short speeches I ner the ladies’ rest room; after which, L,£ Black Mountain Buttes and of a greater variety of blooms, and the 
in which they invited the people of j  by still turning to ’the right, the Wm- Lj^g Belgo Benches. It was in the form whole exhibit was much better arrang- 
this valley to send a district exhibit to; field District Exhibit v̂ as reached, th eK f ^ kiosk the various products dis-D^*^^^ '̂^ 1̂ ®̂  year. Among the exhibit 
Vancouver next year and a ^pecial : only district exhibit entered for com- pj bein" easily inspected 'Thi<; ex- o'"® were Major and Mrs. J. A. Hen 
stock exhibit to that city next Decern-1 petition. It was delightfully arranged Kjij-L^v^rjiich^was not entered in the di<;- Aerson, of Oyama, and Mr. and Mrs 
- offering to hold a special “Tomato i and the fruit and other produce dis- L ric t’ competition, was an object lesson U- E. Hamilton, of Vernon, who have
Day next year for the benefit of this, played tliere c ^ ld  scarcelyJje^surpass- asTro what can be produced on bench th:s year made entries at all the yan- 
part of the Interior. Speeches at this, cd. 1 he same form of arrangement y,hg^g *hgre fc an abundance of ous shows in the South Okanagan.
gathering were of a most cordial, na-; was used as last year but better taste Lypter. Fine apples and other fruits * Fruit
ture, pleasing addresses Ijcing given .vvas shown, plate exhibits of all kinds Lp jj splendid vegetables of all kinds The plate fruit exhibits, shown as 
by Mr. M Hereron. President of the j being displayed on white napkins plac- Lyg^g g ,̂p,yp, ^g ^ g „  ^g honey, the on- formerly in the north gallery, were, if 
Kelowna Agricultural Society, and b y , cd on a black background. The ex- h^pg being specially remarkable for Uu>^iu»er> better tlian last year. How-
Mr. J. W . Jones and others. Though hibit was truly representative of the Lhgjj. gygppggg p j gj^g vvhile the rest ever, it is regrettable that keener com-
of an informal nature, they showed that ; fiourishmg and cnterprismg community pf the exhibits which were well mark- Petition in this special product of the
q very happy co-operation is being it represented, as it included practically g j name and variety eciualled ^'®t*'ict was not manifest. What fruit
maintained between the directors of the all varieties of apples, pears, plums, Lhose shown by anv other section of was on . show was really remarkable
Vancouver Exhibition and the officials prunes, grapes and all the ordinary Lhg valley. Immediately facing it was M®'' '̂ ® Quality, colouring and freedom
of the Kelowna Agricultural Society, fruits grown as well as a showing of L, „  -"gxhnjit made bv the Black any kind of blemish. It was also
Capt. J. ,K. Matheson, Manager of ver>' fine prden Produce, the onionsL^p„Ptpjp Cp^ l̂e Company which also well displayed, but the quantity , was 
the Vancouver Exhibition, was mclud- especially being remarkable for their Idnds'^of^fruit and ve- .Peking. There were, however, nine
cd amongst the visitors. He was de- size. The decorations used were, Aow- Lphics displayed in the kiosk also to- ®utries in the three-plate exhibits of
lighted with the I* air and with what ers and mountain ash, and those who h^ggp alfalfa. This latter exhibit " ' " ’ ter apples which made a very fine 
he saw of the dtstrict. for which he were ̂ responsible for the way in which excellent views of the display. The innovation introduced
prophesied a most brilliant future. tlî e exhibit was got up can be con-Kj^^gh Mountain district, showing how this year, that of enteVing single speci-
the ncw Settlement there had sprung h"®"® apples as representative of the
“ * ^ ^  ‘'’ ‘  ̂ .‘ r̂tl®'f’ S, as I ^̂ hat could be produced there owner s idea of what each variety
tions.”  I church. The soloists also distiilguishccj themselves, Mrs. J. H. Trenwith by the 
case of her singing a most difficult 
Miss Isobe
her fine rendering of “Traumcrei,’ ’ anc 
Peer Gynt Suite (GHcg), compositions 
Mr. Mackenzie Mawer, who was indis- 
[ posed, by. the delightful way in which 
he sang two songs of entirely different 
natpre.
ic opening number “ Fanfare in D,’’ 
(LeiVnicns) is a brilliant composition, 
Several Interesting , Events Are Held j which gave Mr. Mawer opportunity to 
Rees Cup Is  Won By Mr. “®*’®'T oH” the loud Stops of the new
organ. It was followed by Morning 
Jerman Hunt I Mood’’ and .“ 'The Death of Asc,’ ’ from
Peer Gynt Suite (Grieg), compositions 
Favoured with generally fine weath-1 v̂̂ th wonderful effects of light and 
er, except for the rain 
Thursday and Friday 
weeks have been full 
ity for local golfers, what with local I applause he received being continuous, 
and outside matches. “ Requiem’’ (Homer). The overture
An event of great interest took place to “ Poet and Peasant’ ’ (Suppe) was 
at Penticton on the 11th and 12th in tken played by Mr. Mawer. This proy- 
the form of the play for the Ladies’ ed a very popular number, the audience 
Interior Open Championship, for which being charmjed by the way in which the 
entrants from Vernon, Kelowna and d'^forent themes were portrayed. “Al- 
Penticton competed. 'The title was J^Srotto in E Flat” (Wolsteiiholm) and 
won by Mrs. McNicoll, of Penticton, “Spring Song” ^(Hollins) were next 
who defeated Mrs. Maclaren, of Kel- pHy®d> the latter number especially be- 
owna, in the -finals, 5 and 4. This re- well received. Miss Isobel Murray, 
presents the first win by Penticton of who received a great ovation, followed, 
the Carew Cup of Kamloops, emblem-|Ehe applause she received was well de- 
atic of the championship. served, her interpretation oi “Trau-
The weather was all that could be merei” on the violin being splendid 
desired, and the Kelowna ladies who A  very massive composition was then 
participated in the event are loud in tackled, by the organist, a grand fan- 
their praise of the manner in which it tasia entitled “The Storm,” by Leni- 
was conducted, also of the hospitality It shpwed the wonders of the
extended to the players by the Ladies’ "®w organ to good advantage and also 
Executive and the Secretary and mem- the remarkable skill of'the organist in 
|)ers of the Penticton Golf Club. The I’^Atning effects and sudden
competition will be held next year, at t̂ opens with a very quiet
Kelowna.  ̂ „ movement; then comes the sound of .the
The Rees Cup ' shepherd piping to his flocks on' the
O f local interest was the play, post- breaks,
poned from Labour Day, for the Rees crashes^and the storm^ in its
Cup, an annual handicap event. This is heard, and afterwards dies
drew the largest entry of the season, the distance, when
and was won by Mr. Jerman Hunt on a P '̂ayers of thankfulness at its fin-
handicap of 30, net ,67. The scores P
were as follows: '  .dable of all the,selections pk^^
Strokes Less Net  ̂ ^reat fav-
J. N. Hunt ............... . 97 30 67 ?4 ” te with âll local audiences, gave a
fine exposition of her vocal powers by
That the Fall Fair was a success re­
flects great credit on Mr. M. Hcrcron, 
its hard-working President, the direc­
tors placed in charge of the various di­
visions and Capt. C. W. J. Jervis, the 
Secretary, all of whom spared no eff­
orts to bring this about.
A  dance tonight brought this suc­
cessful event to a fitting close.
Main Building .
Generally speaking, the exhibits dis­
played in the main building were .about 
as numerous as those shown last year. 
They were not quite as many as could 
have been wished, but this was prob­
ably due to the extreme rush of work 
at the present time. According to the 
universal opinion, they were better dis­
played than has generally been the case 
and in nearly, all classes were of sur­
passing e.xccllcncc. Taking'it all in all, 
the arrangement was better than last 
year, the most being made o f the space 
available, and in consequence of this 
the main floor had a vqr.v' attractive 
appearance, one calculated to make 
the average visitor stop and examine 
what was to be seen, as everything 
■was well grouped and the catalogue 
could be easily followed.
On entering the building and turn­
ing to tile left, the first exhibit that 
struck the eye was one got up by the 
Provincial Laboratory of Entomology, 
Vernon, which was of a highly educa­
tive order. Insect pests, fungi and all
cards were to be seen on which it was
e s ^PP ^  
up and w t co l  e ro ce  t ere O'’''"®''’® of t e c  v riety
. . . . , . . . I after one vear of cultivation It w.-o; Nhould be like, also brought out a first
n iS i  Vcfno^iy"nd L lo w  evcniiH?. so that H‘'®® c®"’ P®‘?‘ ion. All classes aittl near-
acres of orchaSs containing information rc- 'y ''anet’cs were well represented.
more%"cp.not;etci:itiv^i^^^^^^^^^^ the district could be easily |-clothe
tor production of fruit. The display
was awarded a merit figure of 91 peri was a 1 nlate exhibits it mav oerhans bo well
cent by the judges, as follows: }vhd was kept very busy demonstrat-
J in.g a new kind of pie crimper, in which *i . V  j anugcuicr uuuKciy
the lady visitors were much interested. ! Transcendent crabs will figure in 
1/1 „  . , , , .r, , the prize list from now on, this variety
Vegetables and Produce
Possible Awarded
Variety ........................ 18 . 7
Sfzc .........:............. ..... 10 Q
Colour ........................ 12 12
Uniformity ................. 15 13
l’'rccdom from blemish 15 14
Quality ..........I............ 10 9
Display and arrangement 20 17
Total 100 91
As has been the custom in the past, 
1 the tables and stands in the centre of 
 I the building were reserved for displays 
of garden produce, field crops and 
! flowers. Generally speaking, there was 
a better display of garden vegetables 
than last year but, though the quality 
.Adjoining the Winfield exhibit was | was excellent, the quan-
a display of ladies’ fall wear by J. 1'. tity left much to be desired. The same 
Fumerton and Co. and in the n o r t h - b o l d s  good regarding the field
east corner the refreshment booth run 
by the ladies of the Kelowna Women’s 
Institute, a popular resort where good 
meals could be obtained at reasonable 
prices, and which did a good business. 
• Close to the cast entrance was an 
exhibit of washing machines demon- 
stnated by Mr. W. W. Loanc, one of 
which was run by electricity, and op­
posite it a display of bicycles shown 
by Air. Ted lUise. Then, nearing the 
main entrance again, came the exhibit 
of the I'lillcr Brush Company, in 
charge of Mr. J. W. B. BrownCt local
produce,* though some excellent exhib­
its were to be seen. What was on dis­
play was indeed remarkable for its e- 
xcellcnce, but the comiictition was not 
representative of ’the valley.
Flowers
The flower cxhibit.s, on the other 
hand, were far superior to those of 
last year. They were also better dis­
played and this helped to brighten up 
the building-. Some splendid bouse 
plants were to lie seen, especially fu­
chsias and geraniums, while the show­
ing of dahlias, gladioli,and cut flowers
not being in condition +o be exhibited 
at the time of the Fall Fair.
The cup 'offered by the Royal Bank 
of Canada for the best display of three 
varieties of commercial apples drew a 
fine lot of entries of excellent quality, 
quite one of the best displays. It was 
won outright by Mr. C. Tucker, >vbose 
fruit showed 100 per cent colouring. 
This is the first year this cup has been 
offered, and it is generally hoped that 
the Bank will lend the same aid in 
coming seasons, as the hope of winning 
tlic cup was productive of very keen 
competition. The cup given by Lieut.- 
Governor the Hon. W. C. Nichol also 
brought out a fine disphay. that of box­
ed apples. It was Won for the second 
time by Mr. L. J. Prior, of Winfield.
Pears being few this season prob­
ably accounted for that fruit being 
poorly represented in the plate exhib­
its, and the same remarks hold good 
regarding plums. Prunes were, how-
( Continued ohi Page 4)
A. K. Loyd ..... ........ . 94
Dr. W . Herald    .....105
D. Curell ........... ,......... 85
R. Rutherford ..............   104
H. G. M. Wilson ........ . 86
J. Bowes..... ..................  91 18
C. Quinn .............    94 20
H. V. Claridge .............  104 30
Dr. Shepherd'..............   100 25
E. M. Carruthers .......  97 22
Dr. Bryce ................,... 103 28
D. R. Leckie ................  105 30
G. R. B inger.................  104 26
J. D. Laird .....   99 2Q
G. A. McKay ........    106 27
G. Meikle ....................  106 27
Dr. Wright .......    114 33
R. McK. Watt ......... .....109. 27
H. C. S. Collett .......... 112 30
H. V. Dawson .............  118 36
H. Broad .............  108 22
Penticton-Golfers-Visit-Kelowna ______
Sunday, the 20th, was the occasion j h's former pupils and also as one
of a friendly match between local play- A's former baritone .soloists, has in- 
ers and visitors from Peifticton, nine- Kflcd Mr. Hollins to visit Kelowna anc 
teen in number, who were entertained 18 ''’  ̂® recital ait the United Church 
at luncheon in the Club House by the
/:q singing exceptionally well the difficult 
14 71 aria “ I will extol Thee, O Lord,” from
“ Eli” (Costa). Her tone throughout 
72 W3S clear and her high B flat was won 
7, derfully sustained. A  delightful enter 
7, tainment was ended by Mr. Mawer
74 playing the prelude to the Third Act o:’ 
7c “ Lohengrin,” (Wagner) and “ Marche 
7c Militaire” (Gounod), both of v,'hieh 
7c were well received.
75 "'■4 '" tc e s t many, who attendcr 
70 this recital to know that Mr. Mawer 
70 was a pupil of the composer o f . the 
79 “ Spring Sonp;,” played on Friday 
7Q night, also that Mr. Hollins, who is or 
01 ganist of St. George’s Church, Edin 
g2 burgh, Scotland, is in Canada at the 
g2 present ^ime on his way round the 
g2 world lor the third time. During this 
gg present tour he will play on the wcll-
' known organ at Sydney, Australia, the 
largest-in - the—world.__Mr. Mawer’. a.s
Ladies’ Executive and also at a dinner 
tendered to them by the Kelowna Golf 
Club at the Palace Hotel, in the even­
ing.
On the latter occasion, the President 
of the local club, Mr. H. F. Rees, feli­
citously expressed the pleasure of the 
members in enjoying a visit from the 
Penticton players. He referred to the 
contemplated action of the Penticton 
club towards acquiring their own pro­
perty, in which effort he expressed the 
wish that they would be successful, 
stating that, with the course their own, 
they would undoubtedly advance more 
rapidly, as the members would be cer­
tain to take a keener interest in the 
club.
Mr. G. R. Binger, Vice-President, a- 
bly seconded the President’s remarks 
and voiced the hope that the Kelowna 
club would be privileged the oppor­
tunity of enjoying many more events 
such as had marked that day.
Mr. Sycr, captain of the Penticton 
team, made a suitable response, ex­
pressing the pleasure and gratification 
experienced by the Penticton club in 
exchanging games with Kelowna play­
ers.
After other speeches by several of 
the visitors, the gathering concluded 
with the singing of “ God Save The 
King.’’
The order of play was singles in the 
forenoon and best ball foursomes in 
the afternoon, Penticton winning the 
latter 5-4, while Kelowna took the 
visitors into camp in the morning to 
the score of 12-5. The following arc 




Cadiz .............  R. Minns ......  3 and 2
A. McDougall W . Trcfich ...... 2 'up
H. S. Thomas .. Dr. Shepherd ..1 up
B. Parkins ......  R. Watt ......  1 up
J. H. Ellis .... H. V. Claridge .... 1 up
The Armstrong City Council has de­
cided to eliminate all flat rates for elec­
tric light supply and to arrange for a 
meter to be placed in every building.
Won from 
Kelowna Penticton
D. Curell..........A. J. Finch .... 9 and 8
F. A, Taylor ....T. M. Syer .:.... 2 and 1
H. G. M. Wilson Grccnhill 7 and 
J. Bowes ......  C. W . Nicol- .*i. 2 up
E. P c lly ........J. R. Mitchell .... 3 and 2
H. Broad...... T. Aiidrcws ........ 7, fip
J. V. Lycll .... W . Patterson .... 2 and 1 
H. F. Rees .... J. A. McGregor ..2 and 1
Dr. Bryce ....  A. S. Hatfield .... 2 up
J. F. Burnc .......... Jones ........ 2 and 1
G. R. Binger .. A. J. Allcrton ..3 and 2 
W . S. Wilson .. E. H. Hancock 5 and 4
A ll Square 
Kelowna Penticton
j A. K. Loyd ......  M, D. Ross





Taylor .... 6 and 5 
Wilson and
P c lly ...... 3 and 2
Bowes and 
Minns .... 6 and 5 
Rees and
L o y d ...... 2 and 1
’̂ Whillis and 




Patterson .... 4 up 
McDougall and
F'llis ........  3 up
Perkins and 
Hancock ..6 and 5 
Allcrton and
Penticton
Finch and Sycr 
Grccnhill and 
Mitchell






Broad and Lyell 
Trench and 
Claridge




On Monday evening the annual gen­
eral meeting of the Kelowna and Dis­
trict Liberal Association was held in 
the Board of Trade Hall. Dr. W. J. 
Knox, President o f ‘the Association, ac­
ted as chairman and Mr. H. V. Craig 
as secretary.
The following officers wcrc''choscn 
for the ensuing year: Hon. President, 
Rt. Hon. W . L. Mackenzie King; Hon. 
Vice-Presidents, Hon. John Oliver and 
Mr.^D. W . Sutherland; President, Mr, 
J. E. Reekie; 1st Vice-President, Mr. 
W . R, Trench; 2nd Vice-President, Dr. 
W . J. Knox, 3rd Vice-President, Mr. 
G. S. McKenzie; Secretary, Mr. A. 
Fraser; Treasurer, Mr. A. E. Cox. 
Those placed on the Executive Com­
mittee were: Kelowna, Dr.Jli. Mathi- 
son, Messrs. W . W , Loanc, D. R. Butt,
A. W . Hamilton, D. H, Rattenbury, P,
B. Willits, R. C. H. Mathic. R. Minns,
C. W . Lees, K. Maclaren, H. L. Fitz­
patrick, P. McGarrity, F. Davis, G. H. 
Tutt, C. Hubbard and R. G. Ritchie; 
Ellison: Messrs. R. D. Booth and J. 
Caldwell; Joe Rich: Mr. T. W . Smith; 
Benvoulin: Mr. J. Casorso; Okanagan 
Mission: Mr. F. Chaplin; Bear Creek: 
Mr. H. V. Chaplin; Westbank: Messrs.
J. L. Dobbin and D. Gellatly; Winfield, 
Mr. J. W. Fowler; Belgo, Mr. D. Oli- 
ver; Rutland: Messrs. E. R. Blcnkarn 
and F. L. Fitzpatrick; East Kelowna: 
Mr. R. Brechin; Okanagan Centre: Mr.
S. Copeland; Glenmore: Mr. A. J. 
Cameron. , ,
The following delegates to the Lib­
eral nominating convention for the 
Yale Riding to be held at Penticton 
tomorrow were also chosen:— Rutland: 
Messrs. D. E. Oliver, E. R. Blenkarn 
and F. L. Fitzpatrick; Ellison: Mr. D. 
Booth; Joe Rich: Mr. T. Smith; Bear 
Mr- H- V, Chaplin; Benvoulin: 
Mr. J. Casorso; Glenmore: Mr. A. J. 
Cameron; South Kelowna: Mr. Fred. 
Chaphn; East Kqlowfia: Messrs. J. E. 
Reekie and R. Brechin; Okanagan Cen-'' 
tre: Mr. S. Copeland; Westbank: Mr.
L. Dobbin; Kelowna: Dr. W. J. 
Rnox, Dr. R. Mathison, Messrs. D, 
Lcckie, D. H. Rattenbury, D. W. Su­
therland, W . R. Trench, W .-W , Loane.
R; G. Ritchie, C. Ii. Jackson, S. T.
Cox, R. Minns, J. Math- 
. H. V, Craig, J. Caldwell, G. Matt- 
lews, Geo. McKenzie. .
RU M -R U N N E R  SUPPOSED
TO  H A V E  FOUNDERED
A N T W E R P , Sept. 24.—Another al- 
eged rum-runner has been given up as 
ost.. It is presumed that it foundere'd 
somewhere in the .-Pacific Ocean. The 
vessel is the’Belgian steamer Gertrude, ' 
which, w.th a crew of nineteen men, 
sailed from Antwerp on February 22nd, 
jound for Vancouver. She had on 
board a general cargo, most of which 
is^said to have been liquor, principally 
whiskey. The Gertrude passed through 
the Panama Canal and called at San 
Francisco between April 10th and 15th.
PR IN C E  H E N R Y
BECOMES A  “ C A S U A LTY ”
LO ND O N, Sept. 24.— Somewhere in 
Wiltshire, Prince Henry, the King’s 
third son, was adjudicated “killed in 
action,” early this morning, by a refer­
ee in the army manoeuvres now pro­
ceeding in this distr.ct. Prince Henry, 
who is serving with the Blue army de­
fending, London, became a “ casualty” 
while leading his troop of Hussars 
against the tanks artillery of the Red '
forces. He exposed himself too much 
and was caught in a burst of artillery 
fire which “wiped out” the gallant cav­
alry squad.
FAM OUS “ MR. A .”
BECOMES M AH ARAJAH
LO N D O N , Sept.24. — An Exchange 
Telegraph dispatch from Lahore re­
ports the death of Lieut.-Gcn. Sir Pra- 
tap Singh, Maharajah of Jammu and 
Kashmir. His heir is his nephew, Sir 
Hari Singh, who achieved international 
notoriety last winter as “ Mr. A.” , whose 
intimacy with Mrs. Charles E. Rob­
inson resulted in his being mulcted by 
a band of iiiteniational blackmailers. 
Sir Hari was said to have been fleeced 
out of $750,000.
BELEAG U ERED  FRENCH
G AR R ISO N  R E LIE V E D
DAMASCUS, Syria, Sept. 24.—A 
French column, after an eight-hour bat­
tle, has entered Suedia, relieving the 
garrison which has been besieged for 
nearly two months by revolting Druse 
tribesmen.
LE TH B R ID G E  PROGRESSIVE
GETS L IB E R A L  SU PPO RT
LETH BRID G E, Sept. 24.—The 
L beral convention for Lethbridge con­
stituency met yesterday and adjourned 
without nominating a candidate. A re­
solution was passed endorsing the Lib­
eral principles, “ whicli L. C. Dclliff, the 
Progressive cand.datc, rcprcseTtiti?,” and 
recoinnicnding that the Liberal execu­
tive give the Progressive nominee all 
support possible.
T O O K  S T R Y C H N IN E  IN
M IS T A K E  FOR SALTS
Hatfield ....3 and 2 salts.
SASKATO O N, Sept. 24.—Two men 
on a threshing outfit operating on the 
arm of H. Cowan, four miles west of 
iisdand, died last night as the result 
of taking strychnine in mistake for
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iSe l o w i ^ ^  s h o p
Issuer of Marriage Licences.
d J O K  A A  SEE O U R  
SPE C IA L
Wall Paper!
Get your papering done before winter sets in. Winter is
home time.
«
To make the home cheerful, the family happy, try the
magic effect of
W ALL PAPER
1926 Paper is arriving. Come early and get your pick. 
W E  H A V E  A  STOCK OF T H E  N E W  30-inch PAPER .
KELOWNA FURNITURE COMPANY
PENDOZI STREET Phone 33
99••ALBAQUA
A  S C IE N T IF IC A L L Y  PR E PA R E D
Lime Whitewash
T H A T  W IL L  N O T  R U B  OFF.
SA N IT A R Y
D U R A B LE





Karno Comedy Co. Will Present Old 
Country Successes
The Empress Theatre management 
has been fortunate enough to book as a 
special attraction for Thursday, Oc|. 
1, and Friday, Oct. 2, the Karno Com­
edy Company, headed by Fred Karno 
himself, who plays the leading role. 
The whole Englishrspeaking world is 
familiar with the famous Karno acts, 
which made such men as Charlie Chap­
lin, Sid Chaplin, Harry Langdon, Jim­
my Aubray, Fred Kitcnen, Albert Aus­
tin and a dozen others equally famous.
In presenting “ Sons of the Sea,” 
which had a run for over two years in 
the Old Country on the Moss & Stoll 
circuits and has been playing success­
fully in Vancouver and on Vancouver 
Island for the past three months, Mr. 
Karno has wisely chosen a vehicle in 
which he is seen to great advantage 
Those who remember "A  Night in an 
English Music Hall,” “The Jailbirds,’ 
“The Earlybirds,” etc., will know what 
a fine treat and how many laughs a- 
wait them. The sketch itself tolls of 
the troubles of a lot of rookies going 
on hoard a battleship for their first 
day’s duties and of the conseoucut dif­
ficulties in which they find ihcmsclvcs. 
Other acts by the same company will 
also be presented.
On the second night, a complete 
change of programme will be given. 
Mr. Karno will give another sketch, en­
titled “Automatic Doormats.” Lo 
Verge, who by his skill 'U magic and 
manipulation combined with witty say­
ings has earned himself the title of 
“ The W itty Wizard,” will present his 
original comc<ly magic and illusion act.
Mr. Terence O ’Dare docs some really 
wonderful dancing as the “ Gopfy Gent­
lemen” in “Sons of the Sea,” and m 
his novelty skit on Jimmy Valentine he 
is absolutely at his best. Arthur Scott, 
who plays the officer’s part in "Sons of 
the Sea,” is an unusually fine singer and 
will offer .some really delightful old 
English-ballads.
Altogether, these clever people pro­
mise to make as big a hit here as at all
other places where they have appear­
ed. Don’t forget the dates. Thursday, 
Oct. 1, and Friday, Oct. 2, and note 
that the entertainment is additional to 
and docs not supersede the pictures 
scheduled' for these nights, “The Talk­




lat Kelowna Troop 
Troop First I Self Last I
Edited by "Pioneer.”
GLENMORE
Another of our young people has 
started out in her chosen career. Miss 
Christine Ferguson, who left on Wed­
nesday last for Sibbald, Alta., where 
she will teach this year.
At the service in the Schoolroom on 
Sunday evening last, the Rev. J. A. 
Dow announced that no service would 
he held on Sunday, Sept. 27th, in the 
evening, as the congregation would 
combine with the Sunday School for 
Rally Day Service in the afternoon. 
The special speaker for this service is 
Miss B. Irvine. W ill all make an ef­
fort to be present and bring a friend, 
if possible, at three o ’clock?
m m *
The rain on Friday was responsible 
for the school truck being delayed. On 
the road near Mr. Bolton’s property a 
heavy vehicle of this kind cannot make 
the grade unless the road is gravelled. 
With the assistance of Mr. Hume’s 
team, th'̂  journey was completed but 
beyond scheduled time. The other 
roufe.will he taken if another occasion 
ncccssitateSt^
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. R. Gelletly, of Vancou­
ver,' have been visiting Glenmorc and 
looking over their property there.
*  *  *
Mr. W . M. MacLachlan, of Vancou­
ver, Receiver for the Central Okanagan 
Lands, Limited, arrived on Wednes­
day.
■-----
The Simimcrland Municipal Council 
has declined to join Penticton Munici­
pality in the cost of obtaining the ser­
vices of a hydraulic engineer to report 
upon sources of additional water sup­
ply for irrigation purposes.
September 22nd, 1925.
Orders for week ending October 1st, 
1925: ,
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week,
Beavers; next for duty, Wolves,
Rallies: A  Business Session of the 
Court of Honour will be held at the 
Scoutmaster’s Office on Friday, the 
25th inst., at 7.30 p.m., for Patrol Lea­
ders only. , .
The first rally of the Troop for the 
season is called for Monday next, the 
28th inst., at 7.15 p.m., at which uni­
forms must he worn. A  full attend­
ance of all Scouts and Recruits at this 
first rally is imperative, as we shall 
have the weighing scales there, bor­
rowed for the occasion, and all weights, 
heights and.chest measurements will 
be taken. It is on the weights shown 
here that the basketball divisions for 
the season arc arranged.
Until further notice it is compulsory 
to wear full uniform at the first rally 
of the Troop to be held each moifth. If 
the wear and tear of the years behind 
has in any way depleted uniforms. 
Scouts will be given to the first rally 
in November next to make the neces­
sary repairs or replace the missing, 
worn-out or growri-out-of articles. A l­
ter that date we expect the Court of 
Honour will decide that Scouts who 
still have no uniforms or incomplete 
ones will be struck off our strength. 
Patrol Leaders will please bring this 
order to the personal attention of each 
and every Scout' in their respective 
Patrols. It, of course, does not apply 
to the Recruits we are just taking on 
our strength, as they can not wear a 
uniform until they have served in the 
Troop a month and have passed their 
Tenderfoot tests.
W e have seven Patrols in the Troop 
whose strength we have fixed at seven 
Scouts each and, if all vacancies arc 
filled by Friday o f ' this week, the 25th 
inst., we shall not take on any more 
recruits until Christmas, although ap­
plications may still be made at any 
time. W e have already given notice of 
this several times in this Column.
W e very much regret to record the 
following resignations from the Troop: 
P.-L,s Gordon Meikle, Ellis Todd, W il­
liam Longley and Murray McKenzie 
and Second William Knowles, P.-L. 
Todd has left Kelowna to attend the 
Normal School at Vancouver, and our 
best wishes for his good luck and suc­
cess there accompany him. The oth­
ers are all remaining in Kelowna and 
when the pressure of work, which has 
been responsible for their decisions, 
lets up we hope that we shall still be 
able to have their services in some cap­
acity at any rate. In other words we 
refuse to let them go entirely or sing 
any swan song over them just yet.
The following promotions have been 
ordered, by the Court of Honour:— 
P.-L. James Laidlaw of the Lynx to 
be Instructor in Signalling, unattached; 
P.-L. John Foster of the Cougars to 
be Troop Leader; Second Lloyd W il- 
lianis to be P.-L. of the Otters; Second 
F. Williams to be P.-L. of the Owls; 
Second H. Campbell to be P.-L. of the 
Eagles; Second Ken Shepherd to be 
P.-L. of the Lynx; Second William 
Lucas to be P.-L. of the Wolves.
Our heartiest congratulations are 
extended to all these Scouts, and with 
their continued interest and zeal in 
their greater responsibilities we should 
look forward to a very successful sea­
son.
DR. H. A. PR IC K E R  
Of Toronto, elected president of the 
Canadian College of Organists at their 
annual meeting in the Ontario capital.
CCS with this wcCk’s meeting. Points 
will he the same, as in the competition 
just cldscd, except that the points for 
tests passed will be doubled.
A. W . GRAY, Scoutmaster.
WOLF CUB NOTES 
1st Kelowna Pack
First parade for the session on W ed­
nesday evening next, Sept. 30th, at 7 
o’clock sharp. ■ . '
Sixes will he formed at this parade. 
Only a limited number of Cubs will be 
kept on the roll this year. Those wish­
ing to remain in the 1st Kclownas must 
attend this parade in full uniform or 
signify their intention of remaining in 
the Pack to one of the Sixers, should 
they be unable to attend this parade on 
Wednesday next. , .
I t 'is  hoped to run a Football and 
Basketball League this season between 
the 1st and 2nd Kelpwnas, Okanagan 
Mission and East Kelowna. . , 
Camp fees owing must be paid in be­
fore being appointed to a Six.
C. E. D AVIS , C M .
WILSON lANMNG
AND WESTSIDE
Mr. G. C. Browse has recently in­
stalled a Fairhanks-Morse engine and 
pump for the use of the orchards and 
also to supply the house at Cotvalc 
Ranch. The outfit bids fair to prove 
as satisfactory as expectations promis­
ed it would be and will fj:rtainly be an
addition to the comfort of livin({.
* ♦ ♦
The local nimrods report that so far 
their exploits of hunting have not giv­
en much results, no one having seen a 
deer of any kind. Perhaps outsiders 
took them all away last season I What 




One Of The Characters In "Th« Talk­
er” Docs So
CITY POLICE REPORT
FOR MONTH OF AUGUST
Thefts Of Property
Value of property reported stol- ^
en during the month ............. $332./5
Value of property reported stol­
en and recovered ........ -.........  330.00
Value of property not recovered 2.75
Cases In City Police Court
I Breach of Motor Vehicle Act........  \ 8
Breach of Government Liquor Act , 2 
Breach of City Pound By-Law .... I
Assault .................................... -...... ^
Theft ............... .................... -..... \
Vagrancy  ..........—  ..... ..........—— ^
18
Fines
Fines and costs collected and _ 
paid to City Clerk ...:............. $112.50
Collections
Trade Licence money collected,.$420.00
Poll Tax money collected ........  50.00
Road Tax money collected ...... 14.00
1ST RUTLAND 
TROOP
‘Do A Good Turn Dailyr”
Rutland, B.C., Sept. 21, 1925.
Orders for week of Sept. 27th to Oc­
tober 3rd: The Troop will parade in
the School basement on Friday, Octo­
ber 2nd, at 7.45 p.m. sharp. Full uni­
form to be worn.
m m m
A  Court of Honour was held at the 
home of the S.M. on Thursday last, 
the following members being present: 
A.S.M. Reg. Wedge, Rover-Mate E. 
Stafford, Rover Second J. Reid, Acting 
Patrol-Leaders Fred Meek and Ken­
neth Dalgleish, Seconds H. Stafford 
and Fred BIcnkarn, and Acting Second 
W . Hastings.
The main item of discussion was the 
question of reducing to three patrols or 
continuing the present four patrols. 
The majority were in favour of the 
reduction but it was only after a good 
deal of figuring that a re-arrangement 
acceptable to all was arrived at. The 
Beaver Patrol is disbanded for the time 
being at least. Acting P.-L. Ken. Dal- 
glcish is transferred to the Kangaroos, 
and Scout James Campbell transferred 
to the Fox Patrol. No change was
made in the strength of the Seal Patrol.
« • '
Promotions and appointments:—
To be Troop. Leader: P.-L. Alfred 
Claxton; to be P.-L. of Kangaroo Pa­
trol, Acting P.-L. Kenneth Dalgleish. 
The appointments of F. Meek and W. 
Hastings to the offices of P.-L. and 2nd 
respectively, of the Fox Patrol have 
been confirmed.
 ̂ » .
A  new patrol competition commen-
Total ..........$484.00
WESTBANK
Mr. McCharles has made great pro­
gress with the wharf, about half of the 
actual wharf being finished.
«  ' * * -
Mr. F. A. Dobbin got the appoint­
ment of inspector of the building of 
the hew wharf.
Mr. Harvey arrived from Summer- 
land and started work on the founda­
tions of the Church of England, which 
is to be built.
Mr. Murray Smith has started a clay 
pigeon shooting club. The pigeons ap­
pear to be most illusive.
❖
Do you like to see men cry?
The chances arc, you do not— and 
yet there is no denying that in tins life 
situations do arise which wring the bit­
ter and reluctant tears from the eyes 
of even strong men.
Such a situation is one of the high 
dramatic points in “The Talker,” which 
will be seen at the Empress Thciitrc on 
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 30 and 
Oct. 1, and Harold Goodwin, well- 
known young film actor, is "the man 
who weeps.” _ . .
When a young man of the idealistic 
type, ,who loves a girl deeply aiid sin­
cerely, suddenly learns that she has el­
oped with a man whom ‘ he knows to 
be a scoundrel—well, his bitterness 
would find part of its expression in 
tears, might it not? Goodwin thinks 
so and plays the scene of his dispovery 
of the girl's mistake with the tears 
streaming down his checks.
And yet the part of Lonnie Whin- 
ston in “ The Talker” is not that of a 
weakling. Nor must it be supposed 
that Mr. Goodwin is lacking in any of 
the manly characteristics because he 
plays a “crying” part so sincerely and 
realistically. As a matter of fact, he 
confesses that he hates to cry before 
the camera-^ or anywhere else—but, 
when the part requires it, he is equal 
to the occasion.
The talented Anna Q. Nilsson takes 
the principal part of one of those ultra­
modern women who hate housework 
and preach about the freedom of their 
sex. She silences her hen-pecked hus­
band and has her entire neighbourhood 
thoroughly cowed, but suddenly her 
young and unsophisticated sister disap­
pears, and it turns out that the child has 
adopted her views and, acting on them, 
has eloped with one of the greatest yet 
most fascinating rogues in the com- 
munityTTr-ar man who happens to be al­
ready married. Thus the “talker” 
reaps her just reward and the tensely 
dramatic action of rescuing the girl 
gets under way.
It is a human story—this picture—  
and its characters might easily have 
been drawn from the life of almost any 
community. Anna Q. Nilsson, as the 
wife, and Lewis S. Stone, in the role 
of the husband, give to their chpacter- 
izations a human touch that is most 
realistic.
The supporting cast is strong. Shir­
ley Mason, as the runaway little sister. 
Ian Keith, Tully Marshalh and others 
combine to make the acting throughout 
as good, if not better, than anything 




SIR  H E R B E R T SAM U EL 
Former Home Secretary in the Brit­
ish government, who has consented to 
act as chairman of the Royal Commis­
sion appointed to investigate the coal 
mining industry in the‘ United King­
dom.
(Experimental Farms Note)
Flowers are, no doubt, enjoyed more 
in the spring than at any other period 
of the growing season. After a long 
winter the first flowers are eagerly 
sought for and if bulbs have been plan­
ted in the auturnn one has not long to 
wait for flowers,- for Snowdrops bloom 
as soon as the snow has gone. Then 
come in rapid succession, and some at 
the same time, the Scillas or Squills, 
Glory of the Snow or Chionodoxa, Cro­
cus, Grape Hyacinth, Dutch Hyacinth, 
Narcissus in great variety, and early, 
cottage and Darwin Tulips. These give 
a succession of bloom from early in 
April, or earlier if the frost is out of 
the ground, until well on in June.
While the bulbs are growing in Hol­
land, the flowers for next year are be­
ing formed in the bulb. Later, the 
bulbs are dug, cured.and shipped to 
Canada. Knowing that the flowers are 
already formed in the bulbs before 
planting, he who proposes either to 
grow them in the garden or pot them 
for the house will readily understand 
that large, well-developed bulbs are 
likely to give better floAvers than small 
ones. In ordering this should be re­
membered. No amount of dare can add 
more blooms to a Hyacinth spike than 
were formed when the bulb was grow­
ing in Holland.
Unless the bulbs arc well rooted in 
the soil outside or in the pots in the 
house, the results will not be satisfac­
tory, hence the desirability of obtain­
ing them as soon as they are offered for 
sale in the stores, which will be dur­
ing the month of September. Tulips, 
Narcissus and Hyacinths should be 
planted from four to six inches deep to 
the bottom of the bulb, and about the 
same distance anart, while the smaller 
Intlbs. such as Snowdrops, Crocuses, 
and Squills, may be planted about two 
inches apart and from two to three in­
ches deep.
Some of the most satisfactory variet­
ies of the more important bulbs for the 
garden arc:—■
Narcissus.— Emperor, Sir Watkin, 
Madame dc Graaff, Madame Plcmp, 
Pocticus.
Hyacinth.— La Grandcssc, Grand Li-
Ycmiifl Tender Leaves
a n < l  t i p s  v f l i o d  I n
GREEN TEA
seAledl In nlnmlnnm foil*
^ e l r  f l a v o r * * *
J a p l i n  o ® *  G n n p o w ^ p r .  T r y  S A I ^ A D A .
Hooa
ROBIN HOOD and 
PURITY FLOUR
. H A Y
CEREALS, FE E D  A N D  
P O U L T R Y  SU PPL IE S  
S T R A W  G A S O L IN E  A N D  O ILS
Good Clean Fall Wheat
S U IT A B L E  FOR SEED
KELOWNA GOOWERS' EXCHANGE
Phone 29
Store Open on Saturday Nights
fsaa a * u  m Annual Cost of Running a $1000 Car
i f i i i l *
Interest - - 
License - - 
Insurance - 
Gas and O il- 
Tires - -












C ost a  W id o w  $10,000
He r  husband was a young business i)ian of gbod prospects. He believed in living more carefully than his wife did, having business
instincts and principles which she lacked.
*I would sooner put the money it^would 
cost me to run a car into life insurance”, s^d  
he. “ I could get a good big endownent policy 
with the money running a car will cost us 
every year.
“The Jones’s have a big new car’V  she
replied. “Everybody we know has a car.”
That waa three years ago. She haa her car. 
still a fairly good car. She would like to sell it for $200. 
Her husband was right. A $10,000 Mutual Life l̂^hcy 
would have been a far better investment. But it a too 
late, now.
Are you carrying the amount of life insurance you 
should? Talk it over with our agent.
^ m u t u a l  u f e




Th is  advertisem ent is not published or displayed b y  the L iqu or 
Control Board or the Governm ent o f British Columbia.
las. King of the Blues, Gigantea, Rois 
des Beiges.
Early Single Tulips. —  Duchessc dc 
Parma, Gold Finch, Kcizerskroon,
EM PRESS TH E ATR E . Friday. September 25th, 8.15 p.m., $1.00. Saturday, Matinee,'3.30, .35c and 75c; E v^qm gTT -^ -O rtLO O
Lady Borccl, Macs, Cottage Maid, Sir 
Thos. Lipton, Proserpine, Golden 
Queen. „
Early Double Tulips.—  Couronne d 
Or, Iinpcrator Riibrorum, Murillo.
Cottage Tulips.— Macrospcila. Gold­
en Crown, Picotcc, aiid many others.
Darwin Tulips.— Bartigon, Clara 
Butt, Farncombe Sanders. :sis. Edmcc. 




The continuing Presbyterian Church 
at Penticton, which has had a layman 
as incumbent since division in June 
over the Church Union question, will 
soon have a fully ordained clergyman 
in charge, a call, to the Rev. Dr. Forbes, 
of Ontario, ha^ng been accepted.
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S T A N S !R D C r O lU ^  FOR OVER 5 0  YEARS?
H O M E -B A K E D  B R E A D  IS B EST O F A L L
Auction Sale
Having been favoured with inatryctions frdm Mr. 0. L. A L L A N , 
I  will ecll without reserve at hia. ranch/ K. L. O. BENCH, on
T H U R SD A Y , O CTO BER  15th
all of his Household Furniture and Farming Implements, as follows
in part:—
1 Mason & Risch Piano, beautiful tone. 1 Leather Couch.
1 Tapestry Couch. _ 4 large Chairs, upholstered in leather.
2 Qiairs, upholstered in leather.
4 small Chairs, upholstered in tapestry. 
1 mahogany inlai 
1 Writiiiff Desk.
1 Card Table. 
2 Grass Chairs. 1 400-day Clock.
2 small Statues. Pictures, Paintings and Steel Engravings,
1 Carpet Square, 11 x 12. 1 Large Rug. T Grass Rug, 9 x 12.
Large quantity of Linoleum. Stair Carpets. 1 Hat Rack. 
1 extra fine black walnut Sideboard. 1 Dining Room Table.
4 leather-seated Dining Ro’om Chairs.
Large quantity of very fine Books, 1 Encyclopaedia Britannica. 
Quantity of Electric Lamps, ̂ Shades, etc. Gasoline Lamp.
1 Dinner Set, Wedgwood china. 1 Davenport.
1 birds-eye maple Wardrobe w ith , bevel plate mirror,
1 Dresser and atand to match. 2 Dressers.
1 walnut Wardrobe with bevel mirror; Dresser and Stand to match.
2 Double Beds with Springs. 1 Single Bed, Spring and Mattress.
1 Ostermoor Mattress. , 1 Restmorc Mattress. Bedroom Chairs.
Small Rugs and Runners. 1 McClary Steel Range.
1 Fairy Queen Heater, 2 Quebec Heaterg. 1 Refrigerator. 
1 New Perfection Oil Stove. 2 Kitchen Cupboards. 1 Mangle. 
Large quantity Kitchen Utensils. .Wringer, Tubs, etc.
V OUTDOOR GOODS
1 Cletrac Tractor in good condition. 1 Tractor Tandem Disc. 
1 set Spring Tooth ' Harrows. .1 Spray Machine, complete.
1 Ford Ton Truck. Lot Carpenter Tools.. 1 Lawn Roller. 
Lot of Poultry Netting . Lot of Fence Wire. 3 Oil Drums. 
1 Grindstone. 3 Cross Cut Saws. 1 Lawn Mower.
1 Gasoline Lighting Plant. 1 Hand Spray.
Lot of small Tools, Shovels, Axes, etc., etc., and a lot of other 
articles too numerous to mention here.
NO RESERVE. Mr. Allan has leased his ranch and everything
must be sold,
Sale at 1.30 p.m.
G. H. KERR, Auctioneer*
6-3c
Apples To England
F O R  C H R IS T M A S
Nothing will give more pleasure to your friends than 
a box or more of the finest "British Columbia apples.
For $5.00 we will undertake to deliver a box of. 
McIntosh, Jonathan or Delicious to any address in Great 
Britain or Ireland.
To be delivered by Christmas all orders should be 
received by our Locals or our Vernon Office not later than 
November 1st.




Use Baby’s Own 
Soap. It’s “Best 
for Baby — Best 
for You”.
CHURCH NOTICES




ST.' M IC H A E L  & A L L  ANGELS. 
Sept. 27th, 16th Sunday after Trinity. 
8 a.m.. Holy Communion (Young Peo­
ple’s Corporate Communion); 9.45 a.m. 
Sunday School; 11, Matins and sermon; 
11.45 a.m., Holy Communion; .7.30, 
Evensong and Sermon. "
* * * . .
September 29th, St. Michael & All 
Angels’ Day). 10 a.m., Holy Commun­
ion; 3 p.m,, Annual General Meeting 
of all church workers for the election 
of officers for workers and social guilds 
in Parish Hall.
* ♦ •
JOE R ICH  V A L L E Y . Anglican 
Harvest Thanksgiving Services will be 
held on Sunday next, Sept. 27th, 
at 8 and 11 a.m., and 3 p.m. The
choir boys from the Parish Church will 
assist at the services.
*  *  *
Harvest Thanksgiving Services will 
be held in St. Michael & All Angels’ 
Church on Thursday, Oct. 1st, at 7.30 
p.m., when Dr. Garrett’s Harvest Can­
tata will be sung. Collection for Choir 
Fund. The festival will be continued 
on Sunday, Oct. 4th, at 8 a.m., 11 a.m, 
(Choral Eucharist), 3 p.m., Children’s 
Service of Offering, and 7.30 p.m. when 
selections from “The Creation’’ will be 
sung.
♦  TWENTY YEARS AGO
♦  (From the files of “ Tht Kelowna ♦ ]
*• Clarion” )  ♦  i
♦  ♦
Thursday, September 21, 1905 
“ Messrs. Weddell, -Hunter and Leck- 
ie were elected School Trustees, by ac- 
clumatioii, for the balance of the year.”
•> Hi *
“Judging from the noise in the CIiin-| 
CSC quarter the other morning, ki-yi- 
ing and fire crackers, they must have | 
been celebrating some great event. Un­
less, perhaps, they were retnilsing an-I other invasion of the bad wliitc man.”
«  ' «< *
Reads like an echo of present-day 
conditions!
“The C.P.R. have at last taken a lit­
tle tumble to themselves and, now that 
I the busy season is nearly over, arc run- 
I ning the “ York” regularly three timi-'s I  a wt‘ck each way, thus relieving the 
“Aberdeen” of freight and giving the 
travelling public better accommodation 
I than formerly. The “Aberdeen” only 
stops at the larger places now.” 
m m m
HON. R. W. CRAIG
Attorney-General^ of Manitoba, who 
has been elected First Vice-President 
“ Soundings were talccn o f the lake I of the International As.sociation of At-
torneys-Gcncral, recently organized in 
Winnipeg. Clifford L. Hilton, of Min­
nesota, is President.
between Siwash Point an^ Kelowna 
Point by the Telephone Insncctor and 
H. H. Millie, preparatory to laying
or. L c  maih more v ^ a K r U ia i  the
the little idea and promised a handsome | 
[theque for any part she plays in bring­
ing him back to I’orm.'iilcy. Ail might |
! have gone well with the plot iiad not 
Ronald met and, true to foriii, fallen 
I immediately for Meg (Dorothy Gk.h ,̂
I a pretty little tclcphc-uc operator in Ins 
liciel.
A  very real scene at one of New 
York’s famous supper clubs is followed 
by a jewel robbery, which implicates 
Ronald, althougii Meg’s hrolher, Jim­
my, and a pal are tlie real crooks. Ben­
tley, Sr., gets news that his son is in |
I jail and has a good laugh to himself, 
tliiiiking this is part of his scheme. 
Word from Meg, however, brings him 
to the city on the jump, and there arc 
I some unusualh 
lablc scenes her 
I ened out.
The picture closes with Ronald, now 
all fed up witli Broadway, and Meg 
leaving for Clay City. But father re­
mains to “sec the sights” under the | 
guidance of the actress.
' ̂ ,....... ...n
«• ♦  •!•« «  «  4*« 4*« « 4> •«• •«>« «<«•
♦  «
»  FOR RADIO AMATEURS •»! 
♦  «
•»4>4>«4>4>4*4>4>4>«4'4'4'4>4>4>4*4>
KGO Programme For The Week Ol| 
September 20 to September 26
Wl> ««•«««
r ly convincing and laugh- 
b fore the affair is straight-
(Frcqucncy, 830 kilocycles; 
metres)
361.2
one hundred arid seventy feet. This is 
a great surprise to many who were un­
der the impression that it was somc- I where, in the neighbourhood of two 
thousand feet.”
* * *
The City Council made a grant of
Sunday, September 27
top floor of the Casorso Block. Nor is I Trmity|
this. all. In considering values, area is I brancisco; Rev.
a big fa6tor. AH the present offices
ones, and at that, in some cases, arc 
congested already.
f. , . -j. I One instance will suffice. Take the
$50 towards the cost of sending exhibits present offices of the Water 
to the Fair at New Westminster. Branch. There are five rooms, of
. , , I which the total area is 1,375 square
At a public meeting, it Was decided feet; The rooms in the Casorso Block 
to re-prganize the Kclowna^Band As- set aside for this purpose total barely 
*̂̂ *'3̂ *̂°**' Raymer, Stubby G. I 532 square feet. It looks like trying to
A. Thompson, Morrison, H. Rose, Bur- put a Number 12 foot in a Number 4 
^n, Mawhinney, Campbell, Bouch, shoe.
t i  ll. I  i i  l ,  i  A n  ’
 „  , ,
arc larger by far than the proposed new
ones, and at that, in so e rase.s. are! ^^Icombc (Noblc). Bcnj. S. MoorC.
Processional Hymn 
Power of Jesus' Name.”
'‘A ll Hail the
Cooper, Bailey, McMillan, Crowley, 
iHingston and Spedding agreed to take 
I part in Band work. Mr. D. D. Camp­
bell was appointed bandmaster and Mr. 
Crowley, interim secretary. Messrs. 
[ Raymer, Crowley, Rose and Thompson 
were chosen as a general finance and 
management committee.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE NEW QUARTERS FOR
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
Adding, then, the difference in loca­
tion and areas, it is a very conservative 
statement to say that the Government 
will not be saving 30 per cent but will 
be adding 100 per cent to its expendit­
ure in this matter.
Let us go a little further. Frequent­
ly there are meetings in the Water 
Rights Branch attended by from 10 to 
15 or 20 people. In the Casorso Block 
they would have to get into a room 
nine and a half feet by fourteen feet. 
This same branch has, I  understand, to 
make many blueprints, w’ork which is 
done in their present quarters. There 
is not only no facility for this to be 
done in the Casorso Block, but it is dif­
ficult to see how it can ever be arrang­
ed. More expense.
The lavatory accommodation, if ac­
commodation is the right word, affords 
a study in the ridiculous. This place is 
completely cut off from the offices by 
the Court Room, which covers the full 
last I width of the building. It is a question 






i'Sir,̂   ̂ ■ \
In your issue of August 20th 
[ there appears an article on the propos
ed new quarters for local government I surprising thing is this.
[officials on the top floor o f the Casorso I gentlemen are all housed in one room, 
Block, In the last paragraph you quote and there is an open grille partition be- 
Mr. Casorso as follows: “•—the cor- tween the two sections.
[rect amount of the rental being $175.00 Mr. Editor, there are numerous other 
per month, including janitor service points which could be touched upon,
I and he_ating, on which basis the govern- but space forbids. Unfavourable com­
ment would effect a saving of 30 per ment has been general, plainly engend- 
I cent on the total amount how being ered by the idea of inconvenience to the 
paid for the various offices scattered public. The inconvenience to the staff I at present throughout the city.” will be much greater.
This statement is quite erroneous arid The Government would seem to have 
misleading, so that actual facts and fig- been very lax in obtaining actual facts, 
j ures may be of interest to the public—- or to have taken local information for 
I the taxpayer who pays the bill. I have gospel. I f  they had taken the trouble 
taken the trouble to tabulate the ex- to look up the data, all Of which is in 
I penditures for the present offices. The their possession at Victoria, or had 
figures which I give below can easily been really anxious to effect economy,
[ be verified by reference to the various they could have discovered that it was




























Hall for Court 
House. Judge 
visits once a 
month for 11 
months at $7.50 












I cheaper to build for themselves on their 
own land than to have signed the pre- 
Isent lease. I f  it was imperative to 
make a change at all, building was the 
only sensible and wise course: best for 








‘Night Life Of New York” Is Comedy- 




RiVhtQ I Order of Morning Prayer as contain- 
_rled in the Prayer Book of the Episcopal 
Church.
Venite.
Te peum in D (Oliver King). 
Jubilate in D  (Oliver King).
Sermon Hymn—“ Lord of A ll Be­
ing.”
Sermon—  “The Invisible World.”— 
Rev. J. T. MacGovern, Rector of the 
Church of the Ascension, Vallejo, Cal.
Offertory Aqthem — “ Hosanna” 
(Christiansen).
Recessional Hymn — “Holy, Holy, 
H oly!”
Organ Postlude •— Grand Choeur 
(Guilmant).
3.30̂  p.m.— Concert by KGO Little 
Symphony Orchestra, Carl Rhode- 
hamel (ionducting; assisted by Arthur 
S. Garbett and guest artist.
Orchestral Numbers — Waltz, “ In­
vitation to the Dance” (W eber); Over­
ture. “ Maritana” (W allace); Selection, 
“ H.M.S; Pinafore” (Sullivan).— KGO 
Little Symphony Orchestra.
Baritone Solos—“ Lord God of Abra­
ham,” from “ Elijah” (Mendelssohn); 
“God so Clothed the Gr,ass” (Bisch- 
off).— George N. Calfee.
Orchestral Numbers —  “ Liebestrau- 
me” (L iszt); Paraphrase of “Walther’s 
Prize Song” ( Wagner-Wilhelmj), with 
c(>mment by Arthur S. Garbett.— KGO 
Little Symphony Orchestra.
Baritone Solos—“The Horn” (Fleg- 
ier); “ Creole Love Song” (Smith).—  
Gporge N. Calfee.
Orchestral Numbers— Suite, “Scenes 
Pittoresques” (Massenet); Paraphrase, 
“ Long, Long Ago” (Voigt).—  KGO 
Little Symphony Orchestra.
7.45 p.rn.— Special musical service of 
the Trinity Episcopal Church, San 
Francisco.
Organ Prelude—Largo from “ New 
World Symphony” (Dvorak).— Benj. 
S. Moore.
Processional Hymn— “Sing, Ye 
Faithful.”
Order of Evening Prayer as contain­
ed in the Prayer Book of the Episcopal 
Church.
Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis in*iD 
(Sabin).
Cantata— “Out of Darkness” (Gou­
nod).— Sung by the Trinity Choir, un­
der the direction of Benj. S. Moore.
Organ Offertory—Angelus (Massen­
et).
Recessional Hymn — “ Soldiers of 
Christ, Arise.”
Organ Postlude —  Allegro (Borow- 
ski).
Monday, September 28 
8.00 p.m.
Educational programme.
Orchestral Music— “ Pilgrims’ Chor­
us” (Wagner).—Arion Trio.
Why W e Need to Eat Vegetables.”
Grd Fir.




For The Week Ending Sept 19, 1925
Carloads 
1925 1924
I’ ruit ........................... ..........  39 64
Mixed Fruit & Vr .itabics....  110 62
Vegetables ...........................  39 39
188
U N IT E D  CHURCH. Sunday, Sept. 
27th. R A L L Y  D A Y  at all services.
11 a.m.— “A  Christian! What He Is.”
7.30 p.m.—“A  Christian! What He 
Has.”
2.30 p.m.—Dr. Jessie Findlay will 
speak to the Sunday School. Parents 




B A P T IS T  CHURCH. Sunday, Sep­
tember 27th. Sunday School, 10.30 a.m. 
Evening Service at 7.30.
Wednesday, 8 p.m., Weekly Prayer 
Meeting.
Total ....$142.50
. per month.... 12.00
Total Monthly 
Gov’t Rent, etc. $145.00
In this statcinent every item has been 
included and a generous allowance 
made'for fuel and c.xtra Court sittings. 
Mr. Casorso docs not mention light; 
the presumption is it is being charged 
for. I f  I add light to the present quart­
ers as stated, it docs not materially af­
fect the situation.
Wc now arrive at the fact that the 
Government will be paying $30.00 more 
for tile new quarters, so that Mr. Cas- 
orso’s statement that he will save the 
Government 30 per cent is inaccurate. 
The real truth is that the Government, 
or rather tlic taxpayerj will be paying 
about 21 per cent increase. A total e r ­
ror of over 50 per cent.
But that docs not cover the situa­
tion. Let us examine further into tliis 
proposition.
It is an established fact that ground 
floor property is more convenient and 
valuable than second floor, and second 
floor property proportionately more 
valuable than third floor. At present 
the Government occupies three ground
presented at the Empress Theatre on 
Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 28 and 29, 
is the production, of Allan Dwan, who 
made “ Robin Hood” and all of Gloria 
Swanson’s big successes, including 
’'Manhandled” and “ Wages of Virtue.”
The cast includes such outstanding allies of 
players as Rod La Roeque, who scoted I Overcome 
in such pictures as “ Feet of Clay’L.and 
“ The Ten Coriiriiaridrhcnts,’’ Dorothy 
Gish, famed for her work in D. W .
Griffith great productions. Ernest Tor 
rence, of “ Covered Wagon” fame, and 
George Hackathornc, who had the lead­
ing role in '“ Capital Punishment” and 
also played in support of Norma Tal- 
madge in “The Lady.”
The story is a powerful romantic 
comedy-drama of midnight life in New 
York. The picture does not have to 
pretend it is New York. It IS the 
real thing. It is big city life to the last 
detail and contains New York material 
that has never been shown in pictures 
before. Allan Dwan has given the play 
a production which brings the real life 
2nd Fir. I of the white light taxi-dodgers before 
the eyes of picture patrons and makes 
them feel they are actually on the sopt.
He has included scenes, colourful scen­
es, in one of New York’s midnight-to- 
dawn dance and supper clubs, full of 
action and absolutely free from the 
stiff, lifeless stuff that has been seen 
in many films.
The story begins with one John 
Bentley, who failed both in making 
money in New York and in winning the 
girl of his heart. He went to the West, 
made a fortune and married someone 
else, but never forgot his grudge a- 
gainst the city where he fared so ill in 
his youth.
To his son, Ronald Bentley (Rod La 
Roeque) New York is forbidden terri­
tory, and he has to content himself 
with painting his own home town red.
He is not a hit of help to his father in 
a business wav. and the old man be­
gins to get sore. A friend su'-^cst.s tliat 
a dose of New York might cure tlic 
young man, and the result is that off 
R(?nald goes to make the bright lights 
brighter.
Carrie Reed, an actress Ronald ha.s 
known hack in Clay City, is let in on
Physical Culture for the Family.”—  
Hugh Barrett Dobbs,
Orchestral Music —  “The Swan” 
(Saint-Saens).—rArion Trio,
“Achieving Leadership Through Ef­
fective Public Speaking; The Mech- 
Puhlic Speaking: How to
Stage Fright.” — Kenneth 
Lloyd Williams.
Orchestral Music— “ Poor Butterfly” 
(Hubbell).^—Arion Trio.
“ Talks on Constructive Selling: The 
Mechanics of Selling (Part I ) . ”— B. J. 
Williams.
Orchestral Music —  “ O Sole Mio” 
(di Capua).— Arion Trio.
“ Chats About New Books,”— Ĵos­
eph Henry Jackson.
Orchestral Music— Largo from the 
“ New World Symphony” (Dvorak).— 
Arion Trio.
“ It Pays to Analyze Character: 
Blondes and Brunettes.”— Roscoc D. 
Wyatt.
Otchcstral Music —  “ Eili, Eili” 
(Shalitt).— Arion Trio. '
“ Preliminary Course in Commercial 
Law; Instalment Sales Contracts.”-—M. 
W. Dohrzensky,
“ Inside Dope on Curing Automobile 
Ills.”— Louis P. Signer, the “Trouble 
Shooter.”
Orchestral Music — “To Spring” 
(Grieg).— Arion Trio.
Tuesday, September 29 
8.00 p.m.
BAND  CONCERT
By the Salvation Army Western Ter­
ritorial Band; Ensign E. Higgins con­
ducting.
March— “ Departed Heroes” (Coles). 
Cornet Solo — “The Song That 
Reached My Heart” (Jordan),—James 
Callin.
Songs of Scotland (Marshall).
March —  “ Flag of Freedom”  (Col­
es).
“ Disciplcship” (Coles).
March — “Wcllingtonian” 
ncy).
Song of Britain— Marshall.
Song of Praise (Hawkes).
March—  “ Emblematic B'lag” 
shall).
“The Long Day Closes” (Sullivan). 
9.50 p.m. —  “ Radio Breezes,”  by K
A  Console Phonograph 
for $95.00
O N  E A SY  TERM S
This Harmonic Phonograph in the popular 
Console Model cannot be surpassed at the 
price. It reproduces perfectly and plays all 
makes of records. It \yill pay you to investi­
gate this oflfer before purchasing any make 
phonograph.
MASON &  RISCH
LIMITED 
(Factory llronoh)
Demtird Street, Opposito Postonioo 
K E L O W N A
The L O N D O N  L IF E  way 
$50.00 per Month
vvill be paid to your wife for as long as she 
survives you.
Example:— Age 30 (ages 16 to (50 pro rata) -
You can secure this splendid protection for your 
family by investing $12.50 per month in pur new
Jubilee
MONThlY INCOME POLICY
Premiums reduced annually by splendid dividends
For a small additional payment, this policy ^uaranteqs 
to pay YOU if totally disabled through any sickness or 
accident $50.00 per month for life or until recovery. Also 
the Company will waive or pay the premiums during 
disability and not charge them to you upon recovery.
Insurance Company
A. H. DEMARA &  SON
Kelowna
SPECIAL
A T T R A C T I O N
Empress Theatre
TNURSDAY AND FRIDAY, OCT. 1st S 2nii
IN  T W O  SH O RT C O M E D Y  ACTS.
T H U R S D A Y :
“ SONS OF THE SEA”
F R ID A Y :
“ AOTOMATIC DOORMATS ”
Charlie Chaplin started to fame in the Karno Act, “A  Night in an
English Music Hall,”
This is one of the famous Karno Acts which are known throughout 
the British Empire as the cream of comedy.
TH IS  IS IN A D D IT IO N  TO  T H E  
PR O GR AM M E.
One Show each Evening, 8.15
R E G U LA R
25c and 55c 
6-2c
C. B., famous newspaper columnist. 
Thursday, October 1 
8.00 p.m.
Under the direction of Wilda W il­
son Church, the KGO Players will pre­
sent “ Dear Brutus,” a comedy in three 
acts, by J. M. Barrie. The following 
(Scot-1 programme of incidental music will he 
I rendered by the Arion Trio: “ Love’s 
Benediction” , (Garbett); “ The Shadow 
Imps” (Yost); “ Shadows” (Bond); 
(Mar-1 “The Year’s at the Spring” (Beach).
Saturday. October 3 
8.K) p.m.
San Francisco studio. Baldwin
Piano Company programme.
“The Chimes Normandy” (Lea 
Cloches dc Corncvillc), a comic opera 
by Robert Planqucttc, will he render­
ed by the following cast. “Serpolcttc” 
(soprano), Jane Burns; “ Germaine” 
(soprano), Berthe Andre; “Jeanne” 
(contralto), Ruth Waterman; “ Henri” 
(baritone),' Albert Gillette; “ Gast>ard” 
(bass), Waldcmar Enghcrg; “ Jean 
Grcnichcaux” (tenor), Harvard Mc­
Intyre; “ The Bailie” (baritone), Ed­
win Heinsohn. Orchestral selections 
and accompaniments by Vinton La 
Fcrrcra and his Concert Orchestra.
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Professional & T rades
DR. d. W. N. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. Pcndoxi St, & Lawrence Ave.
BURNE & WEDDELL





NORRIS &  MCWILLIAMS
b a r r is t e r s . SOLICITORS, 
n o t a r ie s  p u b l ic
(Successors to R. B- Kerr)
Roweliffe Block. Kelowna, B.C.
HERBERT V. CRAIG
BARRISTER-AT;LAW„ „  
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PURLIC 
(Late Registrar of Titles, Kam­
loops),
k e l o w u a  - B. C,
MRS. A. J .  PRITCMARD
L.R.A.M., A.RiCM;
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: Comer of Richter SL md 
Harvey Ave. Phone 225-L3; P.0.294
DALLARD & McEWAN
Dressmaking —  Millinery
Importers of
Dresses, Hats, Novelties. 
Phone 251 P. O. Box 706
ISSUER d r
m a r r ia g e  UCENCES
JAS. D. P E T T IG R E W  
Manufacturing Jeweller
30-tfc
THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
W. G. SCOTT, Proprietor '  
’Phones: Bus, 164 Res. 91
P.O.Box 22
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract­
ors, Monunients, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work- 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
F. W . G R O V E S
M.Gaii. Soc.'C. K.
Consulting, Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Surveys and Reiuirts on Irrigation Works 
Applications for'Water I.icenses
KELOWNA. B.C. '
ABBOTT &  McDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 





Office: - D. Chapman Barn
•Phone 298
ALBERT WHIFFIN
B U IL D IN G  CO NTR ACTO R  
House Repairs, Etc. Cabinet Maker 
Organ and Piano Work ’ 
Phone 506-L4 P.O. Box 85
AUTO TOP BUILDING
W c make or r^a ir Auto Tops, Side 
Curtains, Slip Covers, Furniture up­
holstered. Also Carpet-alteration by 
experienced - workmen. -New tops 
made from $12.50 up.
W. B. MAZER, at Thomsca Motors 
1 4-4p
S IN G  L E E  
SHOES REPAIRED 
All kinds of
Ladies’,' Children’s and Men’s Shoes 
Sold at reasonable prices. 
LAWRENCE AVENUE  
Next to Oil Shop. P.O. Box 56
In the old days a ford was a place 
where you crossed a river. Now it’s 
.every place where you try to cross the 
street.— T̂hc Buzzer.
T R Y  O U R
“ BOYCE-ITE”
TREATED BAS
Cleans the Carbon out. 
Gives more Mileage. 
Put Pep in the Engine.
1 INDIAN MOTORCYCLE AND  
SIDE CAR FOR SALE 
$ 100.00
Union and Imperial 
G ASO LIN E , O ILS  A N D  
GREASES
THDMSDN MDTORS, LTD.
Phono 22 (Day and Night) 
Comer of Lawrence Ave. & Pendozi
Right Habits for Eating
“Many dishes, ma­
ny diseases”— so 
said Benjamin 
Franklin tyvo hun­
dred years ago. 
And he knew.
When you eat meat you do not need 
you arc generating poison that cau­
ses the gradual slowing down we 
call “old- age.”
To keep the zest that stands for 
joy in living, eat simple, nourishing 







Special showing of Mantle 
Clocks at Knowles’
Oak, Walnut and Mahogany. 
Cathedral Gong. Half hour 
strike.
Prices ranging from
$10.00, $13.00, $15.00, $17.50, 
$20.00 up to $i60.00.
Brighten up the home with one 
of these beautiful clocks.
JEWELLER. KELOWNA
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(Compiled by G. R. Bingcr, Observer)
Max. Min. Rain
August Temp. Temp. Ins.
1 ............. ............  88 00
2 ............. ............  91 S3
3 ............. ........... 84 64
4 ..... :....... ............  85 52
5 .............. ............ 85 55
6 ............. ............  82 60
7 ............. ............  85 60
8 .............. .......... 86 52
9 .............. ............  81 53
10 .............. ............  87 58
11 ............. ............  85 52
12__________ . ... .... 82 48 ~- ----
13 .............. .... .......  85 58
14 .............. ............  65 55
15 .............. ............  66 55
16 ............. ............  63 53 .02
17 .............. ............  75 SO
18 .............. ............  82 49
19 .............. ............  85 40
20̂  .............. ............  89 49
21' .............. ............  85 60
22 .............. ....... ..... 70 49 .28
23 .............. ............  71 41
24 .............. ............  71 49
25 .............. ............  82 53
26 .............. ........  64 40 .07
27 .............. ...... :..... *72 41
28 .............. ............  69 39
29 .............. ............  74 38
30 .............. ............  80 40
31 .............. ............  82 42
Sums ..... ........ . 2.451 l[s68 ;37
Means .... .........  79.04 50.58
THE KELOW NA COURIER
AND
Okanogan Orchardlst.
Owned and Edited by 
G. C. ROSE.
Circulation. I.ZOO 
SU B SC R IPTIO N  RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any address in the British Empire 
$2.50 per year. To the United 
Itatcs and other foreign countries,
$3.00 per year. 
The CO U RIER docs not necessarily 
endorse the sentiments of any con­
tributed article.
To  ensure acceptance, all manuscript 
should be legibly written on one
side of the paper only. Typewritten
:iccopy is preferred,
Letters to the editor, will not be ac­
cepted foi' publication over a ,“ nom 
dc plume” ; the Writer’s correct name
must be appended. . , , -
Contributed matter received _.aftcr
Tuesday night will not bo published 
until the following week.
A D V E R T IS IN G  RATES 
Contract advcrtiscro will please note 
that their contract calls tor delivery 
of all changes of advertisement to 
The Courier Office by Monday night 
This mle is in the mutual interests
of patrons and publisher, to avoid a 
Wednesday ̂ nd Thurs-congestion on ----- ,
day and consequent night worl^ and 
to facilitate publication of The Cour­
ier on time. Changes of contract ad­
vertisements will be accepted on 
Tuesday as an accommodation to an 
advertiser confronted with an emer­
gency, but on no account on Wed­
nesday for the following day’s issue. 
Classified Advertiscments-r-Such as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted, 
etc., under heading “ Want Ads.’’ 
First insertion, 13 cents per^ line; 
each additional insertion, without 
change of matter, 10 cents per line. 
Minimum  ̂charge per Week, 30 
cents. Count five words to line. 
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as a wOrd. 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/o 
The Courier, if desired, 10 cents 
extra.
Transient and Contract Advertise­
ments— Rates ijuoted on application. 
Legal and Municipal Advertising— 
First insertion, 15 cents per line, 
each subsequent insertion, 10 cents 
ner line. •
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FINE WEATHER GRACES
KELOWNA FALL FAIR
(Continued from Page 1)
land, showed Chinchillas only. The an­
imals were lovely specimens and ex­
perts who saw them declared them to 
be equal to any shown clscwlicrc in 
B.C.
Generally speaking, the exhibits ' in 
tlic Poultry lUiilding were well worthy 
of more attention from the public, and 
it is iiitci’cstlng to note that the display 
of poultry by boys and girls was great­
er than last year and tliut there was a 
fine, though small, di.splay of fresh 
eggs and preserved ^poultry. However, 
only one pair of dressed fowls  ̂was to 
be seen and though the exhibits were 
good, another year rniglit sec an all­
round improvement as to-the number 
of entries in all classes.
Live Stock
The entries in the stock exhibit^' were
Ready! the Fall Goats
in Plumage Colouring
far above an average year and though
»k-.somc classes were not represented, tal 
ing it all round, were a credif to this 
section of country. There was an es­
pecially good , showing of Ayrshire. 
Flolstcin and Red Poll cattle, bpth 
more numerous and better all round 
than last year. The herd of the Spring- 
dale, Farm was a great attraction to 
stockmen, as were the Red Polls shown 
by Mr. C. E. Lewis and the fine Hol- 
.stcins exhibited by Mr. W. R. Barlcc. 
The special prize of $25 donated by 
Capt. J. C. Dun Waters, of Fintry, v âs 
won by the Springdale Farm with a 
particularly smooth Ayrshire bull calf, 
the prize being awarded for the best 
bull of that breed under two years, and 
the first prize for Ayrshire bulls was 
taken by Mr.’ Lewis Marshall with an 
animal just recently purchased from 
the same farm.
Much more purc-bred stock was 
shown this year than ever before, the 
large number of exhibits, especially 
those of Red Polls by Mr. Lewis and 
Holsteins by Mr. Barlec, (and particul­
arly the latter’s Holstein bull calf Jack- 
aloo Wayne Mechthilde) being out­
standing, and,there was also a fine dis­
play of ponies and saddle horses. Hea­
vy horses, however,^ were poorly repre­
sented and the exhibits of other stock 
were not in keeping with the prizes of­
fered.
THE CDLDURS
Falcon— a dusky twilight 
gray.
Cuckoo —  ̂ a youthful, 
cheerful brown.
Sea Swallow— gray with 
a glint of spray.
Brown Dove— a soft warm 
brown.
Jade Green —  Crackle 
Head.
$ 1 5 . 0 0 ™  $ 6 0 .0 0
NEW
FASHIDN FEATHRES
Cape backs, wide fur ro­
vers.
“Queen Elizabeth” ruff 
collars.
Side Flares.




$ 1 5 . 0 0 ™  $ 6 0 .0 0
SPORTS EVENTS
A  V A R IE T Y  OF E N T IR E L Y  N E W  M A T E R IA LS  OF SO FT  LU ST R O U S  P IL E  A N D
V E L V E T Y  l^VEAVES.
Wednesday
ever, a good class, the quality being ex­
cellent. Quinces were represented by 
one lone plate, but grapes were a good 
class, quite up to the usual mark. 
Fancy Work
As has always been the case, the 
fancy work exhibited by the ladies of 
the district was of remarkable exquis­
iteness, which is a thing not always to 
be seen at fall fairs, but this year the 
quanpty o f articles displayed was not 
as great as it should have been. The 
chief attraction to the public were some 
splendid rugs, beautifully worked, both 
braided and hooked kinds being exhib­
ited, but the needle work was also more 
than worthy of inspection. The spec­
ial prize list was well represented by 
many fine garments and altogether the 
exhibit was a highly creditable one.
In the school exhibits there was a 
great improvement over last year, the 
competition being much keener and the 
articles shown better. This remark al­
so applies to the domestic science ex­
hibits made by the school girls, , as 
though the main exhibits, those of the 
grown-ups, were not as numerous as in 
former years (though some fine tooth­
some examples of culinary art were on 
display) those of the pupils of Miss 
Whitlow ■ were decidedly superior to 
those shown by the scholars last year. 
Generally speaking, the exhibits' of 
canned goods, fruit, vegetables and 
meats, were first-class, and were the 
chief attraction of the domestic science 
display, though some fine examples of 
the baker’s art were also shown.
It was very gratifying to see the dis­
play made by the pupils of Mr. W. C. 
Mitchell, as last year the manual train­
ing classes at the Public School did not 
make a good exhibit. Those who saw 
the various articles sho\vn this year 
must have formed a quite different op­
inion as to the value of the manual 
training the scholars of this city re­
ceive, for all kinds of useful articles 
were shown, mostly of a very artistic 
nature. There were lamp stands, car­
ved work, trays, desks, cupboards, etc., 
all of which were well finished. It was 
a, fine display and an eye-opener to 
many who saw it.
The exhibit of photographs was dis-
Quarter Mile Dash, open to ponies 
.within 20 miles of Kelowna; 1st prize 
$20, 2nd $10. 1, J. Berard; 2, A. Sand­
berg. Time, 28 secs. Only two entered 
for this event and the horses got off to 
a bad start. The finish was close, Sand­
berg’s horse pnly losing by a neck.
Bending Race, 1st prize $15, 2nd $10. 
Sixteen entered and the event was run 
off in heats, won as follows: 1st heat, 
Saul Alec; 2nd, R. Hays; 3rd, J. Nich­
ols; 4th, T . Gregor. The final was'a 
good contest, wonjby J. Nichols by a 
few seconds, T. Gregor taking second 
money.
Half Mile Dash, 1st prize $25, 2nd 
$15. This was the best contest of the 
afternoon, nine fine horses being en 
tered. Great difficulty was experienced 
in getting them properly started, but 
finally they got off well. The race was 
a fine one to watch, the horses being 
bunched up the whole length of the 
course. 1, Kruger’s “Weasel” ; 2, B. 
George’s “Best.*’ Time, 54 secs. Wrasel 
came in half a length ahead.
Quarter Mile, open to girls under 15, 
1st prize $10, 2nd $5. Four young lad­
ies competed. The first prize was awar­
ded to Miss Peggy Price, the others 
being disqualified.
Shetland Pony Race. This event did 
not come off for want of entries.
Tent Pegging, 1st prize $15, 2nd $10, 
3rd $5. This was a fine contest, the rid­
ers seeming to improve as it continued. 
It was run off in heats, there befng sev­
en contestants, G. D'. Cameron, J. 
Davy, F. Berard, R. Hays, H. H. Bar- 
lee and J. B. Barlee. The first plgice 
in the tent pegging with swords was 
taken by J. Davy and the second by R. 
Hays. In the competition with lances 
M. Berard and J. Davy greatly dis­
tinguished themselves, carring off the 
peg every time and thus creating a con­
tinuous tie, which was finally broken 
by placing the pegs edge on, when 
Berard hit his peg square and won 
first place. It was a great struggle, 
pretty to watch. After the event the 
riders rode four abreast arid gave a fine 
exhibition of tent pegging.
Relay Race, four times round the 
course, two horses only, 1st prize $50, 
2nd $25. There were four entries, and 
the contest was a good one. Two rid­
ers, however, wcr« disqualified because 
their helpers touched their saddles. 1, 
V. Borre, 2, F. Casorso. No time kept.
Potato Race on Horseback. 1st prize 
$10, 2nd $5. This created lots of a- 
musement as nine riders competed. The 
usual fun was had when buckets were 
kicked over and when potatoes went 
astray. It was a close contest won by 
T. Gregor, A. Holden taking second 
money.
The chariot race had to be called off 
for want of entries.
WHY THESE DRESSES ARE STARTLINfi AT $25.00
New and fresh and cut smart. Rightly flared 
in tune with new fashions.
They are most simple in their lines-—not fussy.
The materials are of a high quality usually 
found in much higher priced garments.
Women’s and Misses’ sizes, 15 to 44. •
“W H E R E  CASH B E A TS  C R E D IT ”
horsemen gave an exhibition four a- 
breast when the contest was finished.
Potato Race on horseback, 1st prize 
$10, 2nd $5. 1, R. Hays; 2, J. H. 
Hughes. Five competed, the race caus­
ing much merriment as usual, the cus­
tomary carrying of spuds in the mouth, 
losing them en route, etc., causing 
roars of laughter and applause.
Schoolboys’ Relay Race, half mile. 
This had to be called off, no teams ap-
appointing, as. strange to say, the priz­
es offered did not attract competition
of a serious nature.
Poultry
As has been usual for some years, 
this portion of the exhibits did not at­
tract the attention it deserved. While 
the display of birds was not as large as 
it should have been, it was better than 
that of last year, there bcinr; a thirty 
per cent increase jn the entries made. 
The outstanding features were the pens 
of White Rocks, Wyandottes, Barred 
Rocks and Jersey Black Giants, and, 
generally speaking, the utility classes 
were the best represented. The judges 
were loud in their praise of the way 
in which the birds were handled; giv- 
-ing_Mr..-A^Notlcy-grcat credit for-hav­
ing everything in readiness for them 
quite early on Tuesday morning. This 
was a pleasant surprise for them, as 
they had not had the same experience 
at other fairs this year, having had gen­
erally to revise their decisions owing to 
birds being brought in when judging 
was going on. They were full of praise 
for the birds shown, stating that the 
exhibits were above the average, but 
that it would pay some of the owners 
to go carefully over them in future be­
fore bringing tliem to the fair, so as to 
study minor defects which might pre­
vent their winning certain,prices.
Only four geese wrcrc shown, all of 
the Toulouse breed, but no ducks or 
turkeys. On.the other hand there were 
two fine exhibits of rabbits  ̂ That of 
the Sunnisidc Rabbitry was made up of 
Chiuchill.as. Flemish Black Giants and 
.-\lbinos, while Mrs. A. Eutin, of Rut-
Thursday
Thursday’s racing events were wit­
nessed by a much larger crowd than 
had been present the day before and 
went off very well, practically every 
race being run strictly on time.
Quarter Mile, open, 1st prize $20, 
2nd $10. There w'cre seven entries for 
this race. 1, R. C. Glover’s “ Colonel.” 
2, W . Kruger’s “Weasel,” Time, 27j4 
secs. Some difficulty was experienced 
in getting a proper start made and as 
soon as they were off Colonel took the 
lead, winning by about half a length
Tandem Race, 1st prize $20, 2nd $10. 
Five entries. 1. W . Kruger; 2, G. Mac­
Donald. Time, 58l4 secs. After a some­
what tedious watt the horses—got-off 
to a good start, two, however, half-\vay 
round the course, broke loose, leaving 
the competition between three riders 
only. The win of W . Kruger was a 
Dopular one, judging by 'the applause 
he received.
Tent Pegging, 1st prize, $15, 2nd $10, 
3rd $5. This was on the whole a better 
exhibition of skill than that of the day 
previous. 1, R. H.iys; 2, J. Davy; 3, 
R. Dixon. In this competition almost 
all the riders did well, pegs being car­
ried by them .all and those who lost 
having given a fine exhibition. Better 
work was done with the lance than 
with the sword. Nine competed, J, W . 
Barlcc, H, H. Barlcc, J. D. Cameron, 
J. Davy, F. Berard, M. Berard. R. 
Hays, R. Dixon and E. McClure. Dix­
on and H. H. Barlcc had to compete 
several times before third place was 
won by the former by one point. The
peanng. .
Point-to-Point Race, 1st prize $75, 
2nd $50, 3rd $25. 1, W . Kruger on 
“Whitetail” ; 2, L. Rice on “Ranger” ; 
3, J. Frost on “ Charlie,” Time, 2 mins. 
Six riders competed, their names being, 
W . Kruger, J. MacDdnald, L. Rice, J. 
McDougall, S. Veitch and J. Robins, 
an entry much smaller than that of 
most previous years but all first-class 
horsemen. It was a truly wonderful 
race, generally conceded to be the best 
point-to-point race ever pulled off here. 
A  good start was made and all the rid­
ers made straight down the steep 
mountainside, none attempting to trav­
el over an easier route, and their steeds 
kept well bunched together practically 
till the bottom was reached though go­
ing at terrific speed. The flat was struck 
in the short time of 45 seconds. On 
nearing the finish, however, the horses 
were well strung out, Kruger winning 
by about a length and a half with Frost 
a close third. Kruger’s win was a very 
popular one and he was well cheered 
by the crowd.
Slow Horse Race, half mile, prize 
$10, 1, A. Berard. Time, 8 mins., 30 
secs. This was a comical event in which 
there were only three competitors. One 
rider fell off his mount and one of the 
horses, the winning one, refused to 
budge when half-way round the course 
till fetched. ■
Ladies’ Race, half mile, 1st prize $20, 
2nd $10, 3rd $5. 1, Miss R. Affleck; 2, 
Mrs. Abel; 3, Miss Appleby. Time, 
58 3-4 secs. This was a splendid race, 
exciting from start to finish in which 
eight ladies competed. A spurt was put 
put on from almost the very begin­
ning and no effort was made to hold 
the horses back. Miss Mary Stilling- 
ficct led till half-way round the course, 
when her mount bolted the track. The 
finish was verv close, Miss Affleck 
winning bv half a length with almost 
all the other riders bunched together. 
— 5-8 "M ile Dash7-lst-prizc-$30,-2nd-$20r 
This was a very fast, even race in 
which six entered. _ 1, B. Kruger, 2. V. 
Borre. Time, 1 min., 7 1-4 secs. The 
finish was very close.
High Jump, 1st prize $10, 2nd $5. 
Seven competed, but the jumping was 
not what might have been expected, 1, 
R. Hays, 2, J. Berard. Height, 3 ft., 2 
inches. It was the last event of the 
day’.s sports, the team pulling contest 
not being considered an official event.
Before the sports commenced there 
was a parade of stock, which gave 
those on the grandstand and bleachers 
a chance to sec the fine animals exhib­
ited.
The horseshoe contest attracted quite 
a few spectators and was held while 
Thursday's races were in progrc.ss. The 
results were not given out in time to 
appear in this issue of The Courier.











The Trustees of the above Board 
have set apart Friday afternooris for 
visitors and hope that parents will show 
their interest in the work of the school 
by visiting as often as possible.
A. M cM URRAY,
6-2c Secretary to the Board.
EAST KELOWNA POUND 
DISTRICT
Notice of Sale
One of *thc world's largest schemes 
or developing electrical energy by the 
utilization of water power is to be un­
dertaken by the British Columbia El­
ectric Rairway'XIonipaTryr It involves 
an initial expenditure of over $13,000,- 
000 to produce 60,000 h.p., proceeding 
)y stages to a final expenditure of $30,- 
500,000 with a subsequent development 
of 700,000 h.p. The force will be de­
rived by placing a dam on the Bridge 
River and diverting its waters into 
Seaton Lake by way of a tvvo and a 
half mile tunnel built in .solid rock. 
Thus more than ample power will he 
developed for all commercial and in­
dustrial purposes in the Lower Main­
land.
Notice is hereby given, under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that 
on Monday, the 28th day of September, 
1925, at 2 p.m., I will sell by Public 
Auction, in front of the Pound, East 
Kelowna, the following impoundc<i ani­
mals: one black and while heifer and 
one brown and white heifer, no visible 
brands.
_____ __ R. C  CARRUTHERS,
6-lc Poundkeeper.
KELOWNA CITY POUND
Notice is hereby given, under Section 
10 of “The Pound By-Law,” that one 
bay 'horse, branded P left hip and
A thorough inspection will he made 
of the watershed of the Armstrong 
domestic water supply, in order to as­
certain the extent of the damage done 
by the recent forest fires in that vicin- 
itv.
shouldcr,|^m right hip, was impound­
ed in the Pound kept by the undersig­
ned at Lots 35, 38 and 39, Reg. Pl;m 
186, on the 17th day of Sept., 1925,
I f  not claimed by, Sept. 26th, 1925, 
this animal will be sold from the said 
Pound at 2 p.m'. on that date.
Dated at Kelowna, B.C., this 22nd 
day of Sept., 1925.
JAMES CO U PLAND , 
6-lc Poundkeeper,
■ \ 'V''; ViV'ViVv;V:!vV,Vlptafii"
■",u
List of properties to be offered at a
TAX
to be held
W E D N E SD A Y , SEPTEM BER  30th, 1925, at 10 a.m.
in the Board Room, Irrigation Building, Glenmore, B. C.
Block Lot Owner Upset Price
1 5 J. S. Mackenzie ......................... ...........$ 663.85
6 J. S. Mackenzie ......     548.65
17 Estate E. C. Prowse ................    323.90
9 D. E. McPhaill .....    285.20
3 1 Estate E. C. Prowse .......     273.82
2 G. H. Watson ......        447.62
3 G. H. Watson ................... -....................  475.02
4 G. H. Watson .......       548.78
' 5 ' C. C. Johnson ......     608.63
6 C. C. Johnson .......................    594.71
7 C. C. Johnson .........      615.20
8 C. C. Johnson .....................     610.46
5 4 K. Maclaren ...........................................  658.60
9 A. W . Cook-Young .....     789.81
18 J. A. McLean ................................-........  592.08
21 Mrs. E. S. Lewis ....    604.78
6 8 F. I. Lajoic ...........................   541.92
13 K. Maclaren ........ -.......-............................ 584.40
9 2 Mrs. C. B. Reed ............................    42.76
•3 Mrs. C. B. Reed ....................................... 42.76
9 14 G. M. Stanley ............................   1,248.20
11 1 E. Batt .................... :..............................  436.89
22 17 G. M. Stanley .................     48.63
6 1 L. E. Taylor .......................:....................  728.63
14 NJ4 Wm. Blackwood .....     38.41
3 Havvksdalc Ranch Ltd........................   60.73
I J. G. Steptoe .... :...................................  432.57
R. W . CORNER, Collector, R.R.l, Kelowna, B.C.
'i
m
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W A N T  A D S . AnnouncementsI'iftccii cento per line, each inser­
tion; tmniniunn cliai'ge  ̂ 30 cento. 
Count live words tp line. Each 
initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as 
word.
Firot insertion: 15 cents per line;
each additional insertion. 10 - cents 
per line. Minimum chdrgc per 
week. 30 cents.
In cstimatiu}? t*ic cost of ^  Don't let mother stew over the stove
tisement. subject to the^ minimumijj Bring her, your family and
charge as stated nbov^ each initial, ĥc Cafeteria Supper to be
abbreviation or group of .*jheld in the Oddfellows' Hall on Satur-
texcccding five counts as day, Sept. 26th, from 5.30 to 7 p.m.
and five words count as one Ilntj. | ^  cve^body. Under the
auspices of tlic K^clowna Rebckah
5-2cFOR SALE—Miscellaneous L,odgc.
'G U A R A N T E E D  used ,cars. Taylor M ISSING— Some Oriental ladies.
Motors, Ltd., Ford Dealers, 6-4c They will be found at the Scout Hall,
... .............- ............. .. ;... I October 8th. 6-lc
FOR SALE— Furnished bungalow [
near lake. Terms easy. Phone 85-L3,
6-lp
FOR SALE— Electric washing mach­
ine in perfect order; also a large]
Dr, Mathisoii, dentist. Willits' Block, 
telephone 89. tfc
<iuantity of good carpenter s tools. 59. 
Phone 389 for particulars. 6-lc
Transfer, F. H. Lane, phone 477 or
48tfc
FOR SALE—Bean Power Sprayer, I Keep your eye on Chapin’s window 
Adam's low-down farm truck, 3,000 for Saturday candy specials. 15-tfc 
lb. springs, flat fruit rack, hav rack, * ♦ *
<iuantity of fence wire »and farming plan to mco^
tools.' C  C. Johnson, Glcnmorc, B.C. your friends at
^ -Ip  CH APIN ’S 20-tfc
FO R  SALE—.30-30 ^rifle.j ^  W ILK IN SO N 'S  STUDIO on
good as new, also dem , Pendozi St. for your amateur finishing.
in good shape. No. 575, Courier. 5 ^  a.m.' developed and
FOR SALE—Three young does ready printed by 4.30 the same day. 38-tfc
,to breed, Nubian, and onc'milch goat * * *  ' .
Dr. Ootmar, Okanagan Mission, phon Sale of home cooking, fanejj novel 
268-L4 ■ S-tfc|tics, afternoon tea and attractions for
*' '■-----------------------— —̂ 7—  I the children, gorgeous costumes am
N O  SH O O TING  or hunting notices, decorations, at the Mah Jongg Carni- 
printed on heavy card. On sale at val. Scout Hall, October 8th, from 3 
The Courier Office, Courier Block,] p.m. to 6 p.m. 6-lc
‘Watef Street. 5-tf
o A Ta;' r- a I K ELO W N A -PE N T IC TO N  BOAT
^ r  s e r v i c e . Daily sidicdulc: Leaves
T*i"' Kelowna at 8  a.m.. connecting with the
Wallace, phone ■ 398-Ll. '  . Kettle Valley Railway train at Sum-
W IN T E R  IS COM ING when the de- Uicrland. Special rates for picnic part- 
mahd for old papers is greater than ics to any point, also evening ^cur-
the .supply. Provide for your require- sions. P. S. Roe, Lakeview Hotel,
ments now, while we have a quantity phone 16. 51-tfc
on hand. Use them for lighting fires, 
laying under carpets and oilcloth, wrap- Ladies’ and Children’s Hairdressing, 
ping and many other purposes. Pnee, old Country experience in bobbing and 
•per bundle of 10 lbs., 25 cents. The shingling.
Courier Office, Water Street. 2-tf] ' , Mrs. R. McH. Dunlop
T-.xTT-.TT\ t Mj- f Tr-. 535 Lawson Ave. Phone 426SP LE N D ID  building lot for sale, close
to the lake. J. F. Fumerton. 47-tfc* « « «
T O  STDREKEEPERSi--We have fo r L  m a h _JONGd^ CARNIVAL AND
sale a National Accounting System P ^ IE N T A L  BALL. Come and dance 
Your accounts are always up to date ^  Chinese street to the strains of 
Price very reasonable. P. Burns & Co Len Davis Oriental Orchestra. , Won- 
 ̂ 45.tfc d‘i*‘f>̂ l 'Costumes and effects. At the
—.——  Scout Hall, October 8th, at 8.30. Ad- 
FOR SALE—80-ton silo; 6 .h.p. g^so- mission, $1.00. o-lc
line engine and cutting b°x; milk] * *
cows and heifers. Wynne Frice, R.R.l j  Miss Mary B. Mills, A.T.C.M., sup-
44-tfc I ervisor of music in the Kelowna Public 
~ . -r T- A  ̂ ^ r j* School, wishes to announce that she
FOR ^A L E —At Crawford s Piano has vacancies for pupils in singing and 
. Bell piano, hke nevv, _won- Pypjjg may prepare for
.derfully sweet tone, great bargain for Xoronto Conservatory of Music exam
Local and Personal
Those residents of the city whose 
names do not appear on the voters' list 
for this Riding, copies of which can 
be seen at the post office and at thfe 
office of the Registrar, Mr. D. H. Rat-
rilson of Vancouver. i» teiibury, can have their names pl.iced 
V'd'ire •‘ppcariiig m person before
I that official from today ,till the last day
Misn Ida Wilson 
staying at the
Mr. H. Rive, of Victoria, is regis- jof this month. _ 
tered at the Lakeview. freight to be shipped
Mr. W. W . Stevens; of Victoria, is lout of the city over the C.N.R. line 
staying at the Lakeview. I was a carload of McIntosh apples sent
, ,r. I on Saturday by the firm of Geo. Row-
Mr. P. W . Ankctcll-Jones, of Victor-j cHffc. Ltd,, to Edson, Alta. The same 
ia, is registered at the Palace. I firm is making heavy shipments of ap- 
... T, I . r» • • 11 pics this year to points in Oilt.’irio and
3  well as to places in the
Prairie Provinces.,
Mr. John Borthwick, formerly organ 
ist and choir master of the Uiiitec
Horticulturist, is at the Pakacc.
Mr. H. E. Wab^, Provincial Poultry I 
Inspector, is staying at the Lakeview.
The Rev. Father Aidaii Angle re-|Cburch here, baŝ  been appointed to 
turned home from England on Friday, s'/odar position at St. Andrew s Church
New Westminster. Since leaving hero 
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Tily, of Pcntic-jMr. Borthwick has served in a similar 
ton, were visitors here over the week-1 capacity at tliV Robson Memorial Un­
ited and the Robertson Presbyterian 
Churches, Vancouver.
end..
Dr. and Mrs. W . T. Ewing, of Van­
couver, were visitors here over the I 
week-end.
■cash. ,6-2c inations. Vocal and theory pupils of 
PEDIGREE Golden Retriever pup-1 MiSs Mills were unusually successful 
pies, 3 months old. Appleton, fen- m the recent Conservatory midsummer 
tirtnn ■ gijp examinations, securing honours and
ticton. first class honours in each case, while
FOR SALE— Set extra heavy team Miss Lillie Pickthall, who tried the 
harness, nearly new, cost $85.00; junior grade or third singing examin- 
$50.00 cash. Also heavy teaming wag- ation, secured the highest marks in 
. on, 4-ton springs and rack,;all in good Canada and was awarded a silver med- 
■ shape. Phone 291-L5, evenings. 6- lp jal. 6-lc
FOR SALE— Fully modern house ini The annual general meeting of the 
1 acre of apple trees, K^rage, stable Society will be held
with accommodation for 2 horses, 2 Glenn’s Hall oh Wed., Sept. 30th, 
large hen houses, on the outskirts oJjatSp.m. Important business and elec- 
Kelowna, city water, electric light and officers. 6-lc
telephone. For further particulars 
write or phone Mrs. A. R, Drysdale,
■p.O. Box 187, phone 389. 6-lc
W A N T E D — Miscellaneous
'WANTED-r-For cash or exchange, all, ,  ̂ . , ,, , , .
kinds of men’s and boys’ left-off Sale of fruit. Vegetables and child-
clothing and boots, books, gramaphone ren s clothing, Monday, Sejitember 28,
records, carpenters’ tools, ctc.-r-Kelow-^t 7.30 p.m. Salvation Army Hall. 6-lc 
ma Book & Record Exchange (2 doors . _ _ _  „ * . * . * ,  .
East of Royal Bank). 6-lp Mr. J. B. Whitehead begs to an
■----  ■' . ̂  he IS moving the Kelow-
W A N T E D — Shorthand pupils. Apply, na Billiard Hall to the Foster Block 
B. Stone, P.O. Box 73. 5-2p|on Oct. 1st, where he hopes for the
' A— :-----^ 1 continued patronage of his customers.W A N T E D —Apples, onions and mixed 6_lp
fruits in car lots or less. Write or I • .  •
The Hospital Ladles’ Aid will hold 
a business meeting in the Board of 
Trade room on Monday, Sept. 28th, at 
3.30. 6-lc
-wire us. Langstaff Coal Co., Moose] 
Jaw, Sask. _-----------  51-8] Come to JIGGS’ HOUSE (St. Paul St., near Fair Grounds) for good meals.
W E  BUY, sell or exchange household Corned beef and cabbage every Tues 
goods of every description. Call aiid]8 ay. 6-tfc
see us. JONES & TEMPEST. 18-tfc ,
j BASKETBALL.—rPlayers and sup- 
TO RENT i porters are urged to attend the annual
meeting in Oddfellows’ Hall, Friday, 
35 ACRES pasture to rent now. South Sept. 25th. Your attendance will assist 
Mission Creek Swamp Road. Stock in planning a successful season. 6-lc 
to enter by the James W . Gammie gate • * •
at stable. Stock at owner’s risk. No K E LO W N A  BADM INTO N CLUB, 
delay. Apply, Fred. J. Gillard. 6- lp ]—xhc annual general meeting of the
OT7MT' T7..I1,. /; Club wiU be held in the Board of Trade
Room on Thursday, October 1st, at 8 
p.m. All information of the Hon. Sec., 
Mr. R. Scale, Box 296. Phone 145.
' 6-lc
rooms, handsomely furnished, con- 
. Crete basement with laundry and stor- 
,age space. Apply, Mrs. A. R. Drysdale, 
P.O. Box 187 or phone 389. 6-lc
H E LP  W A N T E D  ~
PACKER W A N T E D — Immediately. 
Phone 277-Rl. 6-lc
CAPABLE M AID  W A N TED . Mrs 
H. G. M. Wilson: 1-tfc
W A N T E D — Girl for general house­
work. Apply, Mrs. J. I. Taylor, Pen- 
•dozi St. (Haworth house), or phone 
,352. 6-lc
LOST AND  FO UND
LOST— In Kelowna or between city 
and Black Mountain, gold wrist 
watch and bracelet. Finder plcaSe 
-communicate with J. Findlay. Rutland. 
P.O. ___________  6-ip
FO UND—A gold watch. Apply, City 
Police Office. 6-2c
NOTICE
In the Matter of the Companies Act.
And in the Matter of F. A. Dobbin 
Lumber Company. Limited.
TAKE NOTICE  that the above 
named Company intends to apply for 
.a change of its name from that of F. 
A. Dobbin Lumber Company Limited 
to that of Thirlipgs Lumber Cpitipany 
Limited.
Dated this 21st'd.ay of September 
1925. /
G. H. REED, Secretary.
«6-4c
Tom Jones Transfer. Phone 116 or 
281-R2. 6-lp
■ ; * * *
The regular meeting of the Girls’ 
Hospital Aid will be held on Friday,
Oct. 2nd. 6-lc« * •
We have received a consignment of 
goods at such a small price that we can 
recover your, auto tops, Studebaker, 
McLaughlins and all heavy cars, at 
$15.00 each, at the Ladd Garage. 6-lp
CARD OF THANKS
Mr. and Mrs. A. Fraser desire to con­
vey their appreciation and thankfulness 
to all those friends who so kindly help-
ed with their time, sympathy and floral 
tributes in their recent bereavement.
6-lc
The Duncan City Council has gone 
on record as being in favour of provis­
ion being made in the Municip.al Act 
for the adoption by municipalities of 
the principle of city managership.
N O  S H O O T I N G
A L L O W E D
ON
F IN T R Y  ESTATE
S-13c
We. arc informed by the manager 'o ’ 
the 'Occidental Fruit Co. that that 
.company's cannery will not be able to 
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Coon, of Calgary, gg,, apples this year, owing to the re 
who were at the Palace, travelled south ] f^gal of the Kelowna Growers’ Ex 
on Monday. change to supply his company with cul
-i-i i-ki T> „i T „ apples. This means that the OccidenThe Okanagan Packers Ltd. made a j close as soon as pump-
arge shipment of onions to the Fiji Is- 
KiticiS isist wccK* I
Tk/T n' T.T tj...,* The many friends of Rev. E. D
Mr. 1. H. and Mrs. Braden will regret to
was staying at the Lakeview, left on J their son Bernard underw’cnt
Monday* for Vernon. I critical operation, for acute, appendi-
Mr. and Mrs. N. D. McTavish and citis on Sunday, which was performed 
Miss Willis went to the Coast on] at the Vancouver General Hospital.
Wd are glad to state that, according to 
the last report received, he is out of 
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Austin, of Van- danger and progressing favourably.
couver, who'are making a tour of the]' r n/r t ^ i i
Okanagan, are at the Lakeview. j The rush of McIntosh apples to th.,
• ' local packing houses is practically ov-
Mr. Ben Hoy returned last ThurS-] er, though the packing of this variety 
day from judging the fruit and vege- will continue till the end of the week, 
table exhibits at the Trail Fall Fair. ] The packing of Jonathans began this
. , • week at the Bclgo and South Kelowna
The annual general meeting of the ĥc Kelowna Growers’ Ex-
Kelowna Scottish Society will be held change and will be general at all the 
in Glenn’s Hall next Saturday evening, packing houses in thq city next week,
Mr.' Ralph Ball left last Thursday party of local sportsmen left on 
for Vancouver to enter on his fourth Saturday for Penask Lake, where they 
term in arts and science at the Univer- ̂ i n  i,c joined by others from Merritt, 
sity of B. C. They went the direct route, recently
Dr. W. W . Alton, of the Veterinary A^'^Meikk *^D?^^G l "
Branch, Provincial Department of A - M?' G A  McKav Mr K*
griculture and Mra. Alton are staying g .  f !
at the Palace. j Gasorso and Mr. L. Gillard. They took
Mr. E. Groves, of Armstrong, ac- provisions for a fortnight, 
wmpanied by  ̂the Mbses ^  drunk on the
Mr. H. ^ ” 8  C.N.R. track within the city limits by
land, spent Monday here. Thomas last Thursday
The ladies of the local Rebekah was brought up the next day before 
Lodge are putting on a cafeteria sup- Magistrate E. Weddell, and, this being 
per in the Oddfellows’ Hall next Sat- his second offence of like nature was 
urday afternoon and evening. ] fined $50 and $2.50 costs, with the al­
ternative of spending two months in 
The ̂ Occidental Fruit Co., Ltd., made gaol. Not paying the fine, he was taken 
its first shipment over the new C.N.R. ] to Oakalla on Saturday by Constable 
line this.morning. It consisted of a car G. Chaplin.
of apples destined for Fort William. . _ , j  u ^• : Mr. J. B. Whitehead has made ar-
/Miss G. Brash and Miss S. J. Has- rangements to move to the Foster 
sard, of Enderby, and the Rev. M. Phil- Block, Bernard Avenue, on Oct. 1st, 
ips: of Armstrong, arid Mr. W . K. ] his tobacco and pool-room business, 
MacDonald, of Kamloops, paid the city operated under the name of the Kel- 
a visit pn Sunday. ■ owna Billiard Hall, which has been
^  > ,T . carried on uninterruptedly for the past
Mr. W.. Fallows, of Vancouver, who fifteen years in the Roweliffe Block,
with Mrs. Fallows, was a guest at the j„eluding the years during which he 
Palace, left on Tuesday for the Coast, absent from it, serving his coun- 
^rs. Fallows is staying in town with L fy  overseas. He premoses to fit up the 
Mends. j new premises comfortably and will
Mr. W . G. McMacken, General Man- f^age several billiard
ager of the International Harvester seaso .
Company, of Calgary, who spent sev- Last Thursday two local residents 
eral days here last week, left on M on -^gre  each fined $10 and $2.50 costs in 
day for Vernon. j the Provincial Police Court for tres-
In ,.ho window of Caoorso Bros | P j ; "  - g -
Ltd.’ IS m be seen a specimen of Ae Centre was fined $25 and
YellowJDanvers onion, grown by M r . , . a r r v i n o f  firearms with-T-, Tkr II ..u D 1 $2.50 costs for carrying firearms with
out having taken out a licence. Also 
which weighs over 24 ozs. I Saturday a Vernon man was fined
A meeting of laymen who are inter- $50 and $2.50 costs in the local Pro- 
ested in the newly founded “Order of vincial Police Court for kiHing two 
Laymen of the Diocese of Kootenay’’ grouse on the hills back of Okanagan 
will be held in the Parish Hall, Suther- Centre. Game Warden Sulivan prose- 
and-Ave., on the evening of Monday, ] cuted in the latter cases.
Sept. 28th. Occidental Fruit Co. is shipping.
Three members of the “Vancouver j from Kelowna, on an average two cars 
Province” editorial'staff are paying a of canned goods daily to prairie points 
visit to Kelowna this week. They in- as well as four cars of fruit and vege- 
clude Messrs. A. Shaw, financial edi- tables, the latter including ^port ship- 
tor, John Graham, assistant city editor, ments of apples to Great Britain and 
and R. T. Elson, feature writer. } New Zealand, and from Summerland
land Penticton about two cars of fruit 
Mr. F. R. E. DeHart has received, and vegetables daily. The Occidental 
through a large Toronto exporting cannery is also running day and night 
firm, enquiries from people connected and Sunday work is being carried on 
with the South African fruit trade as there.' Altogether the Occidental Fruit 
to; the suitability of his special apple Co. is employing about two hundred 
crate for the handling of the fruit crops people in this city at the presciU time.
of. that country. x a r. i i. cT i' The Hon. J. A. Buckham, Speaker
Mr. C. B. Winter, formerly manager ] of the Provincial Legislature and a 
of the Bank of Montreal, Summerland, member of the Provincial Game Con- 
las been appointed manager of the Ke- servation Board, paid the city and dis- 
owna branch and has already taken trict a flying visit on Tuesday after- 
over the duties of the latter position, noon in order to size up for himself 
ile and Mrs. Winter are staying at the what damage could be done in this 
! Palace Hotel at present. seetjon by pheasants to tomato and
^ , T . • • 1 J xr other crops. While here he had a long
Guests at the Lakeview include: Mr . qjj topic of game con-
and Mr^ Alex. Shaw, of Vancouver; g .̂ryafio„ ^̂ ith the Secretary of ' the 
Mr. A. E. Roynon and Mr. S. Blysop, j^clowna Fish and Game Protective 
of Revclstoke; Mr. R. L  o* Association and was taken to see sev-
rento; Mr. and Mrs. B. Goddard, of ^ral tomato fields by Mr. J. B. Spur-
.Kamloops; and Mr. and Mrs. G. H . r e t u r n e d  north the same day
Goddard, of Edmonton. j fijg v̂ay home to 'his constituency,
Miss Reba Willits left on Tu esday Columbia, in 
for Toronto to resume her studies a t King, dominion Minister of 
the medical faculty of the University of campaigning in East
Toronto. She was accompanied on her K’ootenay at present, 
journey as far as Winnipeg by Miss Qn Friday a number of important 
ris McKay, who will study at the c.P.R. and Dominion E xpress officials 
University of Manitoba. I visited the city and district, being dri-;
Mrs. A. P. Hewson and Miss H e w - ven here from Vernon where their 
son, of Brisbane, Queensland, w ho cars were sidetracked by Mr.
were visiting Mrs. Hewson’s daughter, McDonald and . . P
Mrs. R . B. Deans, Lake Avenu^ le f t  "Ĵ J’-^ho showed them over the Belgo,
ott-Sunday-for-Vancoiivcr,_where they K-L-O. and other portions of the val-
took passage on R.M.S. Aorangi on ^^c mam w ^
their way home to Australia. packing houses m the city including
•’ the new prc-cooling plant. The C.P.R.
The Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Kootenay party included: Mr, W.. R. Macinnes, 
will preach in St. Michael and All An- Vice-President in charge of Traffic, 
gels’ Church on the evening of Thurs-] Montreal; Mr. George Stephens, As- 
liay, Oct. 1st, the first evensong of the ] gjgja^t Traffic Manager, Winnipeg;
«-„A- p ' - .  ■’ ‘''■-“"‘‘' / ’'If,'")C sung by the choir. The c f̂fertory j Rent, Vancouver, , and Mr. W . H. 
will be given to the choir fund. I Snell, Passenger Agent, Vancouver,
The heavy rains of Thursday night J?®"''’!!®" 
and Friday on the lower levels had as I Mr. T. McDonnell, Vice-President and 
a sequence a light powdering of white j General Manager, Toronto; Mr. G, 
along the top of the Mission Range,! Ford, General Superintendent, Winni- 
just as a reminder that winter is in thcl _______, -.x,
offing. The snow did not come below R- Hclmc, Supcrintend-
an altitude of about 4,000 feet and lent for B. Q., Vancouver. The party 
rapidly disappeared as the sun struck it. | returned to Vernon the same evening.
During the week from the 14tli to the 
19th SciitciTibcr, inclusive, the Kelowna 
Growers’ ICxcliange shipped 98 car­
loads of fruit and vegetables, 10 of 
which were despatched from the Rut­
land packing house. They included 4 
cars of onions to New Zealand, 11 curs 
of onions to jirairic points and 2 cars 
of onions to places in this province as 
well as 2 cars of McIntosh apples to 
Norway, via New York, and 2_ cars of 
McIntosh to New Zealand, via Van­
couver. No export shipments to the 
United Kingdom were made. The 
balance of the shipments were mixed 
cars of fruit and vegetables which went 
to prairie points aiid consisted mostly 
of McIntosh and onions.
Mr. W . C. Cowell, formerly Domin­
ion Land Agent, at Kamlooiis, was a 
visitor to the citjr last week, in con­
nection with immigration affairs, with 
which department he is now connected. 
Mr. Cowell was greatly surprised at 
the development of the city since his 
last visit in 1912, the business section 
and fine, wide main street being mat­
ter of favourable comment, and remar­
ked that there was a great deal of in­
terest centred on Kelowna at the (ire- 
sent time, the advent of the C.N.R 
branch line, and the Fraser canyon 
highway causing a number of enquir­
ies to be made by prospective visitors 
While in town he took the opportunity 
of looking up several former Kamloops 
residents vvith whom he was well ac 
quainted, including Messrs, W . H 
Busc, J. G. McKay, Ted Buse, 'J, 
Spurrier and Gillman, of the Canadian 
Bank of Conxjncrce staff.
On Sunday some twenty-five mem­
bers of the Father Pendozi Council of 
the Knights of Columbus chartered the 
“Skookiim” and, accompanied by a 
number of their lady friends and rela­
tives, made a very enjoyable trip to 
Penticton. Leaving here at 8 a.m, Pen­
ticton was reached in time for the party 
to attend divine service at St. Anne's 
Church, where mass was said by Rev. 
Father Carlyle, who, together with 
Father Aidan Angle, had made the 
journey south. Lunch, was afterwards 
served in the Parish Hall and the af­
ternoon was spent by the Knights in 
attending to the business of their or­
ganization while the ladies were driven 
round the countryside. Later on tea 
was served by the Penticton ladies, who 
lad arranged a very delightful repast, 
after which the Kelowna visitors re­
turned home on the “Skookum,’’ all 
very much pleased with the kind re­
ception given them by their Penticton 
riends.
O B ITUAR Y
Mrs. Mary Apn Heys
A much respected resident of the city 
passed away very suddenly on Thurs­
day morning in the person of Mrs, 
Llary Ann Heys, who died at the resid­
ence of her son-in-law, Mr. Andrew 
Eraser, as the result of a cerebral hae 
morrhage. For the past two years her 
lealth had not been good but she was 
able to be up and about until the final 
summons came without warning after 
she had arisen for the day. Medical 
skill was invoked but nothing could be 
done and a fatal termination ensued 
within an hour or two of the seizure.
Mrs. Heys, w_ho was sixty-five years 
of age, was a native of Yorkshire, Eng- 
and. Following her rnarriage to Mr. 
Joseph Heys. she resided at Norden, 
iochdale, Lancs., until 1906, when the 
:amily emigrated to Toronto. In 1921, 
Mr. and Mrs. Heys came to Kelowna. 
A year later, Mr. Heys died, and since 
then Mrs. Heys had made her horhe 
with her daughter, on Richter Street.
The deceased lady was a lifelong 
idethodist and during her residence in 
i'Celowna was an active worker in_ the 
United Church, winning a large circle 
of friends by her exemplary Christian 
character and kindly disposition.
Surviving relatives include two 
daughters, Mrs. A. Hacking, of Bolton, 
Ungland, and Mrs. Andrew Fraser, of 
:<^elowna, three sons, Fred, of Roch- 
t ale, England, Walter and William, of 
Toronto, and a sister, Mrs. M. Tom-' 
inson, Clitheroe, Lancs., England.
The funeral service was conducted 
at the Richter- St. residence on Satur­
day afternoon, the Rev. Alex. MacLurg 
officiating, and' was attended by a large 
number of friends. There were many 
jeautiful floral tributes. The pall- 
learers'were Messrs. Wm. Harvey, R. 
iraser, Geo. Hammond, Chas. Hub- 
lard, R. P. Hughes and J. E. Reekie, 
nterment took place at the Kelowna 
Cemetery.
A W N  IS RESCUED
BY CR EW  OF “SKOOKUM ”
humanitarian Deed Beats Chasing Sea 
Serpents
(Contributed)
It is not only the sea serpent that 
the “Skookum” has the fortune, or 
misfortune, to meet on the lake, for, 
on her trip to Kelowna on Friday af­
ternoon, the good ship rescued a young 
deer which had got into a small, sandy 
ove by some means best known to 
lerself.
The incident occurred on the rocky 
shore above and opposite Summerland. 
As the boat was hugging the shore. 
Captain Roe took up the glasses and 
called out to Jack Pringle, his right- 
hand man, an'd the passenger (the wri­
ter) to “look!” In turn we looked and 
ack, wishing to have a close-up of the 
object, got the Captain’s permission to 
( irect the boat into closer proximity.
! Jy general agreement, the object was 
pronounced to be a young deer, lying 
curled up on the sands of a cliff-en­
closed cove. Probably she— for it was 
1 doc—had fallen off the cliff above in 
ler endeavour to get watcr_^and_fo_und. 
lersclf a prisoner.
Jack got a noose formed in a rope 
and when the boat was run into the 
cove he jumped ashore and as the ani­
mal made a dash, side-slip and skid. Jack 
lad her lassoed in a twinkling. She 
was soon hauled aboard, after a strug­
gle, and secured on the deck. On the 
loat calling at Pcachland, the deer 
was much admired by several inh.abit- 
ants.
Captain Roc says he has had some 
dears as passengers on his boat at dif­
ferent times—but that’s different!
Jack has been consulting the Park 
authorities, and there is a probability 
that when the deer, which is about 
ivc or six months old, is tamed a little, 
it may be seen in public in the Park.
N e w  A u t u m n  M i l l i n e r y
V ■ * '
Our Millinery Section is at the height of its 
completeness with displays which feature 
every type of hat to which your need or fancy 
may incline. Tailored Hats, Sports Hats and 
Untrimmed Hats are here and show new fea­
tures of line and style. Prices vary according 
to kind and quality, but all are uniform in 
purpose— irresistibly becoming.
New Fall Styles in Footwear
Xhe new Fall styles add smartness to every 
costume, the footwear is designed to harmon­
ize with the new garment styles for Fall and 
Winter.
A  few of the styles just received are men­
tioned.
Blonde Kid Pump, has a high 
Cuban heel, ah excellent 
fitting shoe; $7 75
per pair ...........— *
Black Kid Gore Pump, sim­
ilar to illustration; »7 g  
per pair .—— *
Black Satin, 1-strap Slipper, in a new JgK »7K 
styled last, with Spanish hejel *
Black patent and black kid Strap Slippers to
fit the larger feet; you have com- $5.75
fort with these, a t ...... ...............
W e can fit large feet as well as small.
f r m a M




SCO UT H A L L
I Attractidns for afternoon, from 3 to 6
HOM E CO O K ING  - SALE OF NO VELTIES  




W IT H  LE N  D AVIS  O R IE N TA L  ORCHESTRA
Admission $1.00
6-2c
J .  F .  R O B E R T S
H O N E Y  CANS
Phone 278-R4
22-tfc
BR O W N ES
H O N E Y  
M c K E N Z IE  C O M P A N Y , L T D .
Mr. George Greenhow, of Oyania, 
has succeeded in producing a new glad­
iolus, of a lovely yellow hue with a pink 
tinge. The edges of the blossom arc 
strongly lacinated. This he has christ­
ened the “Goldcii Spike” as it blossom­
ed for the first time on the day on 
which Mayor Sutherland, of Kelowna,
MRS. G ILE S -G R A H A M





Eight-roomed brick House, com­
plete with every modern con­
venience.
J -̂acrc of land with splendid var­
iety of bearing fruit trees and 
berries.
' Garage and Stable.
McTavish & Whims
INSURANCC
drove the last spike on the Kamloops- 
Kclowna branch of the C.N.R.
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UST OF PRIZE WINNERS 
AT KELOWNA FALL FAIR
Mrs, A.
Northern Spy— I, Mrs. J. Edmunds: 
2, L. J. Prior; .1,.J. F, R. Baron. 
CLASS C 
Snow— 1, E. Gregory; 2, ijanklicadl 
Orch.'ird Co.
Ontario—1, E. B. Powell; 2, Bunk~| 
head Orchard Co.
Baldwin— 1, A. H. Crichton; 2, Mrs. 
W. Garbutt.
Golden Russet— 1, Mrs, W . Garbutt. | 
Cox Orange—1, H. V. Chaplin; 2, J. 
J. Hall.
Spitzenberg— 1, L. E. Taylor; 2, E. 
Gregory,
King— 1, Bankhead Orchard Co.; 2, | 
H. V. Chaplin./
R. I. Greening—1, H. R. Day; 2, | 
Mrs. W . Garbutt.
CLASS D
Any other Fall variety— L  Quince, j 
H. V . Chaplin; 2, W . St. Lawrence,
Canned Vcgetalilcs, three varieties, 
iiC pints— 1, Rhoda Petrie.
Pickles, four varieties, in pints— 1, 
Gladys Vanidour; 2, Daisy Petrie.
DIV. 16.--SCHOOL E X H IB IT
Judges— D. W; Sutlierland and T. R. 
Hall. f
Articles of Furniture of outstanding 
merit— 1, Frank Fumerton; 2, Wm. E. 
Lucas.
Best Poster advertising the Fall 
Fair, open to all school' children— 1, 
Dorothy Harvey: 2. Beth Harvey.
Best Map of Okanaga^i Valley 
(’children under Grade V I.)—2. Jean 
Harvey.
Geometrical Design— 1. Laura E. 
Gregory: 2, Norma Hood.
Design based on sonic object from 
nature— 1, Margaret Burtch; 2, Beth 
Harvey.
Sainnle of Handwriting. Drill to be 
submitted. Writing to be the first para-
IRISH LEADERS TO  MEET
President Cosgravc of the Irish Free I . __ ,, „
and Premier Sir James Craig arc I Hood; 2 , Holly Berry.
graph of Article No. 2 in_ Rules and 
Regulations, page 3 of Prize List— 1,
D IV IS IO N  1.— HORSES Dressed Poultry
Judges- Dr. W. W. Alton, Vancou- Pair Dressed Chickens— 1 
ver, and G. C. Hay, Kamloops. Jl. Dawson.
Agi ieult111 al Mare, with foal at foot i j j jy jg jQ N  6.— FARM PRODUCE
— 1 , W, A. Cameron. . AN D  H O N E Y
Agricultural Yearling-1. J. Fiudlav. , , ^
Agrieuliural Foal of 1924—1, W. A. Judge—S. J. 1 honius.
Cameron. j Dairy Butter, made by exhibitor, not
Subdivision B.— Light Horses ' Ie.ss than 5 lbs. in tub or crock— 1, Mrs.
S.'iddle Horse, over 14.2 hand.s, marcM-.Dilworth; 2, Mrs. W. Petrie. .......................  ̂ ,
or gelding— 1, Mba Bai lee; 2, Gus.l Mrs. W . H. Prowse.
Macdoniicll. ' less th;ui .1 lbs. in prints—■!, Mrs. W.J Any other named Winter variety—
Saddle Pony, under 14.2 hands, marc Pt̂ lrit̂ : Mrs. A. Eutin.  ̂ h , Mrs. W . Garbutt (Ben Davis); 2,
or gelding— 1, Constance Stafford; 2,1 Rest Honey in Comb (not less than e . Gregory (King David).
Annie Allan. , 4 lbs.)-r-l, J. E. Britton. I Collection of three plates. Fall var-
Sbetland Pony, ridden by boy or Honey, extracted (not less tliaii jeties— 1, H. V. Chaplin; 2, E. B .|c/7’ 
girl, 12 years or under— 1, Pat Crich- hinart ja r)— 1, J. E. Britton; 2, R. W . PowcIl. i , , , , «  ^ r i i
ton. I Corner. Collection of three plates, WintLir k"*^”/ ‘9 i “ ^"i‘ D IV IS IO N  17.— H OM E COOKING
Observat.on nuclcus-1. J. E. Brit-.|vancties-l, E. Gregory; 2, C. Tucker;)^ boundary probcliii, it is| Hugh Ross. Nelson
and Mrs. J. Hodson, Armstrong.
D IV IS IO N  7— VEGETABLES -  ir IF. Cartridge.
Collection of Six Plate Doilies— l,i_  * t /-
Miss S. A, Storey; 2, Mrs. Cartridge. P ’ ‘ L. Cross.
Buffet Set. white— 1, Miss S. A. Sto- I Marble Cake— 1. Mrs. A.
rey; 2, Mrs. C. Burns. 2 , Tdrs. Gore* 2
Buffet Set, coloured— 1, Miss Flora Sponge Cake— 1. Mrs. Fred Gore, 2 , 
MacDonald. ■ Mrs. A. K  Cross. , _
Guest Towels— 1, Miss F. Cartridge. K  I^yer TtnrnQ ’ ^
Dresser Scarf— 1, Miss S. A. Storey; ?’ Mrs. C  -  Rovlc- 2
Delicious__1 C. Tucker* 2 L T Mrs. P. Pentecost. t ^  1. Mrs. . . ^ ’
Prior. ’ ' ' ' " ’ Embroidered Pillow Slips— 1, Mrs. M ^. A. L. Cross. Potric" 2
AyrshirJ-1 and 2, F. L. Mitchell, I roots-t, ri,.| Bcauty-1, L. J. Prior; 2. H .  A. W. Bacllcy; 2, Miss S. A. Storey. A L ° S s T  ’ ’ ’
D u a l Purpose— 1 and 2 , C. E. Lewis. Gregory 2 J. A. Shier. - V. Chaplin. " L , ^acc Trimmed Jhilow S h p s — 1, Mrs. Mrs. A. L.Cross^^ Balsillic; 2,
Dr./ Gnw in n-nrh tn he in calf L Carrots, half long— 1, Mrs. W . Gar-| v .4 low i t r- —  o IC. Burns: 2 . Misc S. A Sinmv I Short B read -1, Mrs. eaisunc. ,
mv M A rMm V I ..... iVcll lvl>lK./D A ̂ Vl V-*# X ÛlvV,& ■ f _  ̂ I
D IV IS IO N  2.—CATTLE  jton. j 3, H. V. Chaplin; highly recommended,
C Jjulges-Dr. W . W . Alton and Geo. p i y i s i o N  7— VEGETABLES CLASS E
'pedigreed Bull, Dairy . Best Single Specimen
Holstein— r, W . IL Barlee. 1- \  {  ' Cheinamus. I V. Chaplin.
.!• f e u ;  2, Mrs. w / h . P ,ows«;
L. Mitchell.
Pedigreed Cow, any ago
Holstein— 1, W. R. Barlec; 2, F. J
Angel Cake—Evelyn McDonald. 




Jersey—1 and 2, O. E. Lindgrcn. 
Guernsey— 1, M. Hcreron.
Beets, Egyptian, best six- 
Powell; 2, W. Lansdown, Jr 
Beets, Globe, six— 1, E. B. Powell; 
12, W. Lansdown, Jr.
Egg Plant, two—1, Miss E. Gay; 2, 
C. E. Weeks.
Carrots, short red, six roots— 1, E.
2^c ; t ^
1, E. JJ. MrTntnoh H o ,cIntosh Rod—1, E. Gregory; 2, C. 
Tucker.
Jonathan— 1, Mrs. W . H. Prowsc;! 




For tlic convenience of our clients, this 
Oflice will be
OPEN ON SATURDAY AFTERNOONS
in future, and closed on Thursday afternoons.
O K A N A G A N  L O A N  & IN V E S T M E N T  T R U ST  CO  
KELOWNA - - B. C.
Mrs. A. L, Cross.
...........  L e ri  .Pill  li s , rs
Best Dry Cow in each, to be in calf I, Yellow Newton— 1, L. E. Taylor; 2,|G. B«n>s; 2, Miss S. A. Storey. I
poin.ed-2, H- CUapn„. "  A "w " Bad.fy"’ “ 'H  “ pa-SIkip P i ^ .
cp?!y- 'DuaV 'Poir, ' J  NiKht Gown, embroidcrpd-1. J- J- - McDon-.ld-2
lewis Cabbage, summer, two round—2, Collection of three varieties m pack- Flora MacDonald; 2, Mrs. I. M. Royle. Lemon Pic— 1. Evelyn Mcuonaia, ^
Pedii^reed Heifer 2  vears and under 3 i  boxes, selected Trom Classes A  and Night-Gown, crochet t r im m e d — 1,1 Mrs. L .  Dilworth
floT t^ i, 1 a S  I ^ W  R Barlce I r round-1, R.| B o n ly -1, L .  J. Prior. | Mrs. C. Burn.s; 2, _Miss E. Gay.
Ayr-shire— 1 and 2, F. L. Mitchell. Laws; 2, H. R. Day. Crab Apples
Apple Pic— 1,Mrs. J. N. Pringle; 2, | 
infant’s'3-piece Set in wool— 1, M r s .  I Mrs. J. Edmunds.
Pedigreed Heifer, 1 year and under 2 p /-•„ ’
Holstein— 1, G. F. Coventry; 2, W . "’r^bbaffe R. Barlec. v.aim.aorc.
Cabbage, winter, two flat-2, Missl Hyslop, 12-1, A. L. Baldock; 2, W.| Cartridge.
C a b b a g e , red, tv/o— 1. Miss E .  G a y . Cansdown, Jr.
.. , o T-« T Tv/r-* u„ii I Cantaloupe, two, salmon flesh, any Pears— Five of Each
Ayrshire 1 and 2, F. L. MUcIujll. j  j? gritton; 2, R. L. Dai- Bartlett.—1, H. R. Day; 2, Mrs. J.
Dual Purpose— 1 and 2, C. E. Lewis, gijgj, Edinunds.
Pedigreed Heifer Calf Cantaloupe (two) green flesh, any Beurre d’Anjou— 1, G. C. Harvey; 2,
Holstein— 1, W . R. Barlec; 2, M. variety— 1, J. E. Britton. Bankhead Orchard Company.
Hcreron. . L , ,, Cantaloupe, two Hoodos—1, J. E. Beurre Boussock— 1, Bankhead Or-
Ayrshire— 1 and 2, F, Mitchell. Britton; 2, L. E. Taylor. chard Company; 2, R. Laws,
Dual Purpose— 1 and 2, C. E. Lewis. Celery, six heads, yellow— 2̂, J. Tuc- Clairgeau—2, ,W. Laws.
Pedigreed Bull Calf. her. Flemish Beauty— 1, Bankhead Or-1 Mrs F Gore “ "  ' , ——„ "’ I Mitchell.
Holstein— 1, W . R. Barlee. Citron— 1, J. Tuckerj 2, J. A. Hen- chard Company. ' Silk Embroidered Sofa Cushion— 1 Best Herd of not fewer than five
A y r ,h ir^ l a,.d 2, F. L. MitcheU. derson. Ban,am pan“ ' “ *' Com -Lra. P. Penmeost; 2. Mrs J. Edmm^ds; t o y ^ -^  o"/ b « o d - l  and 2, F. L.
J n d B c . , -D f v ? y - lS 6? L d  Geo. **“" “' "* M is rP lo S  M i e & d ; ' I ,  Mrs. ,  Cham^ion^ Holktein Female-F and
C. Hay. _ Corn, table sweet, aiiy other variety^ | Pentecost.
Boar, any breed, any age, registered (green), six ears
la
Baby Bonnet, Wool— 1, Mrs. Cart-' SPEC IAL PR IZE  LIST
"^Baby Bonnet, any other kihd— 1.) Best Dairy Herd, not fewer than five 
Miss Flora MacDonald; 2, Miss E. cows, shipping to Kelowna Creamery- 
Gay. 1 and 2 , F. L. Mitchell. q
Fancy Work Bag— 1. Miss F. Cart- Best Registered Dairy Gow, any
ridge; 2, Mrs. Cartridge. | b re e d . B a n k  o f  Commerce Cup—h. L .  | H
Shopping Bag— 1. Miss M.
Speight; 2, Mrs. Cartridge. i i i t? t IPiece Cross Stitch Embroidery— 1, progeny, Bank of Montreal Cup—t̂ . e .
M. Mitchell, . , r « 12
Best Dairy Cow, with one of hcr|B
i
-1, G. C. Harvey. | G. C. Harvey.
eet any other^variety Any other variety— 1, Bankhead Or- Ha^Xerchief tatted edge-1 Miss ’ C h W ion  Jersey Fetpaje. perpetual
, 1, Mrs. J. Gray, 2, chard Company. \p Cartridge; 2, Miss Florl MacDon- Challenge _Cup, presented by Victor
Pair Spring Pigs, any breed, 1925— Corn, table sweet, Country Gentle-1 
1, G. C. Harvey., man, six ears— 1, G. C. Harvey.
•nTVTQTriM A Cucumber, grown in open,- two,
T .1 ro White Spine— 1, Mrs. J. Gray; 2, C.
J ^ge s -D r. W . W . Alton and Geo. T. D. Russell.
C-_Hay, _  .1  Cucumber, grown in open, two.any
Plums—Twelve of Each . laid. °  - I Spencer— p . E. Lindgren.
Columbia—2, Bankhead Orchard Co. Fancy Handkerchief, any other kind ^
Green Gage— 1, R. L. Dalglish. — 1. Miss E. L. H. Pixton. Ppcrktered Dairv
Grand Duke—2, R. Laws. | _ Hand Trimmed Curtains— 1. Mrs. | ^^Bm * ̂ Oet̂  ^
^  Pedigree Ram, Oxford— 1, W . A.Ljtber q  ^  Weeks; 2, w . Company.
Cameron. _ ou u- i tiT * Lansdown, Jr. Prunes— Twelve of Each
Pcdigree_Ram,__Shropshne 1, W . A. | Cucumber, dish for pickling, under
Pond’s Seedling— 1, R. L, Dalglish. Cartridge. t
Black Diamond—2, Bankhead Orch-1 Embroidered Monogram— 1. M is s  F .  F-H.^Mitcnen.^^^^^^
Cameron; 2 , A. H. Crichton. 14 hache's— 1*’ c"‘ E Week^"T®M^^sT I M cSlna^^ ’ French Knot B̂ ed s”t—1, Mrs. A. W. e ' Gay'"**’Pair Fat Sheep— 1, W. A. Cameron, c ™ ® ®  l, L. E. Weeks, 2, Miss E. McDonagh. _  . Badley. K \ . ^ ’® ® f ^ ; r S ' v Wa h l e s
B rtao n -T R "’Laws E- Five of iny variS^‘ Lm ed --l. Bank- M S f i  o a T '’' ' ^ ' ’ VanMour; 2 , Miss E. Gay;|B
D IV IS IO N  5 . -W V L T R Y  A N D  W a ^ n i d o ^ n , ^ ^  S S " ; .  i  Plate
I --------  to t , I Niagara— 1, Mrs, M. S. Raymer; 2, of Smocking—2, Mrs. Cart-I.V®*".:!^™:,
FR ID AY AND  SATURDAY, SEPTEM BER 25th and 26th
T r i i  n n H A i f l a a i n i a r a i T A U f
Friday Evening, One Show Only^$1.00 
Saturday Matinee, 3.30, 3Sc and 75c. Evening, 7 and 9, $1.00
MONDA.Y AND  TUESDAY, SEPTEM BER 28th 29th
You haven’t lived till you’ve enjoyed this mad whirl of entertainmonC
“ NIGHT LIFE IN NEW YORK”
With Roc La Roeque, Dorothy Gish, Ernest Torrence and George
Hackathorne.
»Also the big special comic “H O LD  M Y BABY”
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
W E D N E SD A Y  AND  THURSDAY, SEPTEM BER 3 0 t h , OCT. 1 s t  
A N N A  Q. N ILSSO N  and LE W IS  STONE




ridge. A. Cameron. . _ |PBest collection Cut Flowers, six var- 1
j Onions, Southport, Yellow Globe, 12| Brighton 1, L. E. Taylor; 2, Bank-lTjTTTTQTOM twtcipt?t T a w p o t t c iIipfips six of a kind— 1̂, Mrs. F. M. 
2,1-1 J. J. Hall; 2, Mrs. A. L. Cross. head Orchard Company. n e I d l S w ORK   ̂ WilHts.




Judges—H. E. Waby and Jas. Allen.j j  h m I; 2, A. L. Baldock.
Exhibition Classes 
Jersey Black Giants— Cock: 1 and ,
Rev. A. MacLUrg. Cockerel: 1 and 2 , vanety, 12— 1, R. Laws; 2, J. Tucker. E. Miller. Judges Hugh Ross, Nelson,! Willits; 2, Mrs. F. M. Kee-j.H
Rev. A. MacLurg; 3, J. A. Shier. Pull- Onions, Australian Brown, 12— 1, A. Campbell’s Early— 1, L. E. Taylor. Mrs. J. Hodson, Armstrong. vil
et: 1 and 2, Rev. A. MacLurg; 3, J. A. L- Baldock. . Delaware-^l, L, J. Prior. Hand-made Bed Spread— 1. Mrs. B, Best three Plates of Apples, commer-
Shicr. Onions, best crate, Yellow Danvers Any other variety, named— 1, A. Lowery. cial varieties, Wealthy, Gravenstein,
Silver Pencilled Rocks—Cockerel: 1, J. J. Hall; 3, Mrs. A. L. Cross. Guidi (Concord); 2, L. E, Taylor Kitchen Apron— 1. Mrs. J. N. Pring- McIntosh, Jonathan, Delicious, Spit- 
Mrs. A. I. Dawson. Pullet: 1 and 2,L,Pars«iips. any variety, six ro&ts— l, (Moore’s Diamond). le; 2, Mrs. I. M. Royle. Uenberg, Wagner, Rome Beauty, Wine-
Mrs. A. 1. Dawson. M ^. J. Gray; 2, Miss E. jGay. mVTsJinM in m m ?at h. Knitted. Sweater—1. Mrs. F. Gore; Lap and Yellow Newtown; Royal Bank |»  ,
White Rocks—Cock: 1, 2 and 3, Mrs. L  green— 1, C. E. Weeks; , 2, Mrs. P. Pentecost. Cup-^1, C. Tucker; 2, E. Gregory.
A. I. Dawson. Hen: 1, 2 and 3, M rs.L ’ Miss E. Gay. -. Judge— W. M. Fleming, Summerland Pair of Knitted Socks, plain-^1, Mrs. Best bushel named Spring Wheat—
A 1 Dawson Cockerel* 1 and 2 Mrs Peppers, six red— 1, C. E. Weeks.; 2, Experimental Station. Balsillie; 2, Mrs. F. Gore. i Mrs T (3rav; 2, W . A. Cameron.
A.' I. Dawson. Pullets: 1 and 2,’ Mrs.'L*p^|"J”'o* t * n /- kki x • i. Geranium Plant— 1. Mrs. Balsillie; 2, Hooked Rug— 1, Miss S. A. Storey; ’ Best’Loaf of Bread, made from Og- 
A. 1. Dawson; 3. Herbert Ablett, Potatoes, IrishXobbler, best eight— Miss E. Gay. 2, Mrs. Golborne. ^  i l v i e ’ s “ R o y a l  Household” flour— Mrs.
White Wyandottes— Cock: 1, M rs.L ’ ^* Ay j Fuchsia— 1 and 2, Mrs. Balsillie. Braided Rug— 1, Miss E. L. H. Pix- ^ ^  l . Cross. - _ ’
J. Gray. Hen: 2. Mrs. J. Gray. Cock-L eight— Begonia— 1, Mrs. P. B. Willits; 2 , ton; 2, Mrs. Colborne. Best Loaf of Bread made from Qua-
ercl: I, Mrs. J. Gray; 3, Geo. Smith. L ’ ^.^usdown, Jr. Mrs. J. N. Pringle. Collection of Basketry— 1, Miss E. L e r Flour— 1, Mrs. L. Dilworth,
Pullet: 1. Mrs. J. Gray; 2 and 3, Geo. L  other vanety, best 8— . Fern— 1. Mrs. P. B. Willits; 2, Mrs. H. H. Pixton; 2, Mrs. C. Burns. Best Plate Cookies (four varieties)—
I **  ̂■ I-'* xviisscllj 2, J* TucKcr. , I T KT Priii£?lf' I I TV/ft“c \AT Pptric
wHi.c Lcgl.or„_Cock: 1, G e o . .  S '- . -h  Green Hubbard, t w o - lF -C o le u I - f k r s .  Balsillie; 2, Mrs. f . “ V IS IO N  13.-M ISCELLANEOUS b a M
Smith. Hen: 1 and 2, Geo. Smith. J' J/. . .  , M. Keevil. Judges— Mrs. H. Ross, Nelson and fessional, from “Robin Hood F lou r-
Pullet: I and 2, Geo. Smith. p n xxr”?’ eight— 1, Hanging Basket— 1, Mrs. F. M. K e e -^ * ‘s- J- Hodson. Armstrong. h , Mrs. L. Dilworth; 2, Mrs. Petr^-
Powell, 2, W . Lansdown, Jr. L il; 2, Laura Guidi. Collection of Jams (six varieties in Best Loaf of Bread made from Pur-
•Tomatoes, ripe, any variety, m four| House Plant, any other variety— 1, pints)— 1. Mrs. F. Bell. ity Flour”— Mrs. J. J. Staples. ^
- Collection of Jellies (six varieties ini Best Biscuits, made from Jrunty
_____2 . [glasses)— 1, Mrs. F. Bell. [Flour”— 1, Mrs. Vamdour. •
•»T A I IX \r Tj 1 JI 'T' , it- • i o I H. Hamilton. I Collection of Canned Fruit (six vari- Best collection of Canried Fruit, Ve-
2 ^Mr^' A 1 ?  M?S f ’ A h in  f   ̂ Collection of Annuals, six varieties- etics in quarts)-!, Mrs. R. Laws; 2 , getables, Meats and Pickles, to consist
w^*; V ’ V -D XT k ’ Powell. 1, S. E. Hamilton; 2, Mrs. Balsillie. Mrs. C. Burns. of not less than 24 quart jars— Mrs. F.
au^ol tuD^ri^v °  rieTv^^ Collection of Perennials, six varieties Collection of Canned Vegetables (six Bell. a „ c * *
Rrriw.. i Pnn. olf _ i ,  J. A. Heiidersoii; 2, Miss E. Gay. varieties in quarts)— !. Miss E. Gay. Best tin Top 4-lb. Semi-ripe. Toma-
'iward* one pntrv * Veeetable Marrow two___1 T A Six Asters (not less than three varie- Collection o f  P ic k le s  (six varieties in I toes for shippmg purposes 1, Mrs, J.
award, one entry. ? p iT’ p  u ’ tics)— 1. Mrs. Balsillie; 2, Mrs. W. H.
Utility Classes Henderson; 2, E. B. Powell. Prowsc.
Barred Rocks— Hen: 1 and 2, W. D IV IS IO N  8.— F IE LD  PRODUCE .Double Stocks, three— 1, Miss E.
Hamill; .1. !<'. M. Kcevil. Cockerel; 1 Tudires__C R Barlow «;almon Arm C- M. Hare.uarlow. Salmon Arm, varieties, four sterns
of each— 1, C. Quinn; 2, H. R. Day.
Roses, four varieties, two of each—
1, Mrs. Balsillie.
Collection of Gladioli— 1, Mrs. F.
Smith; 2, C. Quinn.
Collection of Pansies— 1, E. M. Tay­
lor; 2, J. A. Henderson.
Dahlias, six— 1, C. Quinn; 2, S. E.
Hamilton.
Carnations, six— 1, C. Quinn; 2, Miss 
Day.
Collection of Nasturtiums—1. E M.
Taylor; 2, A. Nofley.
Petunias, six— 1, J. A. Hciidcrson;
2 . Mrs. Balsillie.
“ THE TALKERS”
Also News of the Dasr and Comedy “H A V E  MERCY” *
Wednesday Evening, 7.30 and 9,> 20c and 35c
TH UR SD AY EVENING , in addition to this picture, we will have
FRED  K A R N O  C O M P A N Y
(JUN IO R )
in. a screamingly funny farce
“SONS OF T H E  SEA”
One Show Only, 25c and 55c
EM PRESS O R CH ESTRA— H. E. K IRK, Director
1 Giants-Young Pen: basket crate, pow n and packed by ex- Mrs. F. M. Keevil;^ Mrs. Balsillie.
1 P 1 A 9 P^**% ®’ | Mixed Bouquet—1, E.. M. Taylor;White Rocks—Old Pen: 1 and 2, Powell. [s  F Hamlltmi
BUT YOUII CNRKTMilS V IC T IO U  
NOW
.,.,,1 9 AAA 9 T u F- Ti juuget,— i-.. xx. nario , sal onand z, W. Hamill, 3, John I’lndlay. Lml P W  A Trmoc r*tw>m.,:,i„o Pullet: 1 and 2, A. Lumsden; 3, W. ^  ' A. Jones, Chemainus
Hamill Carrots. Avhitc. six roots— 1, H. R.
White Wyandottes— Cock: 1, A. Not-l® ‘'^= Cameron,
ley; 2, Mrs. J. Gray; 3, F. M. Kcevil.
Hen: 1, Mrs. J. Gray. Cockerel: 1 and
2, A. Notlcy; 3, H. T’-. Atchison. Pullet: 
1, Mr.s. J. Gray: 2. Mrs. Axel Eutin;
3, H. F.. Atciiison.
Field Corn, North Western Dent, 12 
ear.s— 1. C. T. D. Russell. •
Field Corn, Flint, Yellow, 12 cars—  
1, W . A. Cameron.
Mangold Wurtzcls, Slugstrop, 5— 1,
White Leghorns—Cock: 1, A. H, I \  xr
Bea.'̂ aiU. Hen: 1, A. H. Bcasant. Cock-  ̂ V ^ aaS'
erel: 1. A. H. Bcasant. Pullet: 1. Mrs.
Axel Eutin: 2. A. H. Bcasant. L V *  iT p  ,C«iy-T' n . Beans, shelled, any other var-
Egg Utility Type Pens icty. 10 Ihs.— l. Mrs. E. Ablett.
Barred Rocks—Young Pens: 1, A. Grain, Spring Wheat, named, one 
Tmmsden: 2, W. Hamill; 3. John Find- bushel—1, Mrs. J. Gray; 2, W . A. 
lay. I Cameron.
While Wyandotlc.s—Old Pens: 1,
Mr.s. I. Gray. Young Pens: 1, Mrs. J. 
Gray.
While Rocks—:01d Pens; 1, Mrs, A. 
I. Daw.’jon. Young Pens: 1, Mrs. A. I. 
Dawson.
Barred Rocks—Young Pen: 1, A. 
—Î um.'iih n:-2r-Wx-lLvmilU-3, J. Findlayv 
White f^cgiiorns—rYoung Pen: 1, A. 
l.umsden.
Boys' and Girls’ Competition
Young Pen— 1, Herbert Ablett
(VV’hite Rock.s); 2, Nan Hamill (Bar­
red Kock-.s); 3. Louise Hamill (Barred 
Rocks).
Geese
Old (iandcr: 1, G. D. Cameron. iDRl 
Goose: I. G. D. tiamcron. Young Gan­
der: 1. (i. D. Cameron. Young floose: 
1, G. n. t'amcron.
Eggs
Fresh Eggs— Brown: 1. Mrs. A. I. 
Daw.squ: 2, W. Hamill. Tinted: 1. Mrs. 
A. 1. Dawson: 2. A. Notlcy. White; 
1, A. I.nnisdcn; 2, Mrs. Axel Eutin.
TYeserved Eggs, in Waterglass— 1, 
Mr.s. .Axel Eutin.
D IV IS IO N  9.— FRUITS
Judges— C. R. Barlow, Salmon Arm, 
and P. W . A. Jones, Chemainus.
Five of Each Variety 
CLASS A
Stayman— 1, H. V. Chaplin; 2, V.
R M  cDonagln--------—------- -------- --------
Wealth}'— 1, C. Tucker; 2, Mrs. W. 
H. Prowse; 3, W . A. Munro.
McIntosh Red— 1, C. Tucker; 2, E. 
Gregory; 3, J. F. R, Baron. Highly 
recommended. A. Ward.
Jonathan— 1, E. Gregory; 2, L. J. 
Prior; 3, Mrs. Ŵ . H. Prowsc, 
peheious— 1. C. Tucker; 2, L. J. 
Prior; .3, V. R. McDonagh.
Ronic Beauty— 1. L. J. Prior; 2. Mrs.
Prowsc; 3. A. G. R. Prickard. 
\ellow Newtown— 1, L. K. Tavlor; 
2. T’., Gregory; 3. A, Ward.
CLASS B
Winter Ranan.*i— 1. L. J. Prior; 2, C, 
i uckcr; 3, Mrs, J, Edmunds.
(irimes Golden-1, H. V. Chaplin; 
2, J. J. Hall; 3, C. Tucker.
Wagner— 1. C. E. Weeks; 2. Mrs. J. 
Edmunds; 3, C. Tucker.
V../UUCLUUU Kfk J. ICIVlUb Va*-'- VcUlClJUS HI r'- x---
quarts)— !, Mrs. A. L. Cross; 2. Mrs. Gray; 2. W . Lansdown, Jr.
W. Petrie. Best assortment of Home Made Pic-
Tomato Catsup— 1, Mrs. W. Petrie; kl^— Mrs. A. L. Cross, ^
2, Mrs. F. Bell. Best Lady s Sweater— Mrs. A. W . |
Relishes (four varieties)— 1, Mrs. A. B^ley. ^
L. Cross. . Best Tea Cloth— 1. Mrs. C. Burns.
Best six varieties Roses, 3 of a kind | 
D IV IS IO N  14.—GIRLS’ W ORK  — Mrs. Balsillie.
(Work done by girls under 17 years of Poultry . . . .  i
age) • Best Display Exhibited, including
Judges— Mrs. Hugh Ross, Nelson, any or all varieties. Occidental Chal- 
and Mrs. J. Hodson, Armstrong. Iciigc C ^  Mrs. A. I. Davv^n.
■ir 1 Av.. 1 C *  1 XT Best Display of Plymouth Rocks— IKnitted Wool Sweater— 1. Norma .
^99^* . / . I • I A 1 Best Display of Wyandottes, Chal-I lonsc Cup o?osc„trf by Okanagan Can- 
nmg Co.— Mrs. J. Gray.
Jersey Black Giant Club Ribbon—
Y O U  W IL L  SA V E 257- 12.50%
Beth Harvey; 2, Daisy Petrie.
Night Gown— 1, Gladys Vanidour. 
Princess Slip— 1, Laura Guidi.
Fancy Towel— 1, Florence McCarthy. best cock, hen. cockerel, pullet andpen—Rev. A. MacLurg. 
Embroidery, white— 1, Laura Guidi. |‘ _________ _̂_______
D IV IS IO N  11.— FANCY WORK, 
CROCHET, K N IT T IN G  AND  
SEW ING
Judges, Mrs. Hugh Ross, Nelson, 
and Mrs. J. Hodson, Armstrong. * | 
Luncheon Set (centre and 6 doilies) 
— 1. Miss F. Cartridge; 2, Miss S. A. 
Storey.
Pin Cushion— 1, Gladys Vanidour. 
Initial on Linen— 1, Gladys Vanidour. 
Scaling Wax Work— 1. Evelyn Mc­
Donald.
D IV IS IO N  15.—DOMESTIC  
SCIENCE
For Girls under 17 years of age
EX TENSIO N  OF M IXED
FARM ING  ON PRAIRIES
W e have only a few models left, so it will pay you to act
. at once. )
W e have Portables at $62.50; now $47.50; you save $15.00 
Upriglit Models at $160.00; now $115.00; you save $45.00 
Console Models at $135.00; now $97.50; you save $37.50
These are all new, genuine His Master’s Voice 
V IC T R O LA S
Y O U  W IL L  GET  T H E M  A T
P. B. WILLITS & CO.
PHARM ACISTS and STATIONERS
Straight Grain Growing Is Becoming 
Thing Of The Past
Straight grain farming, or wheat 
Judges— Mrs. Hugh Ross, Nelson, mining as it is called in Western Can-
Vfternoon Tea Sct“"(4ea—cloth—and-rand—Mrs*—Jx-HodsouLAmistrong. __ [ada. is gradually but surely becoming
serviettes)— ! F. Cartridge; 2, Loaf of White Bread e n t ir e  c ru s t— tkThjrdf thelTast-in-thc4hrec prairie
M iss Nora MacDomald. . 1, Gladys Vanidour; 2, Daisy Petrie provincc.s. Almost every f.armcr in the
Embroidered Centre-piece white— Half a dozen Buns— 1. Gladys Vani- West today has at least a few pigs. 
1. Aliss A. btorey; 2. Miss Flora dour; 2, Daisy Petrie. cows or poultry, and some sort of a
i x . „ * .  vegetable garden from which he sc-, ■ I li Cake— 1, Evelyn McDonald; 2.Embroidered Ccntre-piccc, coloured Daisy Petrie
— 1. Miss Flora MacDon.ald; 2 . Mrs. Plain Cake, with boiled icing— 1, E 
C. Burns. . „  clyn McDonald: 2, Gkadys-Vanidour.
Contrc-piecc tatted cdgc--l. Miss F. Baking Powder Biscuits (six)— 1, 
Cartridge; 2. Miss I-lora M.acDonald. Florence McCarthy; 2 , Dorothy Har- 
Ccntrc-piccc. crocheted edge— 1, Miss vey.
1*.. Gay. Plain Cookies— 1. Beth Harvev 2
White Tray Cloth-1. Miss S. A. Gladys Vanidour. "•'‘•’vey, 2.
Storey; 2. Mis.s E'lora MacDonald; re- Apple Pic— 1. Florence McCarthy 
commended. Miss M. M. Speight. 1-2, Evelyn McDon.ild.
Tea Cloth, coloured— 1, Mrs. Bal- Muffins (six)— 1, Beth Harvey; 2 
sdhe. j Evelyn McDonald.
Table Runner, coloured and embroi- Drop Cakes (six)— 1, Gladys Vani- 
dered— 1, Mrs. C. Burns. jdour; 2, Olive Brown.
Table Runner,*lace trimmed— 1, Miss' Potato Salad— 1, Evelyn McDonald.
cures food not only for himself and 
family Init also ''sufficient returns to 
look after his current expenses on a 
cash basis. Manitoba and Alberta un­
doubtedly lead in this dcvclopincnt, 
hut‘ even Saskatchewan, thoY largest 
wheat producing province of Western 
Can.ada, has an . cvcr-incrcasing num- 
i)cr of fanners who arc followers of 
the mi.xcd farming plan to the extent 
that they arc living very largely upon 
the prodiicts of< their farms.
The best way to avoid that run-down 
feeling is to cross streets cautiously.
W X M >  B L L
Dry Slab W ood $2.25 per load
delivered.
$1.50 per load in yard.
KELOWNA SAWMILL CO., LIMITED
2̂ tfc
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EACH  50c EA C H
New stock of
M IX IN G  B O W L S  and 
P U D D IN G  B O W L S
just received. Good values.

























fifty per cent finished tliroUKhout the 
district. Tlicre has been a ftood de­
mand for all lines of small fruit and 
cheap appic.s. The sale of vegetables 
has fallen off daily.
Car arrivals from Sept. 9th to 16th 
3 cars Ont. mixed fruit; 4 cars Wash, 
mixed fruit; 4 cars B.C. fruit and veg­
etables to country points; 1 car B.C. 
onions. > ' ,
Apples, B.C. Wealthy, wrapped
box .....................................$ 2.35
Crates ....... ..................... ......  1.8S
Crab apples, B.C. Hyslop, I'ancy,
box .......'.............................
Prunes, B.C, box .............. ...... .
Prunes, Wash., box ........ ..........
Peaches, Wash., Elbcrta, box
Pears, Wash., C grade, box ... . 3.65
Peaches, Out. Crawford, 11-qt.
bskt.....................................
Pears, Ont., Bartlett, 11-qt.
bskt........................... .....i....
Grapes, Ont., 6-qt. bskt. .................. 75
Plums, Ont., Bradshaw, 11-qt.
bskt......................................
Plums. Ont, Damson, 11-qt. bskt.
Plums, ,Ont., Greengage, 11-qt.
bskt. ..... ..............................










1.00PROFESSOR DESY  
Technical Advisor to Hon. Raoul 
Dandurand, at the League of Nations, Peppers,’ B.C, Greelg 10-lb. box 
who accompanied the senator on hi.s Tomatoes, B.C, Ripe, crate .
[journey abroad. | Green, crate ..... .......... i..... 1.10
Cucumbers, B.C., peach box ..... .90




Celery, 50-lb. crate ...........■....  2.50
Ontario—
Ajiples, Wealthy, in bids.. No. *
1, $6.00 t o ... .......................  6.50
ditto' No. 2 , $5.50 to .........  6.00
Apples, Colverts, Pippins, No.
1, in bbls............................   5.50
ditto No. 2 ..................   5.00
Plums, . Damsons, 6-qt. bskts.,
80c to ....    90 I
Plums, Blue Lombard, 6 -(it.
bskts. 40c to ............ ..................45
Plums, Reine Claude, 11-qt.
bskt......................................  .751
Pears, Flemish Beauty, 11-qt.
bskt.................. ...................  1,001
Blueberries, 11-qt. bskt............ 2.25
Imported—
Peaches, Elberta, Wash., Grade
2, box ................ :.............. . 2.00
Pears, Bartlett, Wash., Fancy,
box, $3.75 to ........................  4.00
Prunes, Italian, Wash., box .... 1.25
Apples, Jonathan. McIntosh, C
Grade, box, $2.25 to ............. 2.50
Manitoba—
Potatoes, cwt. ................    LOO
Tomatoes, 11-qt. bskt.............  .60







Peter Carlyle, a writer of fiction and 
author of “The Gilt on the' Ginger- 
bread,’’ who has just returned from a
trip abroad. She owns a ranch adjac-, ___ ____________
. . . -I Prince of Wales, in ably duririg the past week, but has re-
A  car of Onions, B.C., Pickling, box ........ 1.50 Alberta. mained fairly clear. The cooler wea
■ "  ■ "  ~ - _03 " ■ ■ ' '
VANCOUVER, Sept. 16, 1925.- 
Tlie w'cathcr has cooled off consider-
Key to Cross Word Pazde
Horizontal
An herb popular with catSi
6—A kindvof living being.
■Jl—A river in Italy.
12— Sick.
14—A  masculine being.- 
ISr—To rot by exposure.
16—Nimbfe; active.
18— A period of time.
19— A  parent.
.20—Exist.
.21—A prefix meaning “twofold.’
.23—South Dakota (init.).
.24— Â certain continent.
.26—Can not (contraction).
.28—Part of the foot.
.30—To have ideas or images while 
sleeping.
. 32—Went quickly.
.34— A distinctive theory or doctrine 
35—A rug before a door.
. 36—A craze.
-3 7 -Slow (contraction).
..38— One who votes.
40—A large disorderly gathering.
- 42— Needy.
-44— To play boisterously.
46—A note in the diatonic scale.
48—Foot (abbr.).
Sd—A  point of the compass.
.51—While.
.52—A salutation.
-54— A kind of dark wood.
.57—An insect.




■63— Sampled, as of food.
Vertical
1— A floor covering.
2— An extent of ground.
3— ^Initials of an explosive.
4—  A negative.
5— A dirty animal.
6—  Every one of.
7—  I am (contraction). .
8— Angry.
9— An exclairiation of distress.
10— ̂ A city in Holland,
13—A  cover.
16- r-In the midst of.^
17— -A kind of cheese. - 
20—While.
22—^Within.
24—  Author of famous fables.
25—  Defensive clothing.
26— 'To provide food.









45—Another form of “I."
47—Always.
49—A policeman (slang).
51-—Toistake on put up.
53—̂ Before.
55— An exclamation of contempt.
56—  Meshed twine.
57— A river island.
59— Upon.
61— Steamship (abbrJ.
This puzzle took 16 minutes to solve. 
See how long it will take you to solve
ted up and down the line.
Ontario barrel apples will arrive in I Onions, B.C., Standard Grade, lb.
Mundare some time this week; these Celery, B.C., lb,/ washed ............... 08
I are coming direct to a retailer. Moose Jaw
Since last report a car of cranberries MOnSF TAWarrived on this market__these nre sell-I -iViiJiJoii, jAyV, oept. loth. Weather
ino- at ?fie 11, conditions during the past week have
report a car of sweet will favourable and business has
S S e d if i t e . ,  good. , ThreshiuK is nearly finish-
Frpm 
cars.
Mali.- a 1 1 ml effect of reducing theMixed ^vegetables, 2 consumption of all types of melons, all|
From Wash.-Prnnes, 1 can pears, I ” th  ‘'” l v Icar; mixed fruit, 1 car. .The apple movement is very light,]
Imported— Onions, 1 car; cranber- aemand being slow. An improve- 
ries, 2 cars. ment is expected some time next]
The following are the wholesale p r i c - 1 s u p p l y  will not]
thismarkeT: ■r — -iprunes and ppars moved very freely
B C Fanev Mclntodih ? ““^ing the past week and this week we
- ■ McIntosh  ..............  I-”  expecLthey will be finished. Wealthy
applet have been cleaning up practical- 
1 sn My arrival on this market and the 
■i‘̂ ff.Jfirst car of McIntosh Reds has arrived 
and is now boing sold, a price of $2.75 
I being readily obtained on wrapped 
stock and $2.40 for the crates.
Tomatoes, 4-bsirt......I.'OO -b ?
Cantaiojipes, Standards.... 3.00 |B;g; ........ .......
B.C. Cukes ..... ............... .......... 1;25
I B.C. Celery, lb......... .̂... ..... . .09
' B-C. . Gniorts .......:......... ..........1. .03H
Following are the whol^esale prices on j
In crates, $2.10 to ........................
Fancy Wealthy ....... ...........
In crates, $1.70 to ... .... .
Bartlett Pears ..... ...................
Hyslop Crabs ................ .
Italian Prunes ........ ................
Cucumbers
PRAIRIE 
lU IT  MARKET 
BULLETIN
'Current Prices And Market Conditions 
(From the weekly Bulletin issued by 
j .  A. Grant, Fruit Markets Commis- 
.sioner, Calgary.)
Calgary, S9pt. 19, 1925 
The Week In Calgary 
'' With the exception of two fine days, 
'theweather in Calgary this week has 
been cold, with rain and sleet. This has 
retarded threshing operations in the 
country and interfered with distribution 
of foodstuffs—the roads arc impassable 
at many points. So far there has not 
been any killing frost reported and veg 
etation remains green and healthy in 
.appearance. ^
Competition at city and country 
points is reported as keen. Apples are 
'.being placed at very low margins to the 
wholesale trade. The number of semi- 
pcdcllcd cars from independent growers 
to coijntry points is increasing. Some 
of these cars arc reported as coming 
from Ontario.
Considering the Aveather, brokers 
s.oy that business is exceedingly good. 




Apples, McIntosh Red, fancy, box,
$2.40 to ........ ....................... $ 2.50
Crates, $2.15 to ......................  2.25
Wealthy, Ex. Fancy, box, $2.15
to .................... ...!................
ditto • Fancy. $2.15 to .......... .
ditto Crates, $1.75 to ........... .
• Gravcnstcin, Fancy, box ..........
ditto crates ...........................
King, crates ..............................  2.00






St. Lawrence, crates, $1.75 to
Alexander, crates. $1.75 to .........
Cellini, crate.si $1.75 to ................
Blenheim, crates, $1.75 to ...... .
Cox’s Orange, crates, $1,75 t o __








Transcendent, Fancy, box ........ 1.75
Washington— '
Pears, Bartlett, Fancy, box, $3.50
to 3,75
ditto C grade, $3.25 to.........  3.50
Ontario—
Plums, Greengage, 11-qt. bskt.,
$1.00 to .......................    1.50
Plurns. Blue, Lombard .............  1.25
British Columbia—
Plums, Damson, 11-qt.   1.90
Grapes, Bradshaw, 4-bskt„ SOc to 1.00
Blue, 6-qt. bskt...... .................  .75
Wash. Prunes, Italian, box, Wc to 1.00 
B.C. Prunes, Italian, box, 90c to 1.00 
Wash. Peaches, Elberta, $1.50 to 1.80 
B.C. Cantaloupes, Standards,
$3.25 to .............................. 3.50
Melons, crates ................... . 4.25
Tomatoes, Ripe, crates, 7Sc to.. .90 
ditto Green, box, Jl.OO to.... 1.10
Cucumbers, box, *S0c to ..... . .75
Peppers, Green, in boxes, lb.,
12c to ............... .......................14
Onions, Yellow, Standards,
cwt., sack ............ ........... . 2.50
ditto Sample ......... ..........  2.25
ditto Silver. Skin, box ........ 1.60
Local Corn, doz., 25c to .... .̂...........40
Cauliflower, crate (doz,).........  1.75
Celery, lb., 5c to ........................08
B.C. Celery, lb.................................06
Local Cabbage, lb....................... 02
Local Potatoes, Wliitp, cwt. sack 2.00 
B.C. Potatoes, Wnite, cwt., B
grade ‘ .................................  2.25
Imp. Sweet Potatoes, Standard
bbl............... ........................ 10.00
Car arrivals. Sept. 10th to the 16th—  
Fruit and vegetables, 8 cars B.C. Ap­
ples, 7 cars B.C. Vegetables, 3 cars 
B.C. Tomatoes, 1 car 13.C. Onions,
1 c.ar B.C. Mixed fruit, 1 car B.C. Mix­
ed̂  fruit, 2 cars Wash. Pears, 1 car 
VV'ash. Peaches, 1 car Wash. Mi.xcd 
fruit, 3 cars Ont. Grapes, 1 car Cal. 
Melons, 1 car Idaho. Cranberries, 2 
car.s Mass. Onions, 1 car Spain. Sweet 
potatoes, 1 car Virginia.
Edmonton
EDMONTON, Sept. 17.— The wea­
ther is ajjainst strong buying or fruit 
consumption—it i.s very cold Avith a 
threat of cither rain or snoAv.
The market is draggy, and although 
prices arc being maintained to some ex­
tent, it is very hard to do so. This may 
I)C caused by cars from B.C. being plac-
Onions, Carrots, Beets, Turnips, 
Cabbage, • Pumpkin, Squash,
Citron, per lb., 2c to ... .........
Celery, lb. ................ .......... .......
Local Potatoes, lb ..........;..........
Head Lettuce, doz.................. .
Corn, doz., 35c to ............. .........
Cauliflower, doz. ......... ..... .......
Ontario 11s—
Silver Skin Onions ........
Bartlett Pears ........... .̂.........
Red and Blue Plums ........ .
Greengage ....'................. ........
Damsons ............. ...................
Ont. Grapes, 6-qt. Warden ........
Wash. Bartlett, C grade, $3.50 to
Elberta Peaches, $1.50 to ........ 1.65
Tokay Grapes ....................... 3.75
Valencia Onions, size 4, 10-stone 7.00 
Car arrivals from 10th to the 16th
Pickling Onions, case .........
' Green Peppers, case ....
B.C. Wealthy, wrapped 








B.C. McIntosh Red, Avrapped... ;
ditto in crates —....................
Gravenstein ' .............. .............
Pears, Wash. Bartlett ........ .
ditto C grade ... ........ ..........
Peaches, $1.85 to ................... .
Prunes, $1.10 to ......... ..............
Crab apples. Transcendent .......  1.75
Hyslop  .... ............................ 2.35
Regina
.REGINA, Sept. 16th.—The weather 












rather scarce. Peaches and, prunes a- 
bout finished. Cantaloupes very slow 
sale. B.C. onions arriving in excellent 
condition and quality.
'Car arrivals from Sept. 9th to 16th:
From B.C.— Fruit and vegetables, 6 
cars; mixed fruit, 6 cars; apples, 7 cars; 
onions, 1 car.




Sept.— From B.C., 9 apples, 11 fruit, 8 |Bie year. Markets fair. B.C. apples ar- 
fruit and vegetables, 1 vegetables. From I riving daily, lâ rgely crates. Pears
Ont, 4 fruit. From Wash., 4 pears, 3 
peaches, 2 fruit.
Medicine Hat
M EDICINE HAT, Sept. 16.— The 
weather continues very wet here, Avhich 
is hindering harvesting operations con­
siderably; also has a .similar effect on 
the movement of fruit.
The car arrivals for this week are as 
folloAvs: 2 cars Washington fruit, 4
cars B.C. fruit.
Prices for this Aveek are:
Peaches, $1.75 to ..................... . 1.90 |
Prunes, $1.15 to ....... .............. . 1.25
Pears, $3.75 to ...............    4.00
Wealthy, crated, $1.90 to ........ . 2.1.5'
Fancy Wealthy. $2.25 to ............  2.50
Crated Macs, $2.15 to ... ....... . 2.35
Fancy Macs, $2.40 to .........   2.75
Local Cabbage, lb., 2c to ................ 03
Local Onions, Carrots, Beets and
Turnips .................................... 03
Hyslop Crabs, 2.25 to ...............  .2.40
The market here is being supplied 
Avith local cucumbers, local ripe and 
green tomatoes, and green peppers.
Saskatoon
SASKATOON, Sept. 16.— On ac­
count of so many mixed cars at coun­
try points, from B.C., this territory is 
overloaded and prices demoralized.
'talian Prunes, 90c to ................ 1.00
/’caches, $1.55 to ......................  1.65
cars, Bartlett ...........................  3.75
’ cars, other fall varieties ............  3.50
Apples, McIntosh, Fancy ........... 2.65
In crates ..............................   2.35,
Crab apples, Hyslops ................ 2.25
Pond’s Seedlings ......................  2.35
îpc Tomatoes, 7Sc to ....................90
Green Tomatoes ........................  1.00
Cukes ........  90
’ ickling Onions .................    1.75
Dry Onions................................ 2.50
Cantalou]ies, in apple boxes ......  2.00
eppers, in peach boxes ............  1.00
ditto in apple boxes ............  2.00
Ont. Fruit:
Peaches showing decay on arrival.
Greengage Plums, 11-qt...........  1.1 S
Damsons ................................ 1.65
Lombards and other Plums ....  1.00
Pears ..................................... 1.30
Peaches ................................  1.50
Grapes, 6-qt...............   70
Red Peppers, 11-qt.....    2.50
B.C. Celery ................................  .09
Spanish Onions, 40 lbs............... 6.50
Swift Current
SW IFT  CURRENT, Sept. 16. —
Weather has been ideal for threshing 









JAMES OLIVER  CURW OOD
The AA'cIl-knoAvii Avritcr of .stories 
with ;i Canadian setting, Avho has just 
returned from a trip to Europe.
B.C. Apples, McIntosh, Fancy,
box. $2.50 to .... ....
Wealthy, Fancyi box, $2.25 to 
Gravenstein, Fancy, box, $2.25
Assorted, Fancy, box,” $2!25 to 
Kootejiay Gem or McIntosh, in
crates, $2.10 to ... . .
Assorted, crates, $2.00 to ...... .
B.C. Craib apples, Hyslop, Fancy,
box, $2.25 to - .................... 2 SO
^ ^2.00 to ...... 2.25
R.C. Plums, Ponds and Egg, 4-
bskt. crates, $2.00 to .......... 2.25
Italian Prunes, No. 1, box, $1
to .......................... . .
B.C. Cantaloupes, Standard, $3.75̂  
to ...........
ditto Flats, $1.75 to ■I””.””’!’.
B.C. Tomatoes, Field, Ripe, 4-
bskt. crates, $1.15 to ... .!.....
ditto Green, box̂  $1.00 to ........
B.C. Cukesj Field, box, SOc to....
B.C. Celery, lb., 9c to ........... .
B.C. Onions, Yellow, standard
cwt. sacks, $2.75 to .............
ditto Sample. $2.50 to...........  2 75
ditto Pickling, per box, $1.50
to ........................................  2.00
Ont. Blueberries, 11-qt. bskt., $2
to ......... .................... . 2 50
Ont. Grapes, Blue, 6-qt. bskt.,
65c to ........................  ̂ 75
Ont- Pears, Bartlett, 11-qt. bskt”"
$1.50 to ............................... 1 75
Ont. Plums, Reds and'Blues, li-
qt. bskt., $1.00 to ....... ...........  1.25
ditto Greengage. $1.20 to ...... 1.40
_ ditto Damsons, $1.70 to ...  190
Local Cukes, H.H., Fancy, doz. 1.'25 
Local Cabbage, Carrots, Beets,
CAvt. sacks, $2.50 to .......... . 3.50
ditto Onions, Yellow, Stand­
ard, $2.50 to .... ...................  3.00
ditto Sample, $2.25 to .........  2.50
ditto^ Pickling, $5.00 to ... .....  6.00,
Local Potatoes. N cav White, cwt. i
sack, $1.75 to .....................2.50
CauIifloAVer, doz., $2.00 to ....  2 25
Imp. Cranberries, box of 50 lbs..
$7.50 to ....................... ....... 8 50
Wash. Pears, Bartlett, Fancy,
box, $4.00 to ............. :........ 4.35
J -  grade, $3.75 to 4.00
Wash. Peaches, Elberta, No. 1,
box. $1.75 to ... ................... 2.00
to .... ........  1.75
Wash. Plums, Ital. Prunes, No.
1, box, $1.10 to ...................  1.25
Winnipeg
W IN N IPEG , Sept. 16.— During the 
past Avcck Iiusincss lias been fairly 
good, Avith the Aveather briglit and cool 
Wc received five cars of bulk apples, 
Avhicli were of very good quality and 
cleaned up very rapidly, at from 4c to 
4j6e per pound. There have been a fcAv 
prunes corning in, in mixed cars, and 
Avhich Avere mostly over-ripe—also the 
^mc may be said of tlic cantaloupes. 
Ye.sterday wc received three cars of 
Alclntosh Reds Avbich Avere of good 
(jiiality and seem to be meeting Avith 
ready sale.
The car arrivals for the past Avcck 
arc the folloAving— From B.C., 26 ap- 
plcs, 5 bulk apples. 2 prunes, 2 mixed 
fruit, 2 crab apples, 1 onions, 1 canta­
loupes, From Ontario, 11 mixed fruit,
7 bush bskt. apples, 1 grapes, 3 bbl. 
app cs. Imported, 1 water melons. 3 
n.pplcs, 2 mixed fruit, 2 onions, 2 jsfrn.p- 
es, 6 Jicars, 1 bush, basket apples, 1 
bbl. apples, 1 peaches.
hollowing are the wholesale prices: 
Jlntish Columbia—
Apples, McIntosh, Fancy, box 2.75
ditto in crates, $2.25 to ...... 2.35
Apples, Wealthy, Fancy, box 2.50
ditto C grade ................... 2.25
ditto, crates ..................... .....2.00
Apples, Gravenstein, Fancy,
.....................................  2.50
Crab apples, Hyslop, Fancy,
box ...................... ..............
Onions, Y cHoav Standard ”cwt. 
ditto YclloAv Sample, cwt.
be.as plentiful as at present. In regard! 
to Lower Mainland and Island apples 
2 75 hi 'May be said; that much of this year’s 
2 ‘5o r^*'°P. nicely coloured and, of good 
quality and found a ready sale. In 
keeping with the light demand the 
movement from the Upper Country hasi 
up to the present been light.
Imports of peaches and pears from 
Washington have fallen off very heav­
ily, the movement being practically 
over for the season.
The tomato deal is dragging along 
Avith no change in prices from last j 
week.
Ashcroft potatoes are now on the I 
market at $1.85 per sack. Local pot­
atoes are now bought from growers, 
delivered, at $22.00 per ton. All pota­
toes as yet are for immediate consump­
tion, it being too early in the season for 
thoroughly mature stock fit for stor-1 
age. .
Eggs have advanced considerably I 
during the past Aveek. Winter supplies 
for the Yukon are being withdrawn 
from the local supply for shipment 
north on the last boat before the freeze- 
up. This creates a shortage which has | 
a Very strengthening effect on the mar­
ket.
Every farmer in llie Fraser Val­
ley Co-operative realizes full.y the 
immense importance of <|iiality, 
and quality is tlic thing upon Avhich 
Pacific Milk rests. Local pride, 
local industry, local prosperily, arc' 
all very well, but unless a com­
modity is strongly marked by 
quality the public should not bo 
asked to use it. That is the plat 
form of Pacific /Milk. ,
Fraser Valley Milk Producers 
Association
PACKERS OF PACIFIC  M ILK
Head Office: Vancouver, B.C.
OO pel'ciai/,
,WfTH B A TH U P T0 $2.50
IIOTELCANABA
• 514 R ICHARDS ST.
. V A N C O U V E R .  B.C.
When you eome to Vancouver etop at 
the Hotel Canada. It la located In tho 
centra of the ihopplng dlitrlot oloia ta 
whnrvea and 0. P. R. Station.' For the 
tourlet, tho family man or ladtoa unat­
tended, there 1* no hotel more doatrabto. 
CLEAN. AIRY ROOMS. EVERY ■ BED 
BOX SPRING MAT. 
TRESSES. Free bus and touring care to 
and from hotel.
The foIloAving produce was imported 
at Vancouver -during the week ending 
Sept. 15th, 1925: Pears,'^Wash., 10,-
006 boxes. Peaches, Wash., 1,357 box- | 
cs. Grapes. Cal., 1,257 lugs. Avacad- 
os, Cal., I box. Egg Plant, 12 crates. 
Peppers, Red, 81 crates. HoneydcAvs, 
Cal./ 20 crates. Cantaloupes, Wash., I 






Apples, Wealthy, wrapped, $2.25
ditto jumbic pack.......1.75
McIntosh, Ex. Fancy, $2.50 to 2.60 
ditto Fancy, $2.35; C grade 2.25
Jonathan, B.C., wrapped ........ 3.00
il-C., wrapped,
$2.10 to ...............................  2.25
‘ditto crated .............. ........ 1.75
Cookers, $1.25 to ...................  1.75
Hyslop Crabs ....................  2 00
Pears, Wash., $3.25 to ..............  3.50
In bulk...................................  2.50
Peaches, box .................. ..... .V” i[60
Primes, Italian, box, $1.05 to....!... LIO
Plums, Tragedy, crate ..............  2.00
Giants ...................................  2.75
Grapes, Thomp.son’s Seedless ...... 2.00
Tokays ....................................... 3.00
Lady Hngers .........................  4.25
Cantaloupes, 24s-27s .................  3 00
32s, .$3.25; 36s ........................ 3.50
...............:.......................... 3.60
Water melons, lb..............................04
Honeydevvs, crate ........... ..........  225
Peppers, Green, lb...........................10
Red ......... :................................... 20
Egg Plant, lb.................... .”...””!! !To
Tomatoes, H.H., crate ..............  1.75
Field, lug ............................... l'25
Broad Beans, lb................................05
Green Beans, lb...............................06
Green Onions, doz., 15c to .... ..... .25
Sweet Corn, White ................  25
 ̂G, B., 30c to ...... .... ;............  .35
Cncunibcrs, doz., 30c to .............  !so
Parsley, doz. bunches, .10c to .... 75
Celery, doz., 80c to .........    .’90
Head Lettuce, crate ................... 1 25
/Buiharl), box ........./,..........  " j
Sweet Potatoes, lb...!!!!.!!!!”!."!!”!! !o8
Ashcroft Potatoes, sack ............  L85
Local Potatoes, sack .... 1 50
Onions, sack, $2.25 to ...................2'.50
Spanish, crate ........ .............. ! 6!50
Cauliflower, doz..............  275
Cabbage, Red, lb........" 03
White, lb., 2c to .................!!] .‘o3
Carrots, sack, 75c to ............... 90
Beets, sack ........  !!!!!!.!!! 125
Parsnips, sack ......................... j /5
Turnips, sack, $1.25 to L50
Vegetable Marrow, lb.............. .{)2
Pickling Onions, Brown, lb!” !!!! 04
White .............   08
S a v e s  $ 2 4  A  Y e a r
Cooking experts figure that the 
SMP Enameled Ware Roaster will 
saA/e the average Canadian family 
fully $24.00 a year in meat bills. 
The secret is, it roasts the meat 
with very little shrinkage. Also, it 
makes cneap cuts taste like the 
best ones.
You place the roast in the roast cr, 
put on the cover: the roaster docs 
the rest. No basting required. 
Every roast is perfectly cooked.
The cover fiw close, so that coobins 
odors cannot escape. Grease can’t spatter 
out, which means a sweet clean oven. 
Priceo range from 65c. to $3.50 each, 
depending on size and finish—and don't 
forget the saving of $24.00 yearly.
ROASTERS
PAGE EIGHT
THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST
CHOCOLATE BARS
THE BOYS AND GIRLS SURE LIKE ’EM





T R U L Y  A  W O N D E R F U L  ASSO R TM E NT  OF F IV E  
CENT  BARS TO  CH O O SE FROM.
GANONG’ S CHOCOLATES
In half pound, one pound and two pound b o x e s — splendid
assortments.
A  few C O W A N ’S M IL K  C H O C O LATE S
per pound ... -...... ................. .......... ..........
A  few G A N O N G ’S C H O C O LA TE S  (old “‘o':’' )  K A «  
left at, per pound ...................... -..................■ •
A  big variety of Bulk Candies at
per poiind —-.............................-................ .
35c
R ING  T H E  P H O N E  A N D  ASK  FOR 214
The McKenzie Co., Ltd
Xmias
Your friends in the Old Country will appreciate a box of 
Occidental Apples at Christmas. Guaranteed to be deliv­
ered in first-class condition on all orders placed before 
September 30th, or money refunded.
Delicipus ..................  $ 5 .5 0 McIntosh Red .......... $5.00
Jonathan ............. . $5.00 Grimes Golden .......  $4.75
Spitzenberg .............  $5.25 Yellow Newton ........  $5.25
Rome Beauty ...... . $5.25
Cash with orders
SEND IN  Y O U R  ORDERS R IG H T  A W A Y
Occidental Fruit Go., Ltd.
K E L O W N A , B. C.
Free City Delivery
T H E  O L D  E S T A B LIS H E D  FIRM.
r - i S " !
BHUAIIIS
22" Gent.’s C.C.M. Massey $23.50 
24" do. do. do. $22.50
Lady’s 22" frame .........  $21.50
Boy’s 20" English .........  $20.00
English 22" wheel .........  $20.00
Girl’s 20" Canadian ...... $18.50
Boy’s 22" American ...... $18.50
REMEMBER—No second-hand 
Wheel leaves our store unless in 
first class running order.
G U N S
We have a few second-hand 
Rifles from $15.00 to $29.50.
SHOT SHELLS and 
M ETALLICS
carried in the leading makes. 
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b a s k e t b a l l
Annual Meeting Of Interior Assocn.
Complete orgatnzatiou of basketbaU 
in all ilivisions throngliout the Interior, 
including arrangements for liamUing 
nl.-iyolTs for the Interior titles on the 
zone systciu, were completed at tlie
annual general meeting of the Interior 
I Amateur BasketbaU Association licld 
at Vernon on Tliursday; The meeting 
was attended by dclcy.ites from Pen­
ticton, Suinmerland, Kelowna, Vernon, 
iCiiderby, Armstrong and Kamloops, 
Revelsloke lieing unable to send their 
representative at tlie last niinute, but 
iiilimating their entry into the organi­
zation, . . ,
Adoption of a constitution, re-elccUon 
of the officers elected nt the initial 
meeting in April, and playoff arrange­
ments were all dealt with in rccorc 
time, the meeting taking but three
Iiours to clear up tlic volume of busi­
ness presented. ^
I Temporary arrangement of areas to 
[declare their winners was made follow­
ing the sitting of a special coniimttcc 
for dlic purpose consisting of E. Libs, 
Penticton: J, McLeod, Armstrong; and
FO O TBALL
Kelowna Exacts Revenge From 
Penticton
Local Fielding And Batting Averages
Witli the windup of the baseball sea­
son last week at Penticton in the ben­
efit game for Lockwood, the averages 
of the local team may prove of interest, 
although only a few contests were en­
gaged in during the season.
FIELD ING  
Total
Chances. P.O. A. E
McKay, lb., cf...  46 44 2 0
Roth, p............. 8 1 7 0
Parkinson, cf., lb. 22 21 0 1
I’irie, c., cf.......  IS 14 0 1
Buse. 2b...........  30 12 11 7
Patterson, ss.....  15 8 3 4
Bertram, ss., rf. .. 6 1 3 2
Mutrie, 3b........ 13 6 2 5
BATTING
AB. R. H
Parkinson .......  16 4 5












Buse ............ .... 21
I'irie .................  13
Brown : 8
Rotli .................  11










J. G, McKay, Kelowna, The coiiimit- 
tce’s report, which was adopted, i)lace.s 
Kelowna, Summcrland, Penticton and 
Oliver in what is to be known as the 
South Okanagan; Vernon, Eiulcrby and 
Armstrong in the Northern Okanagan, 
and teams from Revelstoke along the 
inain .line and west of Kamloops m the 
Main Line division.
To have complete and full autliority 
over playoffs in all divisions between 
the winners from the throe areas, a 
special playoff committee ’vvas appoint­
ed, consisting of Bert Fiddcs, Kam­
loops, chairman, J. G. McKay, Kelow­
na, and J. McLeod, Armstrong. The 
areas must declare ‘their winners m 
each division by March 15 unless under 
special circumstances, whicli is a mat­
ter for the decision of the executive, 
Init in all matters affecting playoffs the 
committee for the purpose will have 
'full control.
Sfevcral amendments were orterccl to 
the constitution by J. G. McKay, Ke­
lowna, all of which were adopted, the 
most important being the inclusion of j 
clause whereby Intermediate “A and 
lower divisions must present satisfac­
tory proof of age before entering title 
playoffs. The residence clause was al­
so slightly ahicndcd to read that to be 
eligible a player must have been a con 
tinuous resident of the district for ; 
period of three months before the date 
of the first championship game.
Alf the officers elected at the former 
meeting were re-elected to hold office 
until the annual meeting in October
1926. . , . rCups for the Intei;ior title m two o: 
the six divisions are already provided 
for by Kamloops, leaving four others 
to be donated from the various centres 
interested, and an appeal will be made 
for a trophy for each of the following 
divisions: Senior “B”, Intermediate 
“B", Junior Boys and Intermediate
rls '
upon motion of J. G. McKay, Kel­
owna, a hearty vote of thanks was ten­
dered to Bert Fiddes for his work in 
drawing up the constitution, the sma 
number of minor amendments neces­
sary indicating that considerable work 
had been required to put out such an 
efficient document.
Mr. Fiddes, in replying, stated that 
sport could work for good or evil, ac­
cording to the manner in which it was 
plaved, when mishandled being produc­
tive of bitterness not only among play­
ers, but between towns and individuals, 
whereas, by careful handling and play­
ing the game for the sake of the sport 
alone, it could be a power for good in 
the same manner, causing a friendly 
feeling between towns when they could 
be rivals in sport without bitterness.
It was up to the leaders, the speaker 
vontinued, to live up to the name sport, 
for if the leaders were open to criti­
cism, the players would naturally fol­
low. If the Interior Basketball Assoc­
iation did no more than create a friend­
ly feeling between the centres in which 
ba.sketball was played, then it would 
have justified its existence.
Officers for the ensuing year are as 
follows:— President, Dr. R. VV. Irving, 
Kamloops; Vice-Presidents, J. McLeod, 
Armstrong, E. Ellis, Penticton; Secre­
tary, Ted Buse, Kelowna; Treasurer. 
J. G. McKay, Kelowna. These together 
with two delegates from each affiliated 
cluh will form the executive.
Delegates in attendance to Vernon 
were as follows:— Penticton, R. Brown, 
T, Kennedy; Summcrland, Miss Rene 
Harris: Armstrong, J. W.. Plummer, 
\Y. A. Wilander; Vernon, W. Maxwell, 
G. Hcrhcrt; Kamloops, B. Fiddes, M. 
Chater; Kelowna. T. F. McWilliams, 
C. McLeod; Endcrby, G. Duncan, A. 
Johnson.
Clubs wishing affiliation must have 
their applications in the secretary’s 
hands liefore November 1. together 
with a fee of $2.50 and intimation ’of 
which divisions they arc entering. Age 
limits: Senior “B", any age; Intermed­
iate “A", under 21; Intermediate “B”, 
under 18; Junior Boys, under 15; Sen­
ior Girls, any age; Intermediate Girls, 
under 18.
A copy of tlie amended constitution 
will lie forwarded to each cluli interes­
ted. and it is then up to the areas as 
defined to make their arrangements for 
plavofTs in the divisions in which there 
is local competition, as there may he 
only one team in Intermediate “B" in 
the South Okanagan, while there m.ay 
he tlirce or four in the same class in 
another area, and consequently, al­
though no local competition would he 
aiTorded in the South Okanagan, there 
would be opiiortunity to engage in com­
petition for the Interior title. ____
After leading at the interval hy the 
only goal of tlie half, and P aymg a 
bustling style which kept the Kelowna 
forwards front getting within «
distance, Penticton footballers went 
down to defeat on Sunday vylicn the 
home team bulged the n^tttng Tour 
times in tlie second half without 
Tlie score of 4 to 1 does not indicate 
(he margin of play, however, as the 
visitors were faster on the ball amj. 
while not so polished performers, put 
an eleven on the field wlucli should do 
well with fnor.e experience. .
Botli teams lacked cohesion especial­
ly among the forwards, ^
goals were more or less of the soft 
v̂ ariety, attliougb it was the snapping 
up of opportunities offered that gave 
Kelowna the victory. Penticton were 
kept hemmed in their own half of the 
field for a considerable thne after the 
match got under way, their passing be­
ing ragged, until Melhn, who showed 
a fine turn of speed, raced up the wing, 
only to shoot wide of the post. Burt 
was called upon to save with three Pen­
ticton forwards oii' top of him, ana 
Kepnedy broke up three dangerous 
rushes in succession. The best combin­
ation among the forwards ended m a 
Kelowna attack being halted by a call 
for “hands” in front of the net. The 
Penticton goalie had plenty to do at 
this stage, but the forwards were shoot­
ing into his hands, and his defence was 
steady. Just before the whistle blew 
the Penticton forwards broke away, and 
when Burt came out to save, Owens 
tapped the ball into an open net.
\Vith the score 1 to 0 against them, 
Kelowna pressed hard upon resump­
tion of pluy. Reith had two shots in a 
row, and Fisher sent a rebound from 
the goalie over the bar. Kennedy sav­
ed what looked like a sure equalizer 
when Fisher rushed Hinckesman, who 
dropped the ball, only to have Kennedy 
clear. Both teams were erratic in their 
kicking, and although play became fas 
ter, there was little successful combina 
tion. W . Handlen sent in a beautiful 
centre, which Fisher hooked into the 
corner of the net to tie the count. Ke­
lowna had much the better of fjhe Play 
at this stage, until Kennedy let the 
forwards away, and two corner kick: 
resulted in Burt having to tip the ball 
over the bar. Dayis was given the ball, 
and with the visiting halves well dowr 
the field, raced through alone to rol 
the ball past the goalie.
A penalty for “hands” in the forbid­
den area was taken by W. W o^s, who 
drove a hot one straight. at Hinck^- 
man, Fisher rushing in to rnal^ the 
count 3-1. Kelowna continued the at­
tack and McClymont, following up his 
shot, just touched it enough to place 
the leather out of the goalie s reach for 
another. The forwards were combin­
ing better as the game progressed, and 
Burt was called upon to clear se\^ral 
dangerous attacks before the final 
whistle blew.
Penticton halves and backs were 
good, Kennedy being the outstanding 
player and breaking up innumerable 
rushes.
Neither forward line combined to any 
great extent, although Mellin, Pentic­
ton’s outside right, was too fast for his 
partner on the wing, and con^querUly 
was forced to work alone. Probably 
the good work of the Penticton halves 
had a Jot to do with the failure of the 
local forwards to get going, as the visi­
tors were faster on the ball, although 
playing more of a “kick and rush ’ var­
iety, a style which has often caused 
upsets in English cup tie events.
Burt was steady between the posts 
for Kelowna, and had a pair of backs 
in Scholl and Kinnear, who  ̂ used 
their experience to advantage. W . 
Handlen and W . Woods were also pro­
minent at times, while Fisher, although 
lacking support from the wings, took 
advantage of his opportunities.
K ELO W N A .— Burt; Kimiear and 
Sclioll: W . Handlen, W. Woods and 
B. Woods; Davis, T. Handlen, J. 
1‘islier, McClymont and Keith.
PIC NT ICTON.— H. Hinckcsinaii;
Knox and Tavcndalc; Spinks, Kenne­
dy and Petty; Mellin, G. Hiiickcsniaii, 
Owens, Angus and Dawson.
CRICKET
Final Match Tliis Week End
By ail Order-iii-Council published 
at Ottawa, which is elTcctive from Aug­
ust 20 last, the title to the base metals 
underlying Dominion lands in ibis pro­
vince are vested in the government, of 
B.C. and not, as hitherto, in the I’ed- 
eral Govornincn,t. This includes all 
base minerals, excc|)t coal, iielrolcum 
and natural gas. t
Tlie Manitoba Gypsum Company arc 
erecting tlirce lioppcrs at the gypsum 
deposits at i‘'allcland and have complet­
ed the construction of a tramway from 
their mine there to tlie C.N.R. track, 
’rhey intend to carry out a policy of 
active development of their property, 
the market for gypsum liciug excel­
lent at the present time.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 192S
Winding up the successful season 
enjoyed by members of the Kelowna 
and District Cricket Association, tlie 
final and feature match will be jilayed 
this week-(;nd  ̂ when the G.W.V.A., 
winners of the League, will meet an 
eleven selected from tlie other tlirce 
teams,
Tlie Knowles Cuj), which the Vets, 
caplurcd with the title, will be presen­
ted during the afternoon. Occidentals, 
by .squeezipg the City out by one 
point for second place, will receive the 
Pettigrew medals. It is also hoped, al­
though not definitely arranged at the 
time of writing, to have Vernon here 
on Saturday to meet a “rep” eleven, 
as in their previous encounters the vis­
itors met local teams whicli did not 
fully represent the cHckct strength that 
can be mustered when all players are 
available.
The last issue of the B.C. Gazette 
contains a description of the area be­
tween the main Kettle River and the 
West Kettle River which has been set 
aside as a game reserve. It will be il­
legal to hunt, trap or carry weapons in 
the area’'described without a spccia 
permit.
The President of the Penticton Fish, 
Game and Forest Protective Associa­
tion has been advised by the Chief In­
spector of Fisheries, Major J. A. Moth­
erwell, that the rights given Capt. H. 
H. Cfccsc, of Summcrland, over the 
fishing at Chute Lake are not exclus­
ive and that thosd rights will be the 
subject of an investigation by the Dom­
inion Director of Fisheries.
Hunters!
H E N  P H E A S A N T S  O P E N  OCTOBER 16th
H U N T E R S  I
You will find that we 
have the best assortniciit 
of shooting supplies in 
the city. Come in and 
see our splendid values.
H E N  PH EASANTS O PE N  OCTOBER ISth
Grouse closed South Okanagan. /
A Shell for every purse; a Load for every bird that lues.
SATURDAY SPEC IAL
Hunting Knives, regular $4„S0 .................................. ' $2.50
Duck Calls, regular 75e ........ -.................. -............. ....
W E  RENT GUNS
Badminton Rackets RestrungGuns Repaired
A  ,FE W  GOOD
BUILDING LOTS
A T  V E R Y  R E A S O N A B LE  
PRICES
Bernard Ave., 50x137 $400.00 
-Gadder Ave., 66x140 ....$275.00
Abbott St., 60x114 .... $575.00





have gained a reputation g 
because we put our heart g 
and soul in our tea and g 
coffee business, and lodk p 
after it with a zealous g 
care. W e ’re particular p 
that our tea and coffee g 
is blended just so, be- g  
cause, now that we have g  
you suited it would be g  
poor policy to allow the g  
quality to depart from g  
the established h i g h  g  
standard. B
INSURANCE
Fire, Accident & SieJmess, Life, 
Automobile, etc.
E. W. Wilkinson & CO.
BERNARD AVE.
PRICES P A ID  FOR
COLL APPLES & WINDFALLS
D E L IV E R E D  A T  O U R  FAC TO R Y
. Per ton
Jonathan ......... -...... .........)  ins., in diameter and over --|15.00
Grimes Golden ............. . I  over 2 ms. and less than 2y2 o.OO
Yellow Newtown ....... -..... ( less than 2 ms. ......................| 2.0U
Rome Beauty............. -....  7 packing house run .................... o*uu
Wealthy .........- ..........- ..... )  ins. in diameter and oyer ....$10.00
McIntosh Red - ......... ...... j. over 2 ins. and less than-2j4 ....$ 6.00
Northern Spy -..............  ( less than 2 ins.......................  -| 2.00
Wagner & most other var. j packing house run ................... o.uu
W e sort all apples to size mechanically without charge.
THOS. B U L M A N  & SON
(EATM O R E)
Vernon Road Phone 277-Ll Kelowna, C.
Thu Municipality of Suiua.s and a 
large miinher of the owners of land in 
the Sntnas Dyking Board area have fil­
ed suit again.st the Sninas Dyking Coin- 
mission and the Provincial Land Set­
tlement iloard. The ohjcct of the .suit 
'is to prove that the i>Iainliffs are not 
entitled to pay more than the original 
estimated cost of the Sumas dyking 
seheme, $1,800,000. although that pro­
ject cost in the ncighhoitrhood of $3.- 
000,000.
Local Association Meets Friuay 
All players and supporters of basket- 
Iiall are 'invited to attend the aminal 
general meeting of the Kelowna Bas­
ketball Association to lie held tomor­
row night (Frid.iy) in the Oddfellows’ 
Hall. With the organization of the 
Interior Basketball Association provid­
ing for bettor arrangements for play- 
ofl's. at least as far as the Interior is 
coneerned. and with the proliahility 
that there will he trotihics in every div­
ision to he contested for representing 
Interior titles, the interest in this form 
of sport should bo greatly increased.
A V O N D A L E  TEA  
per lb...............  •
e x c e l d a  t e a
per lb.........
FRESH G R O U N D  55c
80c
c o f f e e , per lb.
Holmes \  
Gordon, Ltd.
Family Grocers Phone 30




W e are now showing all the new Autumn styles in Ladies’, Men’s and 
Children’s Shoes. The new light tan shades are predominating. See our
window displays this week.
Women’s
The new black and tan Royal Calf and black and 
tan Willow Calf Shoes. These come in Murray's, 
Bell’s and Classic makes. The styles arc smart, 
peppy and full of the spirit of youth. Styles 
suitable for all occasions.
Women's tan willow calf Pumps with clastic vamp,
Cuban leather covered heels; ....$ 7 .5 0
Women’s tan royal calf Strap Slippers with short
vamp and medium heels; $5.50
price, per pair
Women’s black patent step-in Pumps with cut ofit 
side trimmings, silver buckle and Q K
Cuban heel; price, per pair .........
Women’s black kid Slipper, sandal strap eficct, 
very soft and pliable; medium heel; K A
price, per pair ................................  u)0 *cJvf
Women’s black patent step-in Pumps, with uiiiqi^ 
cut outs and elastic vamp; half Louis
patent covered heel; price ............  tU I
Women’s and growing girls’ two strap p c^^  
Sandal; fancy stitching and low heel; (PpT rypT 
price, p6r pair ................................  ̂^
Men’s Footwear
HARTT SHOES are the best shoes made in Can-  ̂
ada. See the new Oxfords in tan and
black, at .........................  $9.50 and I
Same in Boots at ................... $11.00 :ind $12.00
CHURCH ’S and LE E ’S, two of the finest Old 
Boots, from ................... $8.00 t o
"M U RRAY ’SrTi“splcndid-medium-^priccd-Shocr-vvith —
lots of style ami a great wearer; <j»Q A A
OTHER MAKES from ................... $3.95 up
BOYS’ SHOES
We have a splendid stock of Little Gent.'s, Youths 
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